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INTRODUCTION 

ATP Analyzer is a Windows based program intended for observing and analyzing 

analog signals and discrete channel data associated power generation, transmission and 

distribution systems.  The program is capable of reading and displaying analog signals 

produced by ATP as type PL4 output file data, industry standard COMTRADE file 

analog and digital data produced from protective relays and fault recording equipment, 

analog signals from table ASCII text data,  and audio wave files.   

 

Signals can be displayed in time domain on a single overlay chart, on multiple overlay 

charts showing the same time range, and as single signals on multiple charts showing 

the same time range.   

 

One or more signals can also be displayed as a function of another on an X versus Y 

chart as a trace over time duration, or as instantaneous points or vectors.  Relay 

characteristics with circular, polygon, or threshold line characteristics may also be 

displayed with signals on the X versus Y Chart.   

 

Up to three signals can be displayed simultaneously in the frequency domain as 

harmonics of the power system frequency or as the broad frequency spectrum.  Charts 

may be printed on Windows compatible printers and can be made available to other 

Windows applications using the system clipboard.  Printer output documents may be 

saved as Windows metafiles and bitmap images. 

 

The data file can be resampled at any sampling frequency using either linear or cubic 

spline interpolation.  Selected analog and digital signals can be exported in ANSI 

standard COMTRADE C37.111-1999 file format with either binary or ASCII data, and 

in C37.111-1991 format with ASCII data.  Analog signals can also be exported in table 

form to an ASCII text file, or as an ASCII file or binary (IEEE 32bit floating point data) 

file in the PL4 format of ATP output files. 

 

A second PL4, COMTRADE, or table type ASCII data file can be viewed for 

comparison against the signals of the main case without requiring the two cases to have 

the same sampling frequency or starting time.  The starting time of the comparison case 

can be adjusted to put it in time synchronism with the main case signals.  Comparison 

case analog and digital signals can be copied into the main case, during which the 

analog signals are interpolated and resampled to match the main case sample times 

using linear or cubic spline interpolation.  By loading various cases as comparisons and 

copying specific comparison case signals into the single main case, it is ultimately 

possible to evaluate signals from many cases at the same time within the enlarged main 

case. 

 

ATP Analyzer can save the work performed on data without disturbing the original data 

source file.  Work is saved under a project name as a Microsoft Access format mdb 

database file that can be accessed later using the File Open menu selection.   If desired, 

Microsoft Access can open an Access format mdb file saved by ATP Analyzer.  The 
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main case signal data is stored in a recordset named “ATP”.  If a program other than 

ATP Analyzer changes data in the mdb file, it may not be possible for ATP Analyzer to 

reopen the file.   

 

The program presently has a 254 analog signal limit, meaning that the sum of signals 

read from a PL4, COMTRADE, or table ASCII file plus the number of signal columns 

created for analysis cannot exceed 254.   

 

The program has a 2032 digital channel limit for COMTRADE files that contain digital 

channel data. 

 

Time-steps must advance in time, however, adjacent time-steps may have the same time 

value.  Certain functions cannot be performed on data having adjacent time-steps with 

duplicate time values, however, data can be resampled to eliminate duplicate time 

values if desired.  

 

The program can handle cases with up to 16,000,000 samples, though processing time 

for such a large case could be impractically slow.  The program operates with analog 

signal data held in a single precision floating-point array, so the available RAM dictates 

the practical maximum case size.  Although Windows operating system virtual memory 

will permit cases requiring more memory than is available in RAM, the speed of the 

program may slow significantly. 

 

The ATP Analyzer program is royalty free.  The proprietary rights of ATP Analyzer 

belong to the Bonneville Power Administration USA, which financed program 

development.  The contact person at BPA is Mr. James L. Hall.   
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MAIN WINDOW 

Display and Input   

 The Main menu window, visible when the program starts, is essentially blank 

until an ATP type PL4 output file, COMTRADE, table ASCII text data file or 

audio wave file is imported.  Before a file is imported, Main window Options 

menu items may be selected since certain choices affect files as they are 

imported.  Once a new data file has been imported or an existing project has 

been opened, the Main window shows the project title, project description, and 

the signal names and descriptions in a spreadsheet type grid.  To the left of the 

spreadsheet type grid is a list box that shows the list of signals presently selected 

for charting or certain other action. 

 

 The first data file imported after starting ATP Analyzer is always considered the 

main case.  Once a main case is imported, the user may import a comparison 

case if desired. 

 

Project title and description information may be read from the imported data file 

but the user is allowed to modify them.  The project description may contain as 

many lines as desired but only the first five lines of the description will be 

visible when the charts are printed. 

 

File, New Main Case, Atp.pl4  Import 

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-opening dialog window for 

selecting any ATP type PL4 file accessible to the computer.  The PL4 file may 

be ASCII type or binary (also described as “C-like” in ATP literature) in several 

variations that include IEEE 32 bit standard data format and DEC VAX 32 bit 

data format.  Any file imported by this menu item will become the main case 

and will close any previous main case and comparison case.   

 

Formated PL4 files having uniform column widths can also be imported 

generally successfully at this menu item.  However, if this menu item fails to 

properly load a formatted PL4 file, use File, New Main Case, Table ASCII 

Import and select the same PL4 file.   

 

 ATP Analyzer can save any work on a project as a Microsoft Access type mdb 

database file.  A default file name for saving this case in Access mdb file format 

is established here with a path to the same directory as the PL4 data file.  The 

file name and path can be changed using the menu item File, Save As.   

 

Although the ATP Analyzer analysis functions are designed largely around time 

domain data, the program can be used to display data having an independent 
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variable other than time.  The units of the independent variable can be 

customized in the Overlay, Multiple Charts and Multiple Overlay Charts 

windows under Time, Scale, Custom.  For example, the leftmost “time” column 

could instead contain frequency values in Hertz.  See further discussion under 

Overlay Chart, Multiple Charts and Multiple Overlay Charts windows menu 

item Time, Scale, Custom. 

 

When importing an ATP.PL4 file, the directory in which the File Open dialog 

begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,New, ATP.PL4 

Import dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  Refer to main 

menu item Options, ATP.PL4 Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, New Main Case, COMTRADE Import  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-opening dialog window for 

selecting any COMTRADE file.  All COMTRADE *.cfg configuration files, 

*.dat data files, and *.hdr header files will be visible in the file-opening dialog 

window.  Any one of the types COMTRADE files may be selected when 

opening a particular case.  The configuration, data, and header files for a 

COMTRADE case must all be located in the same directory.   COMTRADE 

data for a case may be in more than one file as long as the data file extensions 

conform to the1991 IEEE COMTRADE standard pattern of .d01, .d02, .d03… 

.d99 or the 1999 IEEE COMTRADE standard pattern of  .d00, .d01, .d02, 

.d03… .d99 

 

If the COMTRADE .hdr header file is present, the first line of the file may be 

selected as the project title, and although entire remainder of the file will appear 

in the project description of ATP Analyzer, only the first five lines will appear 

when a chart is printed out.  However, the lack of a header file will not prevent 

the configuration and data files from being imported successfully.  The 

COMTRADE *.inf information file is neither required nor used by this program. 

 

 Any file imported by this menu item will become the main case and will close 

any previous main case and comparison case.  

 

When importing a COMTRADE file, the directory in which the File Open 

dialog begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,New, 

COMTRADE Import dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  

Refer to main menu item Options, COMTRADE Settings, Default Directory, 

User. 

 

File, New Main Case, Table ASCII  Import   
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Selecting this menu item will bring up a file opening dialog window for 

selecting a table ASCII file containing signal samples.  Table files may have any 

name extension, but the open-file-dialog offers filters for common extensions 

such as txt, csv, asc and prn in addition to the option of viewing all file names.  

The file must contain data that can be separated into columns with the help of 

delimiter characters or fixed column widths.  If sample time is included in the 

file, it must be located in the leftmost column of each sample row.  The 

remaining columns must contain signal values taken at the time value of the 

leftmost column. If sample time is not included in the file, then every column 

may be signal data and the user must enter the sample frequency (sample rate) as 

the file is being accepted for import.   

 

Many variations of table ASCII can be imported.  The ASCII contents of A few 

example files are shown below. 

 

File #1, comma separated variables (CSV) with time in the lefthand 

column: 
TIME,FIRST SIGNAL,SECOND SIGNAL,THIRD SIGNAL 

0,500.35,200.6,37.235 

.001,501.356,202.1,37.382 

… 

 

File #2, space delimited data with time in the lefthand column; signal title 

text qualified by apostrophe symbols: 
“TIME” ”FIRST SIGNAL” “SECOND SIGNAL” “THIRD SIGNAL 

0 500.35 200.6 37.235 

.001 501.356 202.1 37.382 

… 

 

File #3, fixed column width data with time in the lefthand column; signal 

title text qualified by apostrophe symbols: 
“TIME” ”FIRST SIGNAL” “SECOND SIGNAL” “THIRD SIGNAL 

0         500.35    200.6     37.235   

.001      501.32    202.1     37.382 

… 

 

File #4, fixed column width signal data without time; signal title text 

qualified by apostrophe symbols.  The user knows that sample frequency 

was 1000 Hertz and must enter that value during the import: 
”FIRST SIGNAL” “SECOND SIGNAL” “THIRD SIGNAL 

500.35    200.6     37.235   

501.32    202.1     37.382 

… 

 

 

Time must advance forward when progressing down through the rows, but 

duplicate time values on adjacent samples are permitted.  Sample intervals may 
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be constant, variable or random.  However, certain functions of the program 

require equally spaced sample intervals or continuously advancing time-steps.  

The optional function Main Case, Resample can be used to equalize sample 

intervals and produce continuously advancing time-steps from data not already 

possessing those characteristics. 

 

A project title and description can be retrieved from the table file if it is in the 

first two rows of the file.  The first row should be the project title.  The second 

row should be the project description, with double slash characters placed in the 

table file line to signify line breaks as the description is imported into ATP 

Analyzer.  Signal names can also be retrieved if they are in the row just above 

the numerical signal data. 

 

Formatted ATP.PL4 files (time domain and frequency scans) are actually table 

ASCII files having fixed width columns and signal name and units information 

in the first three rows of the file.  This menu item recognizes the *.PL4 

extension and offers the opportunity to import the signal names and units 

information along with the signal data.  

 

A series of three windows will allow the selection of methods of interpreting the 

table file.  One of the entries is a time multiplier value.  The table file may have 

any time units, but ATP Analyzer requires the entry of a time multiplication 

factor that will convert the time units to seconds if analysis functions involving 

the use of time are to be used. 

 

Any file imported by this menu item will become the main case and will close 

any previous main case and comparison case.   

 

Although the ATP Analyzer analysis functions are designed largely around time 

domain data, the program can be used to display data having an independent 

variable other than time.  The units of the independent variable can be 

customized in the Overlay, Multiple Charts and Multiple Overlay Charts 

windows under Time, Scale, Custom.  For example, the leftmost “time” column 

could instead contain frequency values in Hertz.  See further discussion under 

Overlay, Multiple Charts and Multiple Overlay Charts windows menu item 

Time, Scale, Custom. 

 

When importing a Table ASCII file, the directory in which the File Open dialog 

begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,New, Table 

ASCII Import dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  Refer to 

main menu item Options, Table ASCII Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, New Main Case, Wave.wav Import   
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Selecting this menu item will bring up a file opening dialog window for 

selecting a binary *.wav file containing signal samples.  Wave files generally 

contain recorded audio.  One application for *.wav files in ATP Analyzer is the 

analysis of audio recordings of transformer sound emissions. 

 

Wave files must conform to the Microsoft RIFF specification, containing format 

information first followed by 8 bit or 16 bit PCM sound data encoding.  Wave 

files containing 8 bit data have only integer values of 0 to 255, so charting 

information may appear blockish.  Wave files containing 16 bit data have 

integer values from –32768 to +32767.  Unlike COMTRADE files, the wave 

file does not include any scaling or offset information, so the range of data 

values is limited and does not include any calibrated units of measure. 

 

Main case data imported from a wave file, or from any other type of file, cannot 

be saved as a wave file due to the limited integer range available in the RIFF file 

specification.  Save the wave file main case as a project.mdb file, or as a pl4, 

COMTRADE, or table ASCII file. 

 

 

File, Open Project Name.mdb   

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a file opening dialog window for 

selecting a project previously saved as a Microsoft Access mdb file by ATP 

Analyzer.  ATP Analyzer can accept only mdb files that were created by itself 

during an earlier work session originating with imported PL4, COMTRADE,or 

table ASCII signal data. 

 

 The Access mdb file will contain the main case and comparison case that were 

present when the project was last saved, as well as the configuration and signal 

selections.  The purpose of the mdb file is to save the case as work ended so it 

can be continued at a later time. 

 

When opening a project file, the directory in which the File Open dialog begins 

is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,Open Project Name.mdb 

dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  Refer to main menu item 

Options, Project File Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, Close     

 Selecting this menu item will close the project file main case and comparison 

case after offering the opportunity to save the file in Access type mdb format. 
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File, Save  Project Name.mdb   

Selecting this menu item will save the current main case and comparison case 

together as a project in a single Access database mdb format file using the file 

name and path listed along the title bar of the main window.  Save the case to 

another file name or path by selecting File, Save As, Project (.mdb). 

 

File, Save As, Project Name.mdb 

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-saving dialog window for selecting 

or entering any file name in which to save the current main case and comparison 

case together in a single Access database mdb format.  The file name selected 

will then become the new location to which File, Save will direct file storage. 

 

When saving a project file, the directory in which the File Save As dialog begins 

is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,Save As, Project *.mdb 

dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  Refer to main menu item 

Options, Project File Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, Save As, Selected Main Case Signals As, Table ASCII file (Analog 
Only)  

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-save dialog for the entry of a file 

name and location in which to save an ASCII text file containing a table version 

of the selected main case analog signals.  The table file that will be created will 

have comma-delimited columns of data, or CSV format.  The first column will 

contain sample times in seconds.  The second and further columns will contain 

signal values corresponding to the time shown in the first column.  The first row 

of text contains the project title.  The second row of text contains the project 

description, with the description lines separated by double slash characters. 

 

Project title and description in ATP Analyzer: 

 
PROJECT TITLE 
FIRST LINE 
SECOND 
THIRD 
FOURTH 
FIFTH 
 

Project description written to Table ASCII file lines 1 and 2: 

 
PROJECT TITLE 

FIRST LINE//SECOND//THIRD//FOURTH//FIFTH 
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The row of text just above the first row of numerical signal data contains the 

signal titles that appear on the charts. 

 

The table type file can be used to transfer data to and from other Windows 

applications such as spreadsheet programs and mathematical analysis programs. 

 

When saving a table ASCII file, the directory in which the File Save As dialog 

begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,Save As… dialog 

can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  Refer to main menu item 

Options, Table ASCII Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, Save As, Selected Main Case Signals As, COMTRADE File (Analog, 
Digital), ASCII Data (C37.111-1991)     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-save dialog for the entry of a file 

name and location in which to save a COMTRADE type file with ASCII text 

data containing the selected main case analog and digital signals. COMTRADE 

header, configuration, and data files will be created using IEEE standard 

C37.111-1991.  Other signal viewing software designed before 1999 may 

recognize only C37.111-1991 version COMTRADE files. 

 

If a main case analog signal name appearing on the charts includes the signal 

units enclosed in parentheses, the units will be saved in the COMTRADE 

configuration file (*.cfg)  in the standard field location designated for analog 

signal units.   

 

When saving a COMTRADE file, the directory in which the File Save As dialog 

begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,Save As, 

COMTRADE… dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  Refer 

to main menu item Options, COMTRADE Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, Save As, Selected Main Case Signals As, COMTRADE File (Analog, 
Digital), ASCII Data (C37.111-1999)    

Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-save dialog for the entry of a file 

name and location in which to save a COMTRADE type file with ASCII text 

data containing the selected main case analog and digital signals. COMTRADE 

header, configuration, and data files will be created using IEEE standard 

P37.111/D11 dated 21 January 1999. 

 

If a main case analog signal name appearing on the charts includes the signal 

units enclosed in parentheses, the units will be saved in the COMTRADE 

configuration file (*.cfg)  in the standard field location designated for analog 

signal units.  
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When saving a COMTRADE file, the directory in which the File Save As dialog 

begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,Save As, 

COMTRADE… dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  Refer 

to main menu item Options, COMTRADE Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, Save As, Selected Main Case Signals As, COMTRADE File (Analog, 
Digital), Binary Data (C37.111-1999)    

Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-save dialog for the entry of a file 

name and location in which to save a COMTRADE type file with binary data 

containing the selected main case analog and digital signals. COMTRADE 

header, configuration, and data files will be created using IEEE standard 

P37.111/D11 dated 21 January 1999.  The binary data file requires about half 

the space required to store the same data in ASCII text form. 

 

If a main case analog signal name appearing on the charts includes the signal 

units enclosed in parentheses, the units will be saved in the COMTRADE 

configuration file (*.cfg)  in the standard field location designated for analog 

signal units.  

 

When saving a COMTRADE file, the directory in which the File Save As dialog 

begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,Save As, 

COMTRADE… dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  Refer 

to main menu item Options, COMTRADE Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, Save As, Selected Main Case Signals As, Atp.pl4 File (Analog Only), 
Binary Data  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-save dialog for the entry of a file 

name and location in which to save a PL4 type file with binary data (IEEE 32 bit 

floating point standard) containing the selected main case analog signals.  This 

format is the most compact of all the file types and is also the quickest to save 

and import, making it a favorable choice when dealing with very large cases.   

 

When saving an ATP.PL4 file, the directory in which the File Save As dialog 

begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,Save As, 

ATP.PL4… dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  Refer to 

main menu item Options, ATP.PL4 Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, Save As, Selected Main Case Signals As, Atp.pl4 File (Analog Only), 
ASCII Data  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-save dialog for the entry of a file 

name and location in which to save a PL4 type file with ASCII data containing 

the selected main case analog signals. 
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When saving an ATP.PL4 file, the directory in which the File Save As dialog 

begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,Save As, 

ATP.PL4… dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  Refer to 

main menu item Options, ATP.PL4 Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, New Comparison Case, Atp.pl4 Import 

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-opening dialog window for 

selecting any ATP type PL4 file accessible to the computer.  The PL4 file may 

be ASCII type or binary (also described as “C-like” in ATP literature). Any file 

imported by this menu item will become the comparison case and will close any 

previous comparison case. 

 

 Comparison case data is not required to have the same sample frequency as the 

main case, nor is it required to be synchronized with the time scale of the main 

case.  Comparison case signals can be charted together with main case signals.  

The starting time of the comparison case can be optionally adjusted to place it in 

time synchronism with the main case. 

 

When importing an ATP.PL4 file, the directory in which the File Open dialog 

begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,New Comparison 

Case, ATP.PL4 Import dialog can be set to begin in a user specified directory.  

Refer to main menu item Options, ATP.PL4 Settings, Default Directory, User. 

 

File, New Comparison Case, COMTRADE Import 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-opening dialog window for 

selecting any COMTRADE file.  Any COMTRADE .cfg configuration files, 

.dat data files, and .hdr header files will be visible in the file opening dialog 

window, and any of the three file types may be selected when opening a 

particular case.  The configuration, data, and header files for a COMTRADE 

case must be must be located in the same directory.  The absence of a header file 

(.hdr) will not prevent the import of a COMTRADE file. COMTRADE data for 

a case may be in more than one file as long as the data file extensions conform 

to the1991 IEEE COMTRADE standard pattern of .d01, .d02, .d03… .d99 or 

the 1999 IEEE COMTRADE standard pattern of  .d00, .d01, .d02, .d03… .d99  .  

 

Any file imported by this menu item will become the comparison case and will 

close any previous comparison case. 

 

 Comparison case data is not required to have the same sample frequency as the 

main case, nor is it required to be synchronized with the time scale of the main 

case.  Comparison case analog and digital signals can be charted together with 
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main case signals.  The starting time of the comparison case can be adjusted to 

place it in time synchronism with the main case. 

 

When importing a COMTRADE file, the directory in which the File Open 

dialog begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,New 

Comparison Case, COMTRADE Import dialog can be set to begin in a user 

specified directory.  Refer to main menu item Options, COMTRADE Settings, 

Default Directory, User. 

 

File, New Comparison Case, Table ASCII  Import 

 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a file-opening dialog window for 

selecting a table ASCII file containing signal samples.  The file must contain 

data that can be separated into columns with the help of delimiter characters or 

fixed column widths.  The leftmost column must contain the time of each 

sample row.  The remaining columns must contain signal values taken at the 

time values of the leftmost column. Project name and description that may be on 

lines 1 and 2 of the file are ignored as the comparison case is imported. 

 

Time must advance forward when progressing down through the rows, but 

duplicate time values on adjacent samples are permitted.  Sample intervals may 

be constant, variable, or random.   

 

Formatted ATP.PL4 files are actually table ASCII files having fixed width 

columns and signal name and units information in the first three rows of the file.  

This menu item recognizes the *.PL4 extension and offers the opportunity to 

import the signal names and units information along with the signal data. 

 

A series of three windows will allow the user to select the methods of 

interpreting the table file.  One of the entries is a time multiplier value.  The 

table file may have any time units, but ATP Analyzer requires that a time 

multiplication factor be entered that will convert the time units to seconds. 

 

Any file imported by this menu item will become the comparison case and will 

close any previous comparison case. 

 

Comparison case data is not required to have the same sample frequency as the 

main case, nor is it required to be synchronized with the time scale of the main 

case.  Comparison case signals can be charted together with main case signals.  

The starting time of the comparison case can be optionally adjusted by the user 

to place it in synchronism with the main case. 

 

When importing a Table ASCII file, the directory in which the File Open dialog 

begins is the most recently used directory.  If desired, the File,New Comparison 
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Case, Table ASCII Import dialog can be set to begin in a user specified 

directory.  Refer to main menu item Options, Table ASCII Settings, Default 

Directory, User. 

 

File, Close Comparison Case     

 Selecting this menu item will close the comparison case but will not disturb the 

main case. 

 

Exit  

 Selecting this menu item will exit the program. 

 

Previous File Names  

 Below the Exit menu item are the last four project files that were either saved as 

Microsoft Access mdb files, or opened using File, Open.  Signal data imported 

as a main case using File,New from PL4, COMTRADE, or table ASCII files are 

not shown on this list until the main case is saved as an mdb file.  Files opened 

as a comparison case are not shown on the previous file names list. 

 

 

Charts, Overlay Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Overlay Chart window when one or 

more signals have been selected.  The signals displayed on the Overlay Chart are 

from a selection list dedicated to the Overlay Chart, Multiple Charts and XY 

Chart.  The same signals are shown on each of these chart types.   

 

The Overlay Chart is customarily a time domain chart.  However, it is possible 

to import signal data that has an independent variable other than time, in which 

case the chart would plot the domain of that particular independent variable.  An 

example would be the PL4 output file from an ATP frequency scan.  The 

independent variable would be frequency, which the Overlay Chart would 

correctly display.   

 

Charts, Multiple Charts  

 Selecting this menu item will bring up the Multiple Charts window when one or 

more signals have been selected.  The signals displayed on the Multiple Charts 

are from a selection list dedicated to the Overlay Chart, Multiple Charts and XY 

Chart.  The same signals are shown on each of these chart types. 

 

The Multiple Charts are customarily time domain charts.  However, it is 

possible to import signal data that has an independent variable other than time, 
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in which case the charts would plot the domain of that particular independent 

variable.  An example would be the PL4 output file from an ATP frequency 

scan.  The independent variable would be frequency, which the Multiple Charts 

would correctly display.   

 

Charts, XY Chart     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up the XY Chart window.  This menu item 

is inaccessible when any comparison case signals are selected for display.  

Plotting of one or more pairs of signals on the XY chart is meaningful only 

when the signals represent values measured at the same time.  Comparison case 

signals are not necessarily sampled at the same time as the main case signals.  

 

Signals from a comparison case can be viewed on the XY Chart if they are first 

combined into the main case.  For more information, see the description of 

menu item Comparison Case, Resample Into Main Case, Linear Interpolation or 

Cubic Spline Interpolation. 

 

The signals displayed on the XY Chart are from a selection list dedicated to the 

Overlay Chart, Multiple Charts and XY Chart.  The same signals are shown on 

each of these chart types 

Charts, Multiple Overlay Charts  

 Selecting this menu item will bring up the Multiple Overlay Charts window 

when one or more signals have been selected for display.  The signals displayed 

here are from a specific group of twelve selection lists dedicated only to the 

Multiple Overlay Charts.  To select signals for Multiple Overlay Charts see 

Analog Signals window menu item Analog Signals, Signal List For Multiple 

Overlay Charts. 

 

The Multiple Overlay Charts are customarily time domain charts.  However, it is 

possible to import signal data that has an independent variable other than time, 

in which case the charts would plot the domain of that particular independent 

variable.  An example would be the PL4 output file from an ATP frequency 

scan.  The independent variable would be frequency, which the Multiple 

Overlay Charts would correctly display.   

 

Charts, Frequency Domain Chart     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up the Frequency Domain Chart window.   

The Frequency Domain Chart shows the power system frequency harmonic 

content of a one-cycle segment of up to three signals, or a spectrum display 

mode shows the frequency content of an arbitrary segment of time domain 

signal.  
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Main Case, Copy Selections   

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a window that permits the selection of 

one or more analog signals to be copied to, and overwrite, other signal locations.  

During the copy process, it is possible to create one or more new analog analysis 

signal locations to which the selected signals may be copied without overwriting 

any existing signal. 

 

At present, Copy Selections does not copy digital channels. 

 

Main Case, Delete Selections 

 Selecting this menu item will delete the selected main case analog and digital 

signals.  The selection lists for the charts will be cleared.  Deleting every main 

case analog signal will cause the main case and comparison case to close. 

 

Main Case, Delete Inactive Digital Channels 

 Selecting this menu item will delete the main case digital channels that are 

inactive during the entire duration of the main case.  To see which digital 

channels would be deleted by this action, go to the Digital Channels window 

and select the Identify, Main Case, Identify Inactive Channels menu item then 

observe the names on in the Channel Names On Chart column of the list.  If any 

digital channels are inactive, [INACTIVE] will appear beside the channel name. 

 

Main Case, Information    

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a message box showing the beginning 

and ending times of the data, the average sample frequency, average sample 

period, total sample count and total signal count of the main case signals. 

 

Main Case, Resample, Linear Interpolation, All Signals     

Selecting this menu item will bring up an input window that asks for a new 

sampling frequency and shows the existing average frequency.  The new 

samples will be made at a constant frequency by linear interpolation of the old 

analog samples.  Digital channels in the main case are also resampled to the new 

sample frequency, with the changes of state maintained as closely as allowable 

according to the new sample times.   

 

Because resampling produces a constant sampling frequency, any adjacent 

samples having duplicate time values to represent step changes in signal value 

may be lost.  However, the analog signal step change in such a case can be 

preserved to some extent by resampling at a significantly higher sample 

frequency than the original data.  New samples closest to each side of the 

original step change will have the proper pre-step and post-step analog values. 
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Resampling includes optional low-pass filtering to eliminate analog signal 

frequencies that would be inappropriately alias at a lower sampling rate.  Before 

resampling at a lower sample frequency, it is advisable to low-pass filter the 

entire main case analog signal collection.  Select the low-pass filter 

characteristic and enter a cutoff frequency not greater than half the proposed 

new sample frequency.  If desired, enter a roll-off frequency that avoids a sharp 

filter cutoff to reduce ringing effects in the filtered signals. 

 

If the frequency components above half the frequency of the proposed new, 

lower resampling frequency are not filtered out, then high frequency signal data 

will be aliased into low frequency portion of the spectrum.  The character of the 

low frequency portion of the signal is then altered and it is not possible to 

reverse the process. 

 

Filtering of signals is not required if the resampling frequency is higher that the 

existing sample frequency.  If the new sampling frequency is higher than the 

existing frequency by an integer multiple, then the time and values of the old 

samples will be preserved unchanged within the new sample data.   

 

Main Case, Resample All Main Case Signals, Cubic Spline Interpolation     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up an input window that asks for a new 

sampling frequency and shows the existing frequency.  The new samples will be 

calculated by cubic spline interpolation of the old samples.  .  Digital channels 

in the main case are also resampled to the new sample frequency, with the 

changes of state maintained as closely as allowable according to the new sample 

times. 

 

Cubic Spline interpolation can be performed only on samples equally time-

spaced.  If time samples are unevenly spaced, or adjacent samples have the same 

time value, it will be necessary to first resample the main case using Main Case, 

Resample All Main Case Signals, Linear Interpolation without requesting a 

change in sample frequency.  Then it will be possible to resample to a new 

sample frequency using cubic spline interpolation. 

 

Resampling includes optional low-pass filtering to eliminate signal frequencies 

that would be inappropriately aliased at a lower sampling rate.  Before 

resampling at a lower sample frequency, it is advisable to low-pass filter the 

entire main case analog signal collection.  Select the low-pass filter 

characteristic and enter a cutoff frequency not greater than half the proposed 

new sample frequency.  If desired, enter a pass-band frequency that avoids a 

sharp filter cutoff to reduce ringing effects in the filtered signals. 
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If the new sampling frequency is higher than the existing frequency by an 

integer multiple, then the time and values of the old samples will be preserved 

unchanged within the new sample data.   

 

 

Main Case, Change Length Of Case     

Selecting this menu item will bring up an input window that permits entry of 

new start and end times for the main case.  The feature can be used to trim 

undesired data from the beginning or end of the main case, or extend the time 

duration of the main case to start earlier or end later, or both.  When the case is 

extended to begin earlier or end later, the newly extended portion of each signal 

is given data values of zero, and the sample frequency of the extension is set at 

the average sample frequency of the main case before the change.   

 

The existing and estimated new sample counts for the main case are shown as 

the time values are entered so it is possible to gauge the impact on the size of the 

data file.  Care must be taken when extending cases already having large sample 

counts or high sample frequencies to avoid unexpectedly large cases with 

accompanying large RAM and data file requirements.   

 

One example of an application for this feature would be to change the length 

(time duration) of the main case before copying signals from a comparison case 

having a longer duration than the existing main case.  

 

Another example would be as follows.  A main case and comparison case both 

have a 1.5 second time duration, but the fault recorder creating the comparison 

case started 0.2 seconds earlier.  Each case has a time value of zero in the first 

sample, and 1.5 seconds in the last sample.  It is desirable to copy some of the 

comparison case signals into the main case so they can be accessed by all of the 

analysis functions of the program.  Use menu item Main Case, Change Length 

Of Case to set the new beginning at  –0.2 seconds and press the Ok button.  

Then set the menu item Comparison Case, Adjust Start Time at –0.2 seconds.  

Select the comparison case signals that should be copied into the main case, 

then use menu item Comparison Case, Copy Comparison Selections Into Main 

Case, Linear Interpolation.  The new signals appearing at the bottom of the main 

case will be synchronized with the original main case data and will appear in 

their entirety.  If the main case had not been extended, the copied signals would 

still be synchronized but the first 0.2 seconds would have been trimmed off as 

the signals were placed at the bottom of the main case. 
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Main Case, Extend Prefault Signal 

 This menu item extends the beginning of the main case to an earlier time and 

then copies one cycle of prefault signal data to the extended beginning of the 

case.   

 

Certain files viewable on ATP Analyzer can also be played through a relay test 

set to subject a relay under test to the power system event recorded in the data 

file.  However, digital fault recording devices often record only a few cycles of 

prefault data to such files.  Some relays respond properly to fault event signals 

only after the relay has already been subjected to a relatively long period of 

normal prefault signal.  The menu item Main Case, Extend Prefault Signal 

provides a way to create a longer duration prefault signal in an existing file 

while preserving the fault event data.  

 

The main case must already contain at least one full cycle of prefault data at or 

near the beginning of the case.  One cycle of data (at the power system 

frequency) will then be copied repeatedly to fill the extended prefault duration 

of the signal. 

 

Here is an example of how the feature might be applied.  The main case in our 

example was recorded by a digital fault recorder that captured 2.5 cycles of 60 

Hertz prefault voltage and current data before a fault event began.  The time 

duration of the entire data file is 30 cycles, or 0.5 seconds.  The first sample 

begins with time at zero seconds.  The first half cycle of prefault data at the very 

beginning of the file was not cleanly recorded, but next two full cycles contain 

good data.  We will be testing a relay that requires one-half second of prefault 

signal in order to respond properly to a fault event.   

 

In our example, we would select menu item Main Case, Extend Prefault Signal.  

The “Main case will begin at” textbox would show “0” seconds, and we would 

enter  “–0.5” seconds (negative 0.5 seconds), and then press the Ok button.  The 

signal selection window then appears.  We enter the time value of the beginning 

the desired prefault cycle, a value of 0.09 seconds, since we observed that the 

first half cycle (0.0833 seconds) of prefault data is unusable.  Next we press the 

Process Entire Main Case button.  One full cycle of signal data beginning at 

time 0.09 seconds will then be copied repeatedly to fill from time  –0.5 seconds 

to time 0.09 seconds, precisely matching the phase of the existing data that 

remains unchanged after time 0.09 seconds in the file.  When we observe each 

signal of the main case on the Multiple Charts window, we will find that every 

signal now has a total of 32.5 cycles of prefault data, followed by the fault event 

data.  Time for the main case begins at     –0.5 seconds and ends at +0.5 

seconds. 

 

The time value entered to extend the beginning of the main case causes every 

signal to be lengthened, but it is not necessary to copy the prefault data for every 
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signal.  If prefault data copying is desired only for the first three signals in the 

main case, then use the signal selector window to select signals 1,2 and 3 for 

input, and then also select signals 1, 2 and 3 for output.  Then press the Process 

Inputs; Results To Selected Outputs button. 

 

Likewise, new signals may be created with extended prefault signal data, 

leaving the original signal unchanged.  If new signals are desired bearing 

extended prefault data derived from the first three signals in the main case, then 

use the signal selector window to select signals 1,2 and 3 for input, and then 

press the Process Inputs; Results To New Empty Outputs button.  Three new 

signals will appear at the bottom of the main case containing copies of signals 1, 

2 and 3, and with extended prefault signals.  The original signals 1,2 and 3 at the 

top of the main case will remain unchanged except for the zero value signal 

filling the extension. 

 

If a main case has already been extended by a previous usage of menu item 

Main Case, Extend Prefault Signal or by previous usage of menu item Main 

Case, Change Length Of Main Case, simply click the Ok button without making 

any change to the time entry.  The start and end time of the main case will 

remain the same, and the next window will allow selection of signals and the 

time at which to copy one cycle of signal data back over the earlier segment of 

the signals. 

 

Main Case, Change Start Time 

This menu item permits the start time of the main case to be changed.  The 

sample periods remain unchanged except when non-zero starting times restrict 

time resolution as is described more completely below. 

 

One application of Main Case, Change Start Time is to reset the start time to 

zero seconds after having extended the prefault data into the negative time 

region.  Say, for example, we begin with a digital fault recording of a fault 

event.  The recording time starts at zero and contains three cycles of prefault 

data.  We want to extend the prefault signal one second so that when the 

recording is run later on a test system the relay under test will settle into a 

relatively steady state condition in the 63 cycles before being subjected to the 

recorded fault event.  After extending the prefault time, the beginning of the 

main case is –1.0 seconds.  However, certain test systems cannot accept negative 

time values so we may use Main Case, Change Start Time to reset the start time 

to zero. 

 

The starting time of the main case may also be set to a positive or negative non-

zero value.  However, starting with a non-zero value constitutes an offset that 

may lock away one or more significant digits and reduce the resolution available 

to individual sample time values.   
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Time values are stored as single precision, IEEE 32 bit floating point variables 

with seven significant digits.  If, for example, we add enter a starting time of 

100 seconds.  Time will be stored as 100.0000, and the smallest time increment 

would be 0.0001 seconds, or 1.0E-4 seconds.  If the existing sample period is 

less than 0.0001 seconds, then individual sample times may become highly 

distorted as they are changed in value to conform to the much lower resolution 

imposed by the offset.  Even if sample periods are greater than 0.0001 second, 

they may still become distorted to a lesser extent by the time value shift required 

to conform to the limited resolution.   

 

Any loss in resolution caused by Main Case, Change Start Time cannot be 

restored by ATP Analyzer.  Maintaining a starting time of zero preserves the 

maximum possible time resolution. 

 

Main Case, Create Empty Digital Channels 

This menu item permits the addition of new empty digital channel positions in 

which to place the output of certain digital analysis functions.  Digital channels 

may also be created and edited to simulate operation of digital elements 

associated with analysis.  Enter a name as each new empty channel is created. 

 

There is no need to use this menu item if the user intends press the “Process 

Inputs; Results to New Empty Signals” button after selecting the input signals, 

since the program will automatically create the necessary new empty digital 

channels needed for the output 

 

Main Case, Create Empty Analog Channels 

This menu item permits the addition of new empty analog signal positions in 

which to place the output of analog analysis functions.  Enter a name as each 

new empty signal is created. 

 

There is no need to use this menu item if the user intends press the “Process 

Inputs; Results to New Empty Signals” button after selecting the input signals, 

since the program will automatically create the necessary new empty analog 

signals needed for the output 

 

Comparison Case, Start Time Adjust     

Selecting this menu item will show the value of time in seconds that will be 

added to the time-step value of the comparison case.  Negative values will move 

the comparison case signals to the left on time-domain charts and to an earlier 

time in relation to the main case.  Positive values will move the comparison case 

signals to the right and to a later time in relation to the main case.   
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The time value entered will be the difference in time between the beginning of 

the main case time base and the beginning of the comparison case. 

 

This feature can also be used to make arbitrary time shifts in main case signals.  

First import a data file as the main case, then import the same data file as the 

comparison case.  Set the Comparison Case, Start Time Adjust to the desired 

shift in time, then use menu item Comparison Case, Copy Comparison 

Selections Into Main Case… to copy the desired signals into the main case with 

the time shift. 

 

Comparison Case, Information     

Selecting this menu item will show the beginning and end time of the main case 

and comparison case, and the average sample frequencies of each.  The sample 

frequencies may indicate the quality of signal data and assist in determining 

which case has the more favorable sampling rate when combining the signals of 

two data cases.   

 

Comparison Case, Copy Comparison Selections Into Main Case, Linear 
Interpolation     

Selecting this menu item will copy the selected comparison case analog and 

digital signals into the main case.  The comparison case analog signals will be 

interpolated linearly and resampled to match the sample times of the main case.  

Digital channels in the main case will also be resampled to the new sample 

frequency, with the changes of state maintained as closely as allowable 

according to the new sample times.  The main case and comparison case sample 

frequencies may be constant, variable, or random. 

 

Copying comparison case signals into the main case brings about an important 

change in how the comparison signal can be handled.  The comparison signal 

within the main case can now be viewed and analyzed in all the ways that main 

case signals can be handled. 

 

Before copying a comparison case signal to a main case having a lower sample 

frequency, it is advisable to either low-pass filter the entire comparison case or 

increase the sample frequency of the main case.  If the frequency components 

above half the frequency of the lower sampling frequency main case are not 

filtered out, then high frequency comparison case signal data will be aliased into 

low frequency portion of the spectrum.  The character of the low frequency 

portion of the signal is then altered and it is not possible to reverse the process.   

 

Let us designate the present main case as Case A and the present comparison 

case as Case B.  Start another instance of ATP Analyzer and import Case B as 
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the main case.  Filter Case B, or filter and resample Case B to the same sample 

frequency as Case A.  Close Case B, then return to the first instance of ATP 

Analyzer and import Case B as a comparison case again.  Proceed with copying 

comparison case signals into the main case. 

 

When the finest detail of the comparison case must be preserved during copying 

into the main case, it is important to either ensure that sample times of both 

cases precisely coincide, or to increase the main case sample frequency (Main 

Case, Resample) to permit an accurate copy process. 

 

Comparison Case, Copy Comparison Selections Into Main Case, Cubic 
Spline Interpolation     

Selecting this menu item will copy the selected comparison case analog signals 

and digital channels into the main case.  The comparison case analog signals 

will be interpolated with cubic spline and resampled to match the sample times 

of the main case.  Digital channels in the main case will also be resampled to the 

new sample frequency, with the changes of state maintained as closely as 

allowable according to the new sample times.  Although the main case sample 

frequency may be constant, variable, or random, the comparison case sample 

frequency must be constant to use this copy method.  If the comparison case 

sample frequency is not constant, then use Comparison Case, Resample, 

Combine Selection Into Main Case, Linear Interpolation. 

 

Copying comparison case signals into the main case brings about an important 

change in how the comparison signal can be handled.  The comparison signal 

within the main case can now be viewed and analyzed in all the ways that main 

case signals can be handled. 

 

Before copying a comparison case analog signal to a main case having a lower 

sample frequency, it is advisable to either low-pass filter the entire comparison 

case or increase the sample frequency of the main case.  If the frequency 

components above half the frequency of the lower sampling frequency main 

case are not filtered out, then high frequency comparison case signal data will be 

aliased into low frequency portion of the spectrum.  The character of the low 

frequency portion of the signal is then altered and it is not possible to reverse the 

process.   

 

Let us designate the present main case as Case A and the present comparison 

case as Case B.  Start another instance of ATP Analyzer and import Case B as 

the main case.  Filter Case B, or filter and resample Case B to the same sample 

frequency as Case A.  Close Case B, then return to the first instance of ATP 

Analyzer and import Case B as a comparison case again.  Proceed with copying 

comparison case signals into the main case. 
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Analyze, Mathematical, Add     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which two or more analog 

signals can be selected for addition and the sum signal placed in a selectable 

analog signal location or a new empty analog signal location.  

  

Analyze, Mathematical, Subtract     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one analog signal can 

be subtracted from another and the difference signal placed in a selectable 

analog signal location or a new empty analog signal location.   

 

Analyze, Mathematical, Multiply     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which two or more analog 

signals can be selected for multiplication and the product signal placed in a 

selectable analog signal location or a new empty analog signal location.   

 

Analyze, Mathematical, Divide (Ratio)    

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one analog signal can 

be divided into another signal and the quotient signal placed in a selectable 

analog signal location or a new empty analog signal location.  This function is 

sometimes called ratio.  

 

Analyze, Mathematical, Time Signal   

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which the main case time 

values are put new empty analog signal location.  If the main case data was 

imported with time as seconds, then the time value placed in the new empty 

signal will be in units of seconds.  A multiplier (variable “a) and an offset 

(variable “b) can be used to convert time to a new scale and offset the value 

using the formula   a*t+b   where t is time. 

 

One application of this function is to produce a time value in rotational degrees 

at the flux field rotation frequency for use in transforming AC current of an 

induction motor into the Park domain.  The Park domain is intended to follow 

position of the field flux, which in an induction motor rotates at the power 

system frequency divided by the number of pole pairs per phase of the motor.   

 

The time multiplier value of Analyze, Mathematical, Time function would be 

selected to produce 360 degrees of rotation at the power system frequency 

divided by the number of pole pairs.  The default multiplier is 360 degrees times 

the power system frequency, or 21600 at 60Hz.  Use 21600 as the time 

multiplier, then enter 1 pole-pair when making a Park transform of current or 

voltage if you do not know more about the motor.  The time-offset value would 
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be selected to adjust to the necessary flux angle and could be any value between 

0 and 360 degrees.  The time value could then be used as the field rotation angle 

signal requested by Analysis, Evaluate, Current, Three Phase to Park o-d-q 

Transform function.  

 

This function creates an analog signal from the independent variable, regardless 

of what the independent variable represents.  For example, if the main case were 

an ATP linear frequency scan with an independent variable of Hertz, then this 

function would produce a signal value of Hertz modified by the   a*t+b    

formula where t is frequency in Hertz.  If the independent variable has been 

named “Hertz” under menu item Time, Scale, Custom on the Overlay Chart or 

Multiple Charts Windows then this menu item would appear as Analyze, 

Mathematical, Hertz Signal 

 

Analyze, Mathematical, Log, db Power     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for processing by equation output=10*LOG( |input| ).  

The processed signal may either replace the original signal, be placed in any 

other analog signal location or in a new empty analog signal location. 

 

Analyze, Mathematical, Log, db Voltage     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for processing by equation output=20*LOG( |input| ).  

The processed signal may either replace the original signal, be placed in any 

other analog signal location or in a new empty analog signal location. 

 

Analyze, Mathematical, Complex, Polar To Rectangular    

Certain functions in ATP Analyzer, such as Current Phasors, Current 

Symmetrical Components, Voltage Phasors, and Voltage Symmetrical 

Components create time domain vector outputs.  For example, current phase A 

output from Current Phasors would produce two signals, one representing phase 

A magnitude and the other representing phase A angle in degrees.  The signal 

pair describes phase A in polar coordinates as a function of time. 

  

Selecting the Polar To Rectangular menu item will bring up a window in which 

two signals representing a vector in polar form can be converted to rectangular 

coordinate form and placed in selectable analog signal locations or new empty 

analog signal locations.  Use this function to convert the polar coordinates of 

current phase A (described above) to the X (real axis) and Y (imaginary axis) 

rectangular components. 
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Conversion from polar to rectangular can assist mathematical operations on 

vectors and can also make it possible to display the track of a voltage or current 

phasor on an XY plot during a period of interest. 

 

Analyze, Mathematical, Complex, Rectangular To Polar 

Certain functions in ATP Analyzer, such as Impedance and Power, create a time 

domain vector output for each phase.  For example, Power Three Phase output 

would produce two signals, one representing real power and the other 

representing reactive power.  The signal pair describes power in rectangular 

coordinates as a function of time. 

  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which two signals 

representing a vector in rectangular form can be converted to polar coordinate 

form and placed in selectable analog signal locations or a new empty analog 

signal location.  Use this function to convert the rectangular coordinates of 

power or impedance to the magnitude and angle components of polar format. 

 

Conversion from rectangular to polar can assist mathematical operations on 

vectors, and can also make it possible to more easily evaluate power and 

impedance magnitude and angle changes as a function of time during a period of 

interest. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Clip  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for clipping.  The high and low signal clipping limit 

values must be entered.  The processed signal may either replace the original 

signal, be placed in any other analog signal location or a new empty analog 

signal location. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Differentiate  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for differentiating for first derivative.  The processed 

signal may either replace the original signal, be placed in any other analog signal 

location or a new empty analog signal location. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Filter, Using Fourier Transform, Low Pass  High 
Pass  Band Pass  Band Stop     

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Filter Settings window in which the 

type of filtering and the frequency settings can be entered.  Low pass, high pass, 

band pass, and band stop filtering using a Fourier Transform are available.  

After the filtering characteristics are entered, another window will come up to 
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permit selection of the analog signals to filter and the location for the filtered 

results.   

 

Filtering of every analog signal in the main case is also offered, in which case 

the filtered results overwrite the original unfiltered signals.  For example, 

uniform low pass filtering of every signal is desirable before resampling the 

main case at a lower sampling frequency in order to ensure that the signals 

contain no frequency component above the Nyquist limit of half the new 

sampling frequency. 

 
Filtering is accomplished by transforming the full duration of each analog signal 

to the frequency domain using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), more 

commonly referred to as FFT.  The sampling frequency establishes the 

maximum frequency index (half of the sampling frequency) that can be returned 

from the transform.  The filters modify the magnitudes of the frequency indices, 

and then the frequency domain indices are transformed back to the time domain 

to produce the filtered version of the original signal.  Filtering is discussed 

further under Frequency Settings window. 

 
 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Filter, Using s-Domain, Low Pass     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for low pass filtering using the following generalized 

formula.  

 

Vo/Vi=1/(1 + Τ s) 

 

The actual algorithm used is: 

 

Vo(n)=[Δt Vi(n) + Τ Vo(n-1)] / [Δt + Τ] 

 

Where 

Vo(n)  = filtered output signal sample. 

Vo(n-1) = previous filtered output signal sample. 

Δt        = time separating present sample and previous sample. 

Vi(n)   = unfiltered input signal sample. 

Τ         = time constant. 

 

The time constant T must be entered to establish the desired characteristic of the 

low pass filter.  A gain factor may also be entered.  The default gain value is 1.0 
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Analyze, Modify Signal, Filter, Using s-Domain, High Pass     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for high pass filtering using the following generalized 

formula.  

 

Vo/Vi= Τ s /(1 + Τ s) 

 

The actual algorithm used is: 

 

Vo(n)= Τ [Vi(n) – Vi(n-1) + Vo(n-1)] / [Δt + Τ] 

 

Where 

Vo(n)  = filtered output signal sample. 

Vi(n)   = unfiltered input signal sample. 

Vi(n-1)  = previous unfiltered input signal sample. 

Δt        = time separating present sample and previous sample. 

Τ         = time constant. 

 

The time constant T must be entered to establish the desired characteristic of the 

low pass filter.  A gain factor may also be entered.  The default gain value is 1.0 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Filter, Using s-Domain, Band Pass     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for band pass filtering using the following generalized 

formula.  

 

Vo = Vi   - wo Q (1/s) Vo - (Q s Vo)/wo  

 

The actual algorithm used is: 

 

Vo (n)= [Vi(n) –  wo Q A + (Q Vo(n-1))/(wo Δt)] / [1 + wo  Q Δt + Q / (wo  Δt)] 

 

Where 

A=A + Vo(n) Δt 

Vo(n)  = filtered output signal sample. 

Vo(n-1) = previous filtered output signal sample. 

Vi(n)   = unfiltered input signal sample. 

Vi(n-1)  = previous unfiltered input signal sample. 

Δt        = time separating present sample and previous sample. 

wo         = center frequency of band pass. 

Q         = filter quality factor. 

 

The center frequency and filter quality factor must be entered.  A gain factor 

may also be entered if desired.  The default gain value is 1.0 
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Analyze, Modify Signal, Filter, Using s-Domain, Band Stop     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for band stop filtering using the following generalized 

formula.  

 

Vo = wo Q (1/s) (Vi –Vo) + Q s (Vi –Vo) /wo  

 

The actual algorithm used is: 

 

wo Q A + wo Q Δt Vi(n) + Q Vi(n)/ (wo Δt) - Q Vi(n-1)/ (wo Δt) + Q Vo(n-1)/ (wo Δt) 

Vo (n)= ———————————————————————————————

—— 

    1 + Q / (wo Δt) + wo Q Δt 

 

Where 

A=A + Vo(n) Δt 

Vo(n)  = filtered output signal sample. 

Vo(n-1) = previous filtered output signal sample. 

Vi(n)   = unfiltered input signal sample. 

Vi(n-1)  = previous unfiltered input signal sample. 

Δt        = time separating present sample and previous sample. 

wo         = center frequency of band pass. 

Q         = filter quality factor. 

 

The center frequency and filter quality factor must be entered.  A gain factor 

may also be entered if desired.  The default gain value is 1.0 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Filter, Using Finite Impulse Response, Cosine     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for filtering and measuring at the power system 

frequency using a sliding window Finite Impulse Response cosine filter.  The 

filter produces two output signals for each selected input signal.  The first output 

signal is filtered AC at the power system frequency.  The second output signal is 

a measurement of the phasor magnitude of the power system frequency 

component.   

 

The filter window width may be selected as either one cycle or one-half cycle.  

Because the filtering of a given sample point requires the data from every 

sample within the sliding window, points in the first cycle or half cycle cannot 

be properly filtered and are given a zero value at the filter output.   

 

The coefficients of the cosine filter are defined as: 
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CFCn = cos(2·π·n / spc) 

 

where  

n= sample number (0 to N-1) 

N= window length sample count 

spc= samples per cycle 

 

The cosine filtered AC output at the power system frequency is defined as: 

 

                               2      N-1 

AC Outputsmpl+spc= —     Σ Inputsmpl+spc-n·CFCn 

                              N      
n=0

 

 

where  

smpl=index of samples 

 

The cosine filtered phasor magnitude output at the power system frequency is 

defined as: 

Magnitude Outputsmpl+spc=((AC Outputsmpl+spc)
2
 + (AC Outputsmpl+spc-spc/4)

2)
1/2 

 

Not every sample frequency can be filtered by this function.  Cosine filtering 

requires that the filter window contain 2
n
 samples and not less than four samples 

per cycle, so attention must be given to the sample frequency of the main case.  

If, for example, the power system frequency is 60 Hz, then main case sample 

frequencies that could be filtered would be 240Hz, 480Hz, 960Hz, 1920Hz, 

3840Hz and so on. 

 

Two output signals provided for each input signal selected: 

1. Filtered AC component at power system frequency. 

2. Phasor magnitude of AC component at power system frequency. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Filter, Using Finite Impulse Response, Fourier     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for filtering and measuring at the power system 

frequency using a sliding window Finite Impulse Response Fourier filter.  The 

filter produces two output signals for each selected input signal.  The first output 

signal is filtered AC at the power system frequency.  The second output signal is 

a measurement of the phasor magnitude of the power system frequency 

component.   

 

The filter window width may be selected as either one cycle or one-half cycle.  

Because the filtering of a given sample point requires the data from every 
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sample within the sliding window, points in the first cycle or half cycle cannot 

be properly filtered and are given a zero value at the filter output.   

 

The coefficients of the Fourier filter are defined as: 

 

CFCn = cos(2·π·n / spc) 

and 

CFSn = sin(2·π·n / spc) 

 

where  

n= sample number (0 to N-1) 

N= window length sample count 

spc= samples per cycle 

 

The Fourier filtered AC output at the power system frequency is developed from 

the cosine component and is defined as: 

 

                                                              2      N-1 

AC Outputsmpl+spc= AC Cosinesmpl+spc=  —     Σ Inputsmpl+spc-n·CFCn 

                                                             N      
n=0

 

 

where  

smpl=index of samples 

 

A similar AC signal developed from the sine component is also needed to 

calculate the phasor magnitude. 

 

                           2      N-1 

AC Sinesmpl+spc= —     Σ Inputsmpl+spc-n·CFSn 

                           N      
n=0

 

 

 

The Fourier filtered phasor magnitude output at the power system frequency is 

defined as: 

 

 

Magnitude Outputsmpl+spc=((AC Outputsmpl+spc)
2
 + (AC Sinesmpl+spc)

2)
1/2

 

 

Not every sample frequency can be filtered by this function.  Fourier filtering 

requires that the filter window contain 2
n
 samples and not less than four samples 

per cycle, so attention must be given to the sample frequency of the main case.  

If, for example, the power system frequency is 60 Hz, then main case sample 
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frequencies that could be filtered would be 240Hz, 480Hz, 960Hz, 1920Hz, 

3840Hz and so on. 

 

Two output signals provided for each input signal selected: 

1. Filtered AC component at power system frequency. 

2. Phasor magnitude of AC component at power system frequency. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Filter, Averaging Window     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for filtering using sliding window averaging.  The width 

of the window is set by entering the number of data points before and after a 

given sample that are to be averaged. 

 

For example, if a value of 2 is entered, then each sample will be filtered by 

averaging its value with two data points before and two data points after it.  The 

total width of the window would be five data points long.  All data points carry 

equal weight.  If a value of zero of zero is entered, then the filter has no effect 

on the signal.   

  

For a value n entered, the values of analog signal samples closer than n 

datapoints to the beginning or end of the signal will not be filtered. 
 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Integrate     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for integration.  The processed signal may either replace 

the original signal, be placed in any other analog signal location or a new empty 

analog signal location. 

 

After integrating a signal, it may be desirable to remove a DC offset from the 

resultant signal.  Use the Analysis, Modify, Offset, Remove function to measure 

and remove the offset.  If a signal will be integrated more than once, removal of 

any DC offset is often necessary after each integration. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Multiply Factor     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for multiplication by a constant.  The constant 

multiplication factor must be entered.  The processed signals may either replace 

the original signals, be placed in any other analog signal locations or a new 

empty analog signal locations. 
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Analyze, Modify Signal, Negate     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for negation.  The processed signals may either replace 

the original signals, be placed in any other analog signal locations or a new 

empty analog signal locations. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Offset, Add     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for the addition of a constant offset.  The constant offset 

value must be entered.  The processed signals may either replace the original 

signals, be placed in any other analog signal locations or a new empty analog 

signal locations. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Offset, Remove 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or analog signals 

can be selected for the removal of an average (DC) offset.   Enter the time and 

duration of the signal where a measurement of average offset is made.  If the DC 

offset is to be removed from multiple signals simultaneously, the measurement 

of the offset will be made during the same selectable segment of every signal. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Offset, Remove From All Signals 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which the average (DC) 

offset can be removed from every analog signal in the main case without having 

to otherwise select signals.  Select the time and duration of the signal where a 

measurement of average offset is made.  The measurement of the offset will be 

made during the same segment of every signal.  Modified signals replace the 

original signals. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Rectify, Full-wave  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more analog 

signals can be selected for full-wave rectification.  The processed signals may 

either replace the original signals, be placed in any other analog signal locations 

or a new empty analog signal locations. 

 

Analyze, Modify Signal, Rectify, Half-wave 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one analog signal can 

be selected for half-wave rectification.  The processed signals may either replace 

the original signals, be placed in any other analog signal locations or a new 

empty analog signal locations. 
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Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Symmetrical Components Transform, 
Three Phase to Pos, Neg, Zero Sequence  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC current 

signals can be selected for processing to produce three AC current signal outputs 

that are the positive sequence current, negative sequence current, and zero 

sequence current.  The AC output signals can be used for further analysis such 

as the calculation of transient positive sequence impedance using Analyze, 

Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient. 

 

The AC current signal output is produced by combining unfiltered phase 

currents across a 120 degree sliding window.  At an output point of interest, the 

output value of positive and negative sequence is derived from the input value 

of phase A at that same point in time, and the values of phase B and C at points 

60 degrees earlier and later (based on one cycle at power system frequency).  

The output value of zero sequence at a point of interest is derived from all of the 

input phase values at that same point in time.  All transient data is preserved in 

the process, but positive and negative sequence currents combine transients that 

occur 60 degrees before and after the time represented by the output, and thus 

somewhat distort the time relationship of the output transient.  Zero sequence 

current maintains an accurate representation of transients. 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Symmetrical Components Transform, 
Three Phase to Positive Sequence     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC current 

signals can be selected for processing to produce an AC current signal output 

that is the positive sequence current.  The AC output signal can be used for 

further analysis such as the calculation of transient positive sequence impedance 

using Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient. 

 

The AC current signal output is produced by combining unfiltered phase 

currents.  At an output point of interest, the output value of positive sequence is 

derived from the input value of phase A at that same point in time, and the 

values of phase B and C at points 60 degrees earlier and later (based on one 

cycle at power system frequency).   All transient data is preserved in the process, 

but positive sequence currents combine transients that occur 60 degrees before 

and after the time represented by the output, thus somewhat distort the time 

relationship of the output transient.  

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Symmetrical Components Transform, 
Three Phase to Negative Sequence     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC current 

signals can be selected for processing to produce an AC current signal output 

that is the negative sequence current.  The AC output signal can be used for 
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further analysis such as the calculation of transient negative sequence 

impedance using Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient. 

 

The AC current signal output is produced by combining unfiltered phase 

currents.  At an output point of interest, the output value of negative sequence is 

derived from the input value of phase A at that same point in time, and the 

values of phase B and C at points 60 degrees earlier and later (based on one 

cycle at power system frequency).  All transient data is preserved in the process, 

but negative sequence currents combine transients that occur 60 degrees before 

and after the time represented by the output, thus somewhat distort the time 

relationship of the output transient.  

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Symmetrical Components Transform, 
Three Phase to Zero Sequence     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC current 

signals can be selected for processing to produce an AC current signal output 

that is the zero sequence current.  The AC output signal can be used for further 

analysis such as the calculation of transient zero sequence impedance using 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient. 

 

The AC current signal output is produced by combining unfiltered phase 

currents.   All transient data is preserved in the process.    

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Park Domain Transforms, Three Phase 
to o-d-q Domain  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC current (or 

three AC voltage) signals can be selected for transformation into the Park 

domain of direct axis, quadrature axis, and zero sequence signals using another 

signal which represents rotor angle of a rotating synchronous machine, or field 

flux angle of a nonsynchronous machine.  The number of machine pole-pairs 

per phase must be entered.  Refer to Analyze, Mathematics, Time function for 

deriving the field flux angle for nonsynchronous machines. 

 

R. H. Park originally proposed a set of constants that determine the magnitude 

of the Park domain signals, however these merely act as scaling factors.  E. W. 

Kimbark (Power System Stability, Vol. III), in discussing the constants first 

used by Park, states that the value of the constants is arbitrary.  The Universal 

Machine (UM) in ATP uses a different set of constants than Park, and those 

same ATP constants are used here to maintain compatibility with the Park 

domain signals created by the UM.  
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Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Park Domain Transforms, o-d-q 
Domain to Three Phase  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which Park domain direct 

axis, quadrature axis, and zero sequence current signals can be selected for 

transformation into the three phase current signals using another signal which 

represents rotor angle of a rotating synchronous machine, or field flux angle of a 

nonsynchronous machine.  The number of machine pole-pairs per phase must be 

entered.  The transformation will produce the three phase currents at power 

system frequency that correspond to the Park domain currents.  Refer to 

Analyze, Mathematics, Time function for deriving the field flux angle for 

nonsynchronous machines. 

 

R. H. Park originally proposed a set of constants that determine the magnitude 

of the Park domain signals, however these merely act as scaling factors.  E. W. 

Kimbark (Power System Stability, Vol. III), in discussing the constants first 

used by Park, states that the value of the constants is arbitrary.  The Universal 

Machine (UM) in ATP uses a different set of constants than Park, and those 

same ATP constants are used here to maintain compatibility with the Park 

domain signals created by the UM.  

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Clarke Domain Transforms, Three 
Phase to 0-A-B Domain  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC current 

signals can be selected for transformation into the Clarke domain alpha axis, 

beta axis, and zero sequence signals.  The Clarke transform is the same as Park 

except that the Clarke domain alpha axis remains aligned with electrical phase-

A rather than rotate with the rotor of a machine, as does the Park direct axis. 

 

R. H. Park originally proposed a set of constants that determine the magnitude 

of the Park domain signals, however these merely act as scaling factors.  E. W. 

Kimbark (Power System Stability, Vol. III), in discussing the constants first 

used by Park, states that the value of the constants is arbitrary.  The Universal 

Machine (UM) in ATP uses a different set of constants than Park, and those 

same ATP constants are used here to maintain compatibility with the Park 

domain signals created by the UM.  

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Clarke Domain Transforms, 0-A-B 
Domain to Three Phase  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which Clarke domain alpha 

axis, beta axis, and zero sequence AC signals can be selected for transformation 

into three phase AC signals.  The Clarke transform is the same as Park except 

that the Clarke domain alpha axis remains aligned with electrical phase-A rather 

than rotate with the rotor of a machine, as does the Park direct axis. 
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R. H. Park originally proposed a set of constants that determine the magnitude 

of the Park domain signals, however these merely act as scaling factors.  E. W. 

Kimbark (Power System Stability, Vol. III), in discussing the constants first 

used by Park, states that the value of the constants is arbitrary.  The Universal 

Machine (UM) in ATP uses a different set of constants than Park, and those 

same ATP constants are used here to maintain compatibility with the Park 

domain signals created by the UM.  

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Measure Symmetrical Components (60 
Hz component)     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC current 

signals can be selected for the measurement of symmetrical components at the 

power system frequency.  A fourth AC input signal, often voltage phase A, can 

be used to establish a zero angle reference.   

 

The menu item indicates the power system frequency at which symmetrical 

components are measured.  The frequency can be changed by clicking Options, 

Power System Frequency.   

 

60 Hz (or other power system frequency) symmetrical components are 

calculated by determining the phasor magnitude and angle of each current 

signal.  Phasor measurement is accomplished by making a Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT) of a one-cycle long sliding data window.  The angle and 

magnitude of a current phasor are derived from the real and imaginary 

components of the first frequency index, representing the power system 

frequency.  As a result, transients are highly filtered. Because of the one cycle 

width of the data window, the output of this function is most meaningful when 

at least one cycle of steady state input is available prior to a given output signal 

sample.   

 

The zero angle reference is established by the first measurable cycle of the 

reference signal.  After the first cycle, the sample time tracks the zero angle 

reference at the power system frequency so any subsequent variations in phase 

angle of the reference signal are ignored.  Voltage phase A or current phase A 

are reasonable choices for the reference signal.   

 

Two measurement signals are created for each symmetrical component 

measurement, providing three time domain vectors in polar coordinates: 

3. Positive sequence current magnitude (RMS). 

4. Positive sequence current angle (degrees). 

5. Negative sequence current magnitude (RMS). 

6. Negative sequence current angle (degrees). 

7. Zero sequence current magnitude (RMS). 
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8. Zero sequence current angle (degrees). 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Measure Phasors (60 Hz component), 3 
Phase     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC current 

signals can be selected for the measurement of the 60Hz (or other power system 

frequency) phasor magnitudes and angles.  Phasor measurement is accomplished 

by making a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a one cycle length sliding 

data window.  The angle and magnitude of a current phasor is derived from the 

real and imaginary components of the first frequency index, representing the 

power system frequency.  As a result, transients are highly filtered.  Because of 

the one cycle width of the data window, the output of this function is most 

meaningful when at least one cycle of steady state input is available prior to a 

given output signal sample. 

 

The menu item indicates the power system frequency at which phasors are 

measured.  The frequency can be changed by clicking Options, Power System 

Frequency.   

 

The zero angle reference is established by the first measurable cycle of the 

reference signal.  After the first cycle, the sample time tracks the zero angle 

reference at the power system frequency so any subsequent variations in phase 

angle of the reference signal are ignored.  

 

Two measurement signals are created for each phasor measurement output, 

providing time domain vectors in polar coordinates: 

9. Phase A current magnitude (RMS). 

10. Phase A current angle (degrees). 

11. Phase B current magnitude (RMS). 

12. Phase B current angle (degrees). 

13. Phase C current magnitude (RMS). 

14. Phase C current angle (degrees). 

  

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Current, Measure Phasors (60 Hz component),  
Residual Current Of 3 Phases 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC current 

signals can be selected for the measurement of the 60 Hz (or other power system 

frequency) phasor magnitude and angle of the residual current of all three 

phases.  Phasor measurement is accomplished by making a Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT) of a one cycle length sliding data window.  The angle and 

magnitude of the current phasor is derived from the real and imaginary 

components of the first frequency index, representing the power system 
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frequency.  As a result, transients are highly filtered.  Because of the one cycle 

width of the data window, the output of this function is most meaningful when 

at least one cycle of steady state input is available prior to a given output signal 

sample. 

 

The menu item indicates the power system frequency at which phasors are 

measured.  The frequency can be changed by clicking Options, Power System 

Frequency.   

 

The zero angle reference is established by the first measurable cycle of the 

reference signal.  After the first cycle, the sample time tracks the zero angle 

reference at the power system frequency so subsequent variations in phase angle 

of the reference signal are ignored.  

 

Two measurement signals provide a time domain vector output in polar 

coordinates: 

15. Residual current magnitude (RMS). 

16. Residual current angle (degrees). 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Harmonics Versus Time, Using One-cycle 
Sliding FFT window 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one analog signal can 

be measured for the content of specific harmonics and the DC content versus 

time.  The harmonics are measured using a Discrete Fourier Transform in a 

sliding data window one-cycle long at the power system frequency. 

 

First select a signal as input to measure for harmonic content.   

 

Next select which harmonics will be measured for the output.  The simplest 

method is to enter the desired harmonic index number, then click the “Add 

Harmonic To Output List; New Empty Signal” button.  A new empty signal will 

automatically be created and named to contain that harmonic, then the harmonic 

index incremented to the next higher number.  If the “Add Harmonic To Output 

List; New Empty Signal” button is clicked before an input signal is selected, 

then the name of the new empty analog signal will not include the input signal 

name. 

 

It is also possible to enter the desired harmonic index number, and then click a 

signal on the Main Case analog signal list.  The measured harmonic will 

overwrite the existing signal in the output signal location. 

 

High sample frequencies will slow this function considerably because an FFT 

window with at least as many indices as signal samples in one cycle of main 

case data is solved for each sample.  A warning will appear offering an 
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opportunity to exit the function if the time estimated to complete processing 

exceeds two minutes.  If the function is exited, the output signal locations will 

be created but remain empty.   

 

The main case must have fewer than 32768 samples per cycle at the power 

system frequency for this function. 

 

If the function is allowed to proceed with processing, a decision may be made 

later to exit by clicking the Cancel button.  There may be a delay before the 

program responds to the click on the Cancel button.  The output locations will 

contain only as much data as could be processed before the Cancel button was 

clicked. 

  

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Harmonics Versus Time, Using Adjustable 
Length  Sliding FFT window 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one analog signal can 

be measured for the content of specific harmonics and the DC content versus 

time.  The harmonics are measured using a Discrete Fourier Transform in a 

sliding data window one or more integer cycles long at the power system 

frequency.  The length of the window is limited to the length of the main case 

data, however, the time required to process long windows may determine 

maximum practical window length. 

 

First select a signal as input to measure for harmonic content.  Then enter the 

length of the sliding data window as integer cycles at the power system 

frequency. 

 

Next select which harmonics will be measured for the output.  The simplest 

method is to enter the desired harmonic index number, then click the “Add 

Harmonic To Output List; New Empty Signal” button.  A new empty signal will 

automatically be created and named to contain that harmonic, then the harmonic 

index incremented to the next higher number.  If the “Add Harmonic To Output 

List; New Empty Signal” button is clicked before an input signal is selected, 

then the name of the new empty analog signal will not include the input signal 

name. 

 

It is also possible to enter the desired harmonic index number, and then click a 

signal on the Main Case analog signal list.  The measured harmonic will 

overwrite the existing signal in the output signal location. 

 

High sample frequencies will slow this function considerably because an FFT 

window with at least as many indices as signal samples in one cycle of main 

case data is solved for each sample.  A warning will appear offering an 

opportunity to exit the function if the time estimated to complete processing 
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exceeds two minutes.  If the function is exited, the output signal locations will 

be created but remain empty.   

 

The window must not contain more than 4194304 samples, although a window 

this large may take prohibitively long to process. 

 

If the function is allowed to proceed with processing, a decision may be made 

later to exit by clicking the Cancel button.  There may be a delay before the 

program responds to the click on the Cancel button.  The output locations will 

contain only as much data as could be processed before the Cancel button was 

clicked. 

  

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one AC voltage 

signal and one AC current signal can be selected for the measurement of 

apparent transient impedance.  Apparent resistance and inductance are derived 

by the solution of two differential equations at each signal sample, making this a 

broadband measurement that can preserve all transient information. 

 

After determining the apparent inductance, the reactance of the apparent 

inductance is calculated at the power system frequency.  The apparent 

impedance output signals are highly responsive to voltage and current transients, 

but optional filtering of the output signal to control occasional extreme output 

transients becomes the main challenge.  

 

The output signals can be filtered in the time domain with the aid of filter factor 

Tau and by a derivative limiting factor.   Further filtering can be done with the 

FFT filters and averaging filter available under Analyze, Modify Signals, Filter.  

It may be beneficial to filter the input AC voltage and current signals prior to 

measuring impedance to remove some of the highest frequency components that 

may generate the largest transients. 

 

The Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient function can 

be used to measure transient positive sequence impedance.  First use Analysis, 

Evaluate, Voltage, Symmetrical Components Transforms, Three Phase to 

Positive Sequence to produce an AC positive sequence voltage signal from three 

AC phase voltage signals.  Then use Analysis, Evaluate, Current, Symmetrical 

Components Transforms, Three Phase to Positive Sequence to produce an AC 

positive sequence current signal from three AC phase current signals.  Then use 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient to measure the 

apparent impedance of the AC positive sequence voltage and AC positive 

sequence current signals. 
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A similar process can be used to measure apparent negative sequence and zero 

sequence impedance while preserving transient signal information. 

 

Two measurement signals provide a time domain vector output in rectangular 

coordinates:  (Impedance units are ohms only when input units are volts and 

amps, or volts and amps with the same multipliers such as kV and kA.) 

17. Apparent resistance magnitude. 

18. Apparent reactance magnitude. 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, 60 Hz Component 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one AC voltage 

signal and one AC current signal can be selected for the measurement of 

apparent impedance by calculation from the 60 Hz (or other power system 

frequency) voltage and current components.  Phasor measurement first is 

accomplished by making a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a one cycle 

length sliding data window.  The angle and magnitude of a voltage or current 

phasor is derived from the real and imaginary components of the first frequency 

index, representing the power system frequency.  As a result, transients are 

highly filtered.  Because of the one cycle width of the data window, the output 

of this function is most meaningful when at least one cycle of steady state input 

is available prior to a given output signal sample. 

 

The menu item indicates the power system frequency at which apparent 

impedance is determined using phasors.  The frequency can be changed by 

clicking Options, Power System Frequency.   

 

Two measurement signals provide a time domain vector output in rectangular 

coordinates:  (Units are ohms only when input units are volts and amps, or volts 

and amps with the same multipliers such as kV and kA.) 

19. Apparent resistance magnitude. 

20. Apparent reactance magnitude. 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Symmetrical Components (60 Hz 
component)    

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which the 60 Hz (or other 

power system frequency) component of three AC voltage signals and three AC 

current signals can be selected for the measurement of apparent impedance 

symmetrical components. Impedance symmetrical components are calculated 

after measuring the phasor magnitude and angle of each voltage signal.  Phasor 

measurement is accomplished by making a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of 

a one cycle length sliding data window.  The angle and magnitude of a voltage 

or current phasor is derived from the real and imaginary components of the first 

frequency index, representing the power system frequency.  As a result, 
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transients are highly filtered. Because of the one cycle width of the data 

window, the output of this function is most meaningful when at least one cycle 

of steady state input is available prior to a given output signal sample.   

 

The menu item indicates the power system frequency at which symmetrical 

components are measured.  The frequency can be changed by clicking Options, 

Power System Frequency.   

 

Two measurement signals are created for each symmetrical component output, 

providing time domain vectors in rectangular coordinates:  (Units are ohms only 

when input units are volts and amps, or volts and amps with the same 

multipliers such as kV and kA.) 

21. Positive sequence apparent resistance. 

22. Positive sequence apparent reactance. 

23. Negative sequence apparent resistance. 

24. Negative sequence apparent reactance. 

25. Zero sequence apparent resistance. 

26. Zero sequence apparent reactance. 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Orthogonal Park o-d-q 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC voltage 

signals and three AC current signals can be selected for the measurement of 

apparent impedance in the orthogonal Park domain.  This function measures 

apparent transient impedances of the direct axis, quadrature axis, and zero 

sequence.  This measurement first makes the Clarke transform on three voltages 

and three currents. The direct axis transient impedance is calculated from the 

Clarke alpha axis voltage and current.  The quadrature axis transient impedance 

is calculated from the Clarke beta axis voltage and current.  The zero sequence 

impedance is calculated from the Clarke zero sequence voltage and current. 

 

Two measurement signals are created for each axis output, providing time 

domain vectors in rectangular coordinates:  (Units are ohms only when input 

units are volts and amps, or volts and amps with the same multipliers such as 

kV and kA.) 

27. Direct axis apparent resistance. 

28. Direct axis apparent reactance. 

29. Quadrature axis apparent resistance. 

30. Quadrature axis apparent reactance. 

31. Park Zero sequence apparent resistance. 

32. Park Zero sequence apparent reactance. 
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Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Power, Single Phase (Broadband Using 
Differential Eqn) 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which the power of all AC 

and DC components of one voltage signal and one current signal are measured 

for the flow of real and reactive power.  The measurement accommodates the 

power system frequency by averaging the real and reactive power for the length 

of one cycle at the power system frequency, but power flow from DC and any 

voltage and current transients are included in the measurement. 

 

Real power is measured by averaging the product of V*I over the length of one 

cycle at power system frequency before a given signal sample 

 

Reactive power is measured by averaging V*di/(2*pi*frequency) over one cycle 

at power system frequency before a given signal sample.  This method of 

detection measures the reactive load drawn by an average apparent inductance.  

The reactive power is calculated by expressing the apparent inductance as 

reactance at the power system frequency.  Accuracy of this calculation improves 

as sample frequency increases. 

 

Two measurement output signals provide a time domain vector output in 

rectangular coordinates: 

33. Real power magnitude. 

34. Reactive power magnitude. 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Power, Single Phase (Broadband Using FFT) 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which the power of all AC 

frequency indices and DC components of one voltage signal and one current 

signal are measured for the flow of real and reactive power.  The measurement 

accommodates the power system frequency by measuring a data window the 

length of one cycle at the power system frequency.  The data window begins one 

cycle before the signal sample under measurement and ends at the signal sample 

under measurement.  The one-cycle data windows of voltage and current are 

each transformed to the frequency domain by Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT).   

 

The DFT provides a voltage vector and current vector at each harmonic of the 

power system frequency up to the Nyquist frequency at half the sample 

frequency.  Real power and reactive are calculated at each harmonic.  The DFT 

also provides the DC offset of voltage and current, if any exists, as harmonic 0.  

Any DC offsets contribute to real power. 

 

The widely varying phase angles of voltage and current at various harmonics 

causes differing variations in polarity and magnitude of real and reactive power 

at each harmonic.  The sum of real power at all harmonics at a given instant may 
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be greater or less than the real power measured at the power system frequency.  

Similarly, the sum of reactive at a given instant may be greater or less than the 

reactive measured at the power system frequency.    

 

Two measurement output signals provide a time domain vector output in 

rectangular coordinates: 

35. Real power magnitude. 

36. Reactive power magnitude. 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Power, Single Phase (60 Hz component)    

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which the 60 Hz (or other 

power system frequency) component of one AC voltage signal and one AC 

current signal are measured for the flow of real and reactive power.  The power 

frequency component of voltage and current is extracted using the Discrete 

Fourier Transform (DFT) of a sliding, one cycle data window.   

 

Two measurement output signals provide a time domain vector output in 

rectangular coordinates: 

1. Real power magnitude. 

2. Reactive power magnitude. 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Power, Three Phase (60 Hz component)  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which the 60 Hz (or other 

power system frequency) component of three AC voltage phase signals (line to 

ground voltage) and three AC current phase signal are measured for the flow of 

real and reactive power.  The power frequency component of voltage and 

current is extracted using the discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a sliding, one 

cycle data window. 

 

Two measurement output signals provide a time domain vector output in 

rectangular coordinates: 

1. Real power magnitude. 

2. Reactive power magnitude. 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, RMS 

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one or more signals 

can be selected for measurement of true root mean square of the previous cycle 

at the power system frequency.  No filtering is involved, so RMS includes the 

energy of the transient components of the waveform. 
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Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Voltage, Symmetrical Components Transform, 
Three Phase to Pos, Neg, Zero Sequence  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC voltage 

signals can be selected for processing to produce three AC voltage signal 

outputs that are the positive sequence voltage, negative sequence voltage, and 

zero sequence voltage.  The AC output signals can be used for further analysis 

such as the calculation of transient positive sequence impedance using Analyze, 

Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient. 

 

The AC current signal outputs are produced by combining unfiltered phase 

voltages across a 120 degree sliding window.  At an output point of interest, the 

output value of positive and negative sequence is derived from the input value 

of phase A at that same point in time, and the values of phase B and C at points 

60 degrees earlier and later (based on one cycle at power system frequency).  

The output value of zero sequence at a point of interest is derived from all of the 

input phase values at that same point in time.  All transient data is preserved in 

the process, but positive and negative sequence currents combine transients that 

occur 60 degrees before and after the time represented by the output, and thus 

somewhat distort the time relationship of the output transient.  Zero sequence 

current maintains an accurate representation of transients. 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Voltage, Symmetrical Components Transform, 
Three Phase to Positive Sequence     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC voltage 

signals can be selected for processing to produce an AC voltage signal output 

that is the positive sequence voltage.  The AC output signal can be used for 

further analysis such as the calculation of transient positive sequence impedance 

using Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient. 

 

The AC voltage signal output is produced by combining unfiltered phase 

voltages.   All transient data is preserved in the process, but positive sequence 

currents combine transients that occur 60 degrees before and after the time 

represented by the output, and thus somewhat distort the time relationship of the 

output transient.   

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Voltage, Symmetrical Components Transform, 
Three Phase to Negative Sequence     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC voltage 

signals can be selected for processing to produce an AC voltage signal output 

that is the negative sequence voltage.  The AC output signal can be used for 

further analysis such as the calculation of transient negative sequence 

impedance using Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient. 
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The AC current signal output is produced by combining unfiltered phase 

voltages.   All transient data is preserved in the process, but negative sequence 

currents combine transients that occur 60 degrees before and after the time 

represented by the output, and thus somewhat distort the time relationship of the 

output transient.   

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Voltage, Symmetrical Components Transform, 
Three Phase to Zero Sequence     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC voltage 

signals can be selected for processing to produce an AC voltage signal output 

that is the zero sequence voltage.  The AC output signal can be used for further 

analysis such as the calculation of transient zero sequence impedance using 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient. 

 

The AC voltage signal output is produced by combining unfiltered phase 

voltages.   All transient data is preserved in the process.    

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Voltage, Park Domain Transforms, Three Phase 
to o-d-q Domain  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC voltage (or 

three AC current) signals can be selected for transformation into the Park 

domain of direct axis, quadrature axis, and zero sequence signals using another 

signal which represents rotor angle of a rotating synchronous machine, or field 

flux angle of a nonsynchronous machine.  The number of machine pole-pairs 

per phase must be entered.  Refer to Analyze, Mathematics, Time function for 

deriving the field flux angle for nonsynchronous machines. 

 

R. H. Park originally proposed a set of constants that determine the magnitude 

of the Park domain signals, however these merely act as scaling factors.  E. W. 

Kimbark (Power System Stability, Vol III), in discussing the constants first used 

by Park, states that the value of the constants is arbitrary.  The Universal 

Machine (UM) in ATP uses a different set of constants than Park, and those 

same ATP constants are used here to maintain compatibility with the Park 

domain signals created by the UM.  

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Voltage, Park Domain Transforms, o-d-q 
Domain to Three Phase  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which Park domain direct 

axis, quadrature axis, and zero sequence voltage signals can be selected for 

transformation into the three phase voltage signals using another signal which 

represents rotor angle of a rotating synchronous machine, or field flux angle of a 

nonsynchronous machine.  The number of pole-pairs per phase must be entered.  
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The transformation will produce the three phase voltages at power system 

frequency that correspond to the Park domain voltages.  Refer to Analyze, 

Mathematics, Time function for deriving the field flux angle for 

nonsynchronous machines. 

 

R. H. Park originally proposed a set of constants that determine the magnitude 

of the Park domain signals, however these merely act as scaling factors.  E. W. 

Kimbark (Power System Stability, Vol III), in discussing the constants first used 

by Park, states that the value of the constants is arbitrary.  The Universal 

Machine (UM) in ATP uses a different set of constants than Park, and those 

same ATP constants are used here to maintain compatibility with the Park 

domain signals created by the UM.  

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Voltage, Clarke Domain Transforms, Three 
Phase to 0-A-B Domain  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which three AC voltage 

signals can be selected for transformation into the Clarke domain of alpha axis, 

beta axis, and zero sequence signals.  The Clarke transform makes the same 

transform as Park except that the Clarke domain alpha axis remains aligned with 

phase-A rather than rotate with the rotor of a machine. 

 

R. H. Park originally proposed a set of constants that determine the magnitude 

of the Park domain signals, however these merely act as scaling factors.  E. W. 

Kimbark (Power System Stability, Vol III), in discussing the constants first used 

by Park, states that the value of the constants is arbitrary.  The Universal 

Machine (UM) in ATP uses a different set of constants than Park, and those 

same ATP constants are used here to maintain compatibility with the Park 

domain signals created by the UM.  

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Voltage, Clarke Domain Transforms, 0-A-B 
Domain to Three Phase  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which Clarke domain alpha 

axis, beta axis, and zero sequence AC voltage signals can be selected for 

transformation into three phase AC signals.   

 

R. H. Park originally proposed a set of constants that determine the magnitude 

of the Park domain signals, however these merely act as scaling factors.  E. W. 

Kimbark (Power System Stability, Vol III), in discussing the constants first used 

by Park, states that the value of the constants is arbitrary.  The Universal 

Machine (UM) in ATP uses a different set of constants than Park, and those 

same ATP constants are used here to maintain compatibility with the Park 

domain signals created by the UM.  
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Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Voltage, Symmetrical Components     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which the 60 Hz (or other 

power system frequency) component of three AC voltage signals can be selected 

for the measurement of symmetrical components. Symmetrical components are 

calculated after measuring the phasor magnitude and angle of each voltage 

signal at the power system frequency.  Phasor measurement is accomplished by 

making a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a one-cycle long sliding data 

window.  The angle and magnitude of a voltage phasor is derived from the real 

and imaginary components of the first frequency index, representing the power 

system frequency.  As a result, transients are highly filtered. Because of the one 

cycle width of the data window, the output of this function is most meaningful 

when at least one cycle of steady state input is available prior to a given output 

signal sample.   

 

Two measurement signals are created for each symmetrical component output, 

providing time domain vectors in polar coordinates: 

1. Positive sequence voltage magnitude (RMS). 

2. Positive sequence voltage angle (degrees). 

3. Negative sequence voltage magnitude (RMS). 

4. Negative sequence voltage angle (degrees). 

5. Zero sequence voltage magnitude (RMS). 

6. Zero sequence voltage angle (degrees). 

 

Analyze, Evaluate Signal, Voltage, Phasors     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which the 60 Hz  (or other 

power system frequency) component of three AC voltage signals can be selected 

for the measurement of the phasor magnitudes and angles.  Phasor measurement 

is accomplished by making a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a one-cycle 

long sliding data window.  The angle and magnitude of a voltage phasor  is 

derived from the real and imaginary components of the first frequency index, 

representing the power system frequency.  As a result, transients are highly 

filtered.  Because of the one cycle width of the data window, the output of this 

function is most meaningful when at least one cycle of steady state input is 

available prior to a given output signal sample. 

 

The zero angle reference is established by the first measurable cycle of voltage 

phase A.  After the first cycle, the sample time tracks the zero angle reference so 

subsequent variations in phase angle of every signal including phase A can be 

measured.  

 

Two measurement signals are created for each phasor measurement output, 

providing time domain vectors in polar coordinates: 

1. Phase A voltage magnitude (RMS). 

2. Phase A voltage angle (degrees). 
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3. Phase B voltage magnitude (RMS). 

4. Phase B voltage angle (degrees). 

5. Phase C voltage magnitude (RMS). 

6. Phase C voltage angle (degrees). 

 

Analyze, Digital, Boolean, AND     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which two or more digital 

channels can be selected for Boolean AND processing, the product of which is 

placed in a selectable digital channel location or a new empty digital channel 

location. 

 

Analyze, Digital, Boolean, OR     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which two or more digital 

channels can be selected for Boolean OR processing, the sum of which is placed 

in a selectable digital channel location or a new empty digital channel location. 

 

Analyze, Digital, Boolean, XOR     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which two digital channels 

can be selected for Boolean XOR (exclusive OR) processing, the result of which 

is placed in a selectable digital channel location or a new empty digital channel 

location. 

 

Analyze, Digital, Boolean, NOT     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one digital channel 

can be selected for Boolean NOT (inversion) processing, the result of which is 

placed in a selectable digital channel location or a new empty digital channel 

location. 

 

Analyze, Digital, Detect Analog, Threshold  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one analog signal can 

be selected for threshold detection, the result of which is placed in a selectable 

digital channel location or a new empty digital channel location.  Enter analog 

values to identify the desired True and False threshold levels .  If the analog 

signal is greater than the True value, then the digital output will be switched 

true.  If the analog signal is less than the False value, then the digital output will 

be switched false.  If the True and False values are entered in a way that the 

analog signal could simultaneously be greater than the True value and lower 

than the False value, then the digital output will remain false. 
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Set both threshold values equal in order to detect at a single value.  Or set the 

True level greater than the False level to incorporate hysteresis into the 

threshold detector. 

 

An example of an application of this feature would be an ATP simulation set up 

to produce voltage and current signals of a fault event, with additional analog 

signals set to indicate the on or off state of devices involved in the simulation.  

The ATP pl4 file is imported into ATP Analyzer, and then the analog signals 

indicating on or off states are converted to digital channels using the Analyze, 

Digital, Threshold Detect Analog feature.  The analog signals and digital 

channels are then saved as a COMTRADE file, and later used in a 

COMTRADE compatible relay testing power supply system.  

 

Analyze, Digital, Detect Analog, Complex Threshold  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which two analog signal can 

be selected for complex threshold detection, the result of which is placed in a 

selectable digital channel location or a new empty digital channel location.   

  

Select the first analog signal as input to become the X coordinate.  Select the 

second analog signal as input to become the Y coordinate.  When a vector 

defined by the X and Y coordinate falls on one side of the complex threshold 

line during signal processing, the output digital channel will be set true.  The 

digital channel will be set false for all other analog coordinate locations. 

 

Next create a complex threshold line using the Threshold Editor window.  See 

the section describing the Threshold Editor window. 

 

The complex threshold detector function is most applicable to two analog 

signals with the same units such as ohms resistance and ohms reactance, or 

power in megawatts and reactive in megavars. 

 

Cut-circle settings can be simulated by using the Complex Circle Range 

function on an analog signal pair, then using the Complex Threshold function 

on the same two analog signals and using Digital AND function on the two 

digital outputs. 

 

Analyze, Digital, Detect Analog, Range  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one analog signal can 

be selected for range detection, the result of which is placed in a selectable 

digital channel location or a new empty digital channel location.  Enter analog 

values to define the upper and lower edges of the range.  When the analog signal 

value is within the boundaries of the range, the output digital channel will be set 
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true.  When the analog signal value is outside the boundaries of the range, the 

digital channel will be set false. 

 

Analyze, Digital, Detect Analog, Complex Circle Range  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which two analog signal can 

be selected for complex circle detection, the result of which is placed in a 

selectable digital channel location or a new empty digital channel location.  

Enter analog values from the keyboard into the three textboxes to establish the 

center of the circle (in polar coordinates) and its diameter.   

 

Next, select the first analog signal as input to become the X coordinate.  Select 

the second analog signal as input to become the Y coordinate.  When a vector 

defined by the X and Y coordinate falls within the range circle during signal 

processing, the output digital channel will be set true.  The digital channel will 

be set false for all other analog coordinate locations. 

 

The complex circle range detector function is most applicable to analog signals 

with the same units such as ohms resistance and ohms reactance, or power in 

megawatts and reactive in megavars. 

 

One example of an application of this feature would be a circle set to simulate 

one element of a distance relay to test the trip setting on ATP simulations or 

recordings of actual fault events.  Assume that the AC voltage and current 

waveforms of a fault event have already been processed with the function 

Analysis, Evaluate, Impedance, Single Phase, Transient which produced two 

analog signals containing apparent resistance and apparent reactance in units of 

ohms.  Key enter the center point of the impedance circle in ohms (radius) and 

degrees (angle).  Key enter the diameter of the impedance circle in ohms.  Next, 

select the analog resistance signal so it is assigned as the X coordinate.  Then 

select the analog reactance signal second so it is assigned as the Y coordinate.  

Click Done to process the signals and the digital output channel will be set true 

by the function whenever the apparent impedance enters the impedance circle. 

 

Cut-circle settings can be simulated by using the Complex Circle Range 

function on an analog signal pair, then using the Complex Threshold function 

on the same two analog signals and using Digital AND function on the two 

digital outputs. 

 

Analyze, Digital, Detect Analog, Complex Polygon Range  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which two analog signal can 

be selected for complex polygon range detection, the result of which is placed in 

a selectable digital channel location or a new empty digital channel location.   
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Select the first analog signal as input to become the X coordinate.  Select the 

second analog signal as input to become the Y coordinate.  When a vector 

defined by the X and Y coordinate falls within the range polygon during signal 

processing, the output digital channel will be set true.  The digital channel will 

be set false for all other analog coordinate locations. 

 

Next create an arbitrary convex polygon using the Polygon Editor window.  See 

the section describing the Polygon Editor window. 

 

The complex polygon range detector function is most applicable to two analog 

signals with the same units such as ohms resistance and ohms reactance, or 

power in megawatts and reactive in megavars.  The polygon can be used to build 

common relay characteristic shapes such as parallelogram, lens and others. 

 

Analyze, Digital, Gate Analog     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window in which one analog signal can 

be selected for gating by one selected digital channel, the result of which is 

placed in a selectable analog signal location or a new empty analog signal 

location.  When the input digital channel is true, the input analog signal will be 

copied to the output analog signal location.  When the input digital channel is 

false, the output analog signal will remain at a value of zero. 

 

Options, System Frequency     

Selecting this menu item will allow the entry of a new power system frequency 

in Hertz.  The original default setting is 60 Hertz, but the frequency entered will 

become the new default the next time the program is started.  The value entered 

for System Frequency dictates the length of a cycle in time domain chart 

displays, and the time length of analysis function sliding data windows that are 

measured in cycles. 

 

Options, Y Axis Scales, Reset     

Selecting this menu item sets the mode for handling Y axis scales settings on 

time domain charts as new signals are selected for display and new main cases 

imported.  This mode causes chart Y axis scales to be reset to automatic when 

the signal selection lists are cleared and new signals selected for viewing.  This 

is the default mode for ATP Analyzer and it speeds the effective viewing of 

newly selected signals by allowing the chart to automatically set the scale. 

 

This mode also ensures that Y axis scales are set automatically whenever a new 

main case is imported and those new signals selected for viewing.   
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Project *.mdb files opened using File, Open are set to the Y axis scale settings 

as they were when the project was last saved.  However, those setting do not 

otherwise change how the Options, Y Axis Scales, Reset mode works. 

 

Options, Y Axis Scales, Maintained     

Selecting this menu item sets the mode for handling Y axis scales settings on 

time domain charts as new signals are selected for display and new main cases 

imported.  This mode causes all chart Y-axis scales that are set manually by the 

user to be maintained when the signal selection lists are cleared and new signals 

selected for viewing.   

 

This mode also ensures that all manually set Y-axis scale settings are 

maintained whenever a new main case is imported and those new signals 

selected for viewing. 

 

Project *.mdb files opened using File, Open are set to the Y axis scale settings 

as they were when the project was last saved.  However, those setting do not 

otherwise change how the Options, Y Axis Scales, Maintained mode works. 

 

Options, Main Case Import Initial Display Mode, Chart     

Selecting this menu item sets the program to open with a chart display when a 

new main case is imported from a PL4 file, COMTRADE file, table ASCII file 

or WAV file.  This mode is the default mode when the program is first installed.  

An alternative mode is Options, Main Case Import Initial Display Mode, Signal 

Selection. 

 

Options, Main Case Import Initial Display Mode, Signal Selection     

Selecting this menu item sets the program to open with the signal selection 

display when a new main case is imported.  When this mode is chosen, it will 

become the new default mode whenever the program is restarted.  An alternative 

mode is Options, Main Case Import Initial Display Mode, Chart. 

 

Options, ATP.pl4 Settings, Default Directory, Windows Standard     

Selecting this menu item sets the File Open dialog and File Save As dialog 

during ATP imports and exports to begin at the previous directory selected by 

the user.  This mode is efficient when files must be gathered or stored in a 

variety of locations. 
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Options, ATP.pl4 Settings, Default Directory, User     

Selecting this menu item sets the File Open dialog and File Save As dialog 

during ATP imports and exports to begin at a specific directory.  This mode is 

efficient when ATP.PL4 files must be gathered and stored in a specific 

directory. 

 

Options, ATP.pl4 Settings, Import, Units, Analog Signal Units Identified 
As V and A  

Selecting this menu item will cause the voltage signals to be identified with 

units (V) and current signals as (A) when importing ATP.pl4 files as the main 

case or comparison case.  Selecting this option will not change the units of the 

existing main case and comparison case, but only has an effect when ATP.pl4 

files are imported.  Selecting this option does not scale the analog signals in any 

way, but merely identifies units of voltage and current that are known to be the 

output from ATP. 

 

Options, ATP.pl4 Settings, Import, Units, Analog Signal Units Identified 
As kV and kA  

Selecting this menu item will cause the voltage signals to be identified with 

units (kV) and current signals as (kA) when importing ATP.pl4 files as the main 

case or comparison case.  Selecting this option will not change the units of the 

existing main case and comparison case, but only has an effect when ATP.pl4 

files are imported.  Selecting this option does not scale the analog signals in any 

way, but merely identifies units of voltage and current that are known to be the 

output from ATP. 

 

Options, Comtrade Settings, Default Directory, Windows Standard     

Selecting this menu item sets the File Open dialog and File Save As dialog 

during COMTRADE imports and exports to begin at the previous directory 

selected by the user.  This mode is efficient when files must be gathered or 

stored in a variety of locations. 

 

Options, Comtrade Settings, Default Directory, User     

Selecting this menu item sets the File Open dialog and File Save As dialog 

during COMTRADE imports and exports to begin at a specific directory.  This 

mode is efficient when COMTRADE files must be gathered and stored in a 

specific directory. 
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Options, Comtrade Settings, Import, Project Title Default, Use File Name 
and Date     

Selecting this menu item sets the default project name as the data file name and 

date when importing a Comtrade file as the main case. 

 

Options, Comtrade Settings, Import, Project Title Default, Use First Line 
of Header File  

Selecting this menu item sets the default project name as the first line of the 

*.hdr (header) file when importing a Comtrade file as the main case.  If the 

Comtrade file group has no *.hdr file, then the default project file name will be 

the Comtrade data file name and date 

 

Options, Comtrade Settings, Import, Rescale, No Changes To Signals  

Selecting this menu item ensures that Comtrade files signals will not be altered 

as they are imported using File,New,Comtrade Import.  If any rescaling option 

other than this one is selected, a warning message is displayed during Comtrade 

file importing before any rescaling is performed.  If the choice at the warning 

message is made to not rescale, then this option will automatically selected. 

 

Options, Comtrade Settings, Import, Rescale, Rescale User Selected 
Signals  

Selecting this menu item will rescale Comtrade file signals during import having 

one to four different types of configuration file Channel Units fields.  Each of 

the four types of units may have its own multiplier to use in rescaling the 

signals.  A new Channel Units may be entered to replace the original signal 

units after rescaling.   

 

This menu item will bring up a window showing three text boxes identified as 

“Signal Units Before Import,” “Enter Multiplier,” and “New Units.”  Enter up to 

32 characters in the “Signal Units Before Import” text box to exactly match one 

type of Channel Units including character case.  Enter the desired multiplier 

value into the “Enter Multiplier” text box.  Enter up to 32 characters in the 

“New Units” text box to replace the original Channel Units. 

 

For example, assume the Comtrade file of interest has voltage signal with 

Channel Units of “kV” (without the quotation marks) and it would be more 

convenient to have them appear as volts after import.  Enter “kV” (without 

quotation marks) into the “Signal Units Before Import” text box.  Enter 1000 

into the “Enter Multiplier” text box.  Enter “V” (without quotation marks) into 

the “New Units” text box. 
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Three empty check boxes allow other Channel Units to be rescaled in the same 

manner.  Click on a checkbox and three text boxes will appear.  Enter different 

Channel Units into the left text box, appropriate multiplier into the center text 

box, and appropriate new Channel Units into the right text box. 

 

Before any rescaling occurs during the File, New, Comtrade Import, a warning 

message will appear offering the choice to permit or prohibit rescaling.  If 

rescaling is permitted by clicking the Yes button, a message will indicate how 

many signals were rescaled.  If rescaling is prohibited by clicking the No button, 

the signals will not be altered during import and Option, Comtrade Settings, 

Rescale, No Changes To Signals will be selected automatically. 

 

Options, Comtrade Settings, Export, Analog Signals, Configuration File 
Entries  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Comtrade Configuration File 

window, a spreadsheet grid window showing the fields that will be used to 

create a portion of the Comtrade configuration file *.cfg for the analog signals 

when the selected main case signals are exported using File, Save As, Comtrade.  

 

The Comtrade Configuration File window allows the configuration settings of 

each analog signal to be viewed.  Certain settings can be changed if desired. 

 

Options, Table ASCII Settings, Default Directory, Windows Standard     

Selecting this menu item sets the File Open dialog and File Save As dialog 

during Table ASCII imports and exports to begin at the previous directory 

selected by the user.  This mode is efficient when files must be gathered or 

stored in a variety of locations. 

 

Options, Table ASCII Settings, Default Directory, User     

Selecting this menu item sets the File Open dialog and File Save As dialog 

during Table ASCII imports and exports to begin at a specific directory.  This 

mode is efficient when Table ASCII files must be gathered and stored in a 

specific directory. 

 

Options, Project File Settings, Default Directory, Windows Standard     

Selecting this menu item sets the File Open dialog and File Save As dialog 

during project file opening and saving to begin at the previous directory selected 

by the user.  This mode is efficient when files must be gathered or stored in a 

variety of locations. 
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Options, Project File Settings, Default Directory, User     

Selecting this menu item sets the File Open dialog and File Save As dialog 

during project file opening and saving to begin at a specific directory.  This 

mode is efficient when project files must be gathered and stored in a specific 

directory. 

 

About  

Selecting this menu item shows the program version and date of release. 
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POLYGON EDITOR WINDOW 

Display     

The Polygon Editor window provides the tool to create a complex range using 

an arbitrary convex polygon shape for the analysis function Complex Polygon 

Range Detector or to display the characteristic on the XY Chart.  The Polygon 

Editor window can be called from either the main menu item Analysis, Digital, 

Detect Analog, Complex Polygon or from XY Chart menu item Options, Show 

Relay Tripping Characteristics and then the Relay Characteristics Display 

window Complex Polygon Add New or Replace buttons.   

 

Polygons may be created by manually entering coordinates from the keyboard or 

by pasting a list of coordinates copied from another Windows application.  A 

common application would be to duplicate the polygon trip range of a protective 

relay so that a test of the setting can be made on real or simulated fault data.  

The polygon may have from 3 to 99 sides and every interior angle must be less 

than 180 degrees.  When the Complex Polygon Range Detector processes two 

analog input signals, the output digital channel will be set true when the point 

defined by the two signal values falls within the polygon.   

 

Up to 50 different polygon ranges may be created.  The polygon shape visible 

when analysis function processing begins is the range used for processing.  

Create a polygon by entering coordinates of the vertices in counterclockwise 

order beginning at any point on the polygon.  The shape of the polygon is 

displayed as each point is entered into the vertex list.  Points may be inserted 

into the list or deleted from the list, but the order of points in the list from the 

top downward must always follow the counterclockwise order of vertices 

around the polygon.   

 

The polygon is tested as each vertex is added in order to verify that the shape 

remains convex.  Any vertex entry that causes the polygon to become 

nonconvex will be immediately removed from the list after a warning message.   

 

Lists of points may also be pasted into the Polygon Editor from the Windows 

clipboard.  Any list placed in the clipboard for pasting into the Polygon Editor 

must begin with X coordinate of the first vertex, then the Y coordinate of the 

first vertex, followed by the X and Y coordinates of the second vertex, and so on 

up to 99 vertices.  Use this feature to copy to the clipboard a list of vertices from 

a reference file or from a formula based shape created using a spreadsheet 

program, then pasting the list into the Polygon Editor.  The vertices in the 

clipboard must follow the same requirements as is required for manual entries 

made on the Polygon Editor.  The polygon is tested as each vertex from the 
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clipboard list is pasted, and vertex entry is stopped if a vertex violates the 

convex polygon requirements. 

 

Lists of points may be copied from the Polygon Editor to the Windows 

clipboard to save in a reference ASCII text file using a program such as 

Windows Notepad, or to copy to another polygon location on the Polygon 

Editor. 

 

Edit, Undo  

Selecting this menu item will undo the previous edit or paste as long as the 

Polygon Location has not been changed.  This menu item is disabled when no 

previous edit is available.   

 

Edit, Copy  

Selecting this menu item will copy the polygon vertex coordinate list into the 

Windows clipboard, making it available to paste into another Polygon Number 

location or other Windows application.  Copy the vertex list of a polygon to the 

clipboard and then paste it into Windows Notepad to create an ASCII text file to 

save the list for future reference.  The vertices are placed on the clipboard as a 

vertical list with the same appearance and order as the list on the Polygon 

Editor. 

 

Edit, Paste  

Selecting this menu item will paste the polygon data from the Windows 

clipboard into the presently selected Polygon Number location.   

 

Use menu item Edit, Copy to place the vertex list of one Polygon Location into 

the Windows clipboard, then move to another Polygon Location and use Edit, 

Paste to place the vertex list of the first Polygon Location into the second 

Polygon Location. 

 

Create a polygon vertex list using another Windows application and copy the list 

from that application to the Windows clipboard.  The rules for vertices of the 

polygon are the same as for coordinate pairs manually entered on the Polygon 

Editor.  The first vertex on the list may be any vertex, but the vertices down the 

list must proceed in a counterclockwise order around a convex polygon.  Then 

return to ATP Analyzer and use Edit, Paste to paste the clipboard data to the 

Polygon Editor.  Data in the list should be in the order of first vertex X 

coordinate then Y coordinate, second vertex X then Y, and so on up to a 

maximum of 99 vertices.  The polygon is tested as each vertex from the list is 

added.  If a vertex causes the polygon to violate the definition of a convex 

polygon, then the remainder of the clipboard list will be ignored.   
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For example, use a spreadsheet application program to create a column of 

coordinates, X on the left and Y next to it on the right, listing the points each 

five degrees counterclockwise around a circle.  Select 21 of the X and Y 

coordinate pairs on the list and copy to the Windows clipboard.  Return to ATP 

Analyzer and Edit,Paste the list to the Polygon Editor.  A 100 degree arc of the 

circle and a chord connecting each end will appear in the Polygon Editor.   

 

Edit, Clear, Displayed Polygon  

Selecting this menu item will remove data from the presently visible Polygon 

Number location. 

 

Edit, Clear, All Polygons  

Selecting this menu item will remove data from all fifty Polygon Number 

locations. 

 

Edit, Information  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a description of several ways to create 

polygons and save them for future reference on other ATP Analyzer cases. 

 

Cancel 

Selecting this menu item cancel the analysis function and return to the Main 

window. 

 

Done  

Selecting this menu item will start processing of the analysis function if the 

input and output signals have already been selected. 

 

Polygon Number List 

Click on a number in the Polygon Number list to display a different polygon, or 

the location available for the creation of a new polygon. 

 

X Coordinate Textbox  

Keyboard enter the X coordinate value of a vertex point in the X Coordinate 

textbox.  
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Y Coordinate Textbox  

Keyboard enter the Y coordinate value of a vertex point in the Y Coordinate 

textbox.  

 

Add Point To End Of List button  

After entering vertex coordinates into the X Coordinate textbox and Y 

Coordinate textbox, click the Add Point To End Of List button to add the vertex 

to the end of the polygon list.  The point will be shown graphically on the 

polygon display when it appears on the list. 

 

Replace Selected Point On List button  

After entering vertex coordinates into the X Coordinate textbox and Y 

Coordinate textbox, and clicking on a coordinate row in the vertex list, click on 

the Replace Selected Point On List button to replace the selected vertex 

coordinate. 

 

Insert Point In List At Selection button   

After entering vertex coordinates into the X Coordinate textbox and Y 

Coordinate textbox, and clicking on a coordinate row in the vertex list, click on 

the Insert Point In List At Selection button to add a new vertex above the 

selected vertex coordinate. 

 

Delete Selection button  

After clicking on a coordinate row in the vertex list, click on the Delete 

Selection button to delete the selected vertex. 

 

Polygon Description textbox  

Keyboard enter a description of the presently displayed polygon.  The 

description will be included as part of the automatic name assigned when the 

output sent to a new empty channel. 

 

THRESHOLD EDITOR WINDOW 

Display     

The Threshold Editor window provides the tool to create a complex threshold 

line for use in simulation of a protective relay function or for display on the XY 

Chart.  The Threshold Editor window can be called from either the main menu 

item Analysis, Digital, Detect Analog, Complex Threshold or from XY Chart 

menu item Options, Show Relay Tripping Characteristics and then the Relay 
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Characteristics Display window Complex Threshold Add New or Replace 

buttons. When the Complex Threshold Detector processes two analog input 

signals, the output digital channel will be set true when the point defined by the 

two signal values falls on one side of the threshold line.   

 

Up to 50 different thresholds may be created.  The threshold displayed when 

analysis function processing begins is the threshold used for processing.  Create 

a complex threshold by entering coordinates of any two separate points along 

the desired threshold line.  Regardless of the distance between the two points 

defining the threshold line, its length is effectively infinite for the Complex 

Threshold Detector.  The same threshold line when displayed on the XY Chart 

will appear only as long as the line between the two points defining it. 

 

Lists of points may also be pasted into the Threshold Editor from the Windows 

clipboard.  Any list placed in the clipboard for pasting into the Threshold Editor 

must begin with X coordinate of the first point, then the Y coordinate of the first 

point, followed by the X and Y coordinates of the second point.  Use this feature 

to copy to the clipboard a list of points from a reference file or from a 

spreadsheet program, then pasting the list into the Threshold Editor.   

 

Broad gray lines indicate the side of the threshold line on which signal 

coordinateS will be defined as TRUE.  Change the TRUE side by selecting the 

other Option-box below the chart.  When editing or selecting a threshold line for 

display on the XY Chart, the broad gray lines defining tripping zone and the 

option boxes to change tripping zone will not be visible. 

 

Although the complex threshold functions correctly for thresholds that have a 

slope of zero degrees (parallel to the X axis) and 90 degrees (parallel to the Y 

axis), it is possible in those cases to use Digital, Detect Analog, Threshold 

instead which acts only on one input analog signal. 

 

Edit, Undo  

Selecting this menu item will undo the previous edit or paste as long as the 

Threshold Location has not been changed.  This menu item is disabled when no 

previous edit is available. 

 

Edit, Copy  

Selecting this menu item will copy the threshold data and description into the 

Windows clipboard, making it available to paste into another Threshold Number 

location or other Windows application.  Copy the point list of a threshold line to 

the clipboard and then paste it into Windows Notepad to create an ASCII text 

file to save the list for future reference.  The points are placed on the clipboard 
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as a vertical list with the same appearance and order as the list on the Threshold 

Editor. 

 

Edit, Paste  

Selecting this menu item will paste the threshold data from the Windows 

clipboard into the presently selected Threshold Number location. 

 

Use menu item Edit, Copy to place the point list of one Threshold Location into 

the Windows clipboard, then move to another Threshold Location and use Edit, 

Paste to place the point list of the first Threshold Location into the second 

Threshold Location. 

 

Edit, Clear, Displayed Threshold  

Selecting this menu item will remove data from the presently visible Threshold 

Number location. 

 

Create a threshold point list using another Windows application and copy the 

list from that application to the Windows clipboard.  Use Edit,Paste to paste the 

list into the Threshold Editor list. 

 

Edit, Clear, All Complex Thresholds  

Selecting this menu item will remove data from all fifty Threshold Number 

locations. 

 

Edit, Information  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a description of several ways to create 

complex thresholds and save them for future reference on other ATP Analyzer 

cases. 

 

Cancel 

Selecting this menu item cancel the analysis function and return to the Main 

window. 

 

Done  

Selecting this menu item will start processing of the analysis function if the 

input and output signals have already been selected. 
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Threshold Number List 

Click on a number in the Threshold Number list to display a different threshold, 

or the location available for the creation of a new threshold. 

 

X Coordinate Textbox  

Keyboard enter the X coordinate value of a point in the X Coordinate textbox.  

 

Y Coordinate Textbox  

Keyboard enter the X coordinate value of a point in the Y Coordinate textbox.  

 

Add Point To End Of List button  

After entering point coordinates into the X Coordinate textbox and Y 

Coordinate textbox, click the Add Point To End Of List button to add the point 

to the end of the threshold list.  The point will be shown graphically on the 

threshold line display when it appears on the list. 

 

Replace Selected Point On List button  

After entering point coordinates into the X Coordinate textbox and Y 

Coordinate textbox, and clicking on a coordinate row in the point list, click on 

the Replace Selected Point On List button to replace the selected point 

coordinate. 

 

Delete Selection button  

After clicking on a coordinate row in the point list, click on the Delete Selection 

button to delete the selected point. 

 

Threshold Description textbox  

Keyboard enter a description of the presently displayed threshold.  The 

description will be included as part of the automatic name assigned when the 

output sent to a new empty channel. 

 

True Right Of Threshold Line (or below at zero degree slope) option box  

The True Right Of Threshold Line option box is available only for the analysis 

function Complex Threshold Detector.  Click the True Right Of Threshold Line 

option box to set the digital output channel true when the coordinate defined by 

the input analog signals falls to the right of a sloped threshold, or below the 

threshold when parallel to the X axis at zero degree slope.  Broad, light gray 
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lines on the chart define the side of the threshold on which signal coordinates 

are defined as TRUE. 

 

True Left Of Threshold Line (or above at zero degree slope) option box  

The True Left Of Threshold Line option box is available only for the analysis 

function Complex Threshold Detector.  Click the True Left Of Threshold Line 

option box to set the digital output channel true when the coordinate defined by 

the input analog signals falls to the left of a sloped threshold, or above the 

threshold when parallel to the X axis at zero degree slope.  Broad, light gray 

lines on the chart define the side of the threshold on which signal coordinates 

are defined as TRUE. 

 

ANALOG SIGNALS WINDOW 

Display     

The Analog Signals window initially appears just below the Main Window after 

signal data has been imported to create a main case.  A spreadsheet type grid 

shows information about the analog signals in the data file.  To the left of the 

spreadsheet is a list of signals.  If a main case has been started but a comparison 

case has not, then only one spreadsheet type grid and one list of signals entitled 

“Main Case” will be visible.   When a data file is imported for comparison 

against the main case, a second spreadsheet and list of signals entitled 

“Comparison Case” will appear below the “Main Case” spreadsheet.  

 

The list to the left of the spreadsheet type grid shows signals that are selected for 

viewing on the Overlay Chart, Multiple Charts, and XY Chart.  Another group 

of lists showing signals selected for viewing on the Multiple Overlay Charts can 

be brought up by clicking the menu item Analog Signals, Selection List For 

Multiple Overlay Charts.  Doing so will cause the new list to appear in a floating 

window (described below under Multiple Overlay Charts Signals Selection List 

Window) and hide the list directly to the left of the spreadsheet.  At this point, 

clicking the Signal column on the spreadsheet will direct the selection to the 

Multiple Overlay Chart list.  Use the Analog Signals menu item to switch 

between lists, or click the mouse cursor on the hidden list to activate it.  The 

caption at the top of the Analog Signals window indicates which list is presently 

receiving signal selections. 

 

The First (leftmost) column on the spreadsheet is a unique name for the signal 

as assigned by the original data file and ATP Analyzer.  The names may be short 

and cryptic, and cannot be changed.  The names in the first column are used to 

identify signals on the charts only when the user fails to enter a signal name in 

the second column.  Click on the first column to select one or more signals for 

charting.  Move the mouse cursor to a signal name in the first column, press 
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down and hold the left mouse button, move the mouse cursor up or down to 

another signal in the list, and release the mouse button.  The list of selected 

signals will appear on the list box at the left of the spreadsheet.  The list of 

signals on the list box may be cut and pasted to rearrange order or delete as 

desired.  

 

Groups of signals may also be selected by moving the mouse cursor to a signal 

name in the first column and pressing the left mouse button.  Release the mouse 

button, then move the mouse cursor to another signal name in the first column.  

Press the shift key, then press the left mouse button.  The two signals and every 

signal between those two will be placed on the list box of selected signals. 

 

The second column is initially blank unless the data file provides a complete 

signal name.  The user may add a name that will identify the signal on charts.  If 

the second column is blank, then the signal will be identified on charts by the 

default name appearing in the first column. 

 

The third column entitled Signal Discussion is a location for notes relating to 

each signal.  This information is stored with the project but does not appear on 

the charts.  Enter information as a reminder of significant facts relating to each 

signal. 

 

Edit Selections, Cut     

 Selecting this menu item will clear any highlighted charting selections either the 

main case or comparison case list boxes, and retain those signals for the paste 

function.  Use this command as the first step in rearranging the order of signals 

in the list.  The Multiple Charts window will display signals in the same order as 

they appear on the selection list boxes. 

Edit Selections, Copy      

 Selecting this menu item will copy any highlighted charting selections in either 

the main case or comparison case list boxes 

 

Edit Selections, Paste     

 Selecting this menu item will insert previously cut or copied signal names just 

above the present or most recent charting selection in either the main case or 

comparison case list box.  Use this command as the second step in rearranging 

the order of signals in the list box. 

 

Main case analog signals can only be pasted to the main case list box.  

Comparison case analog signals can only be pasted to the comparison case list 

box.  
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Select All, Main Case     

 Selecting this menu item will place every main case signal into the main case 

analog signals list box.   

 

Select All, Comparison Case     

This menu item is available only if a comparison case exists.  Selecting this 

menu item will place every comparison case signal into the comparison case 

analog signals list box.   

 

Clear Selections     

 Selecting this menu item will clear all the present charting selections in the main 

case analog signals list box and the comparison case analog signals list box.  

Use this command to select a new group of main and comparison case signals 

for the time-domain charts.  Also use this to clear selections made for purposes 

other than charting, such as exporting signals to output files, copying 

comparison signals to the main case, or main case signal deletion. 

 

Clearing Selections will restore XY charting and the time zoom functions on 

time domain charts when there is a comparison case.  After using Clear 

Selections, make new signal selections only from the Main Case signals.  XY 

Charting and time zoom functions will be available as long as new signal 

selections are made only from the main case since XY charting is allowed only 

when signal data samples are taken at the same sample frequency and are 

synchronized as well.  When the first comparison case signal is selected, XY 

charting and time zoom will become unavailable. 

 

Digital Channels 

 This menu item is present if the main case includes digital channels.  Selecting 

this menu item will bring up the Digital Channels window.  Use this menu item 

to restore the Digital Channels window after it has been hidden. 

 

Analog Signals, Selection List For Overlay Chart, Multiple Charts, XY 
Chart     

 Selecting this menu item will bring a signal selection list into view that contains 

the signals presently selected for display on the Overlay Chart, Multiple Charts, 

and XY Charts.  A check mark will appear in front of this menu item after it has 

been selected, indicating that this list is activated and may be edited.   
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Analog Signals, Selection List For Multiple Overlay Charts     

 Selecting this menu item will bring a signal selection list into view that contains 

the signals presently selected for display on the first Multiple Overlay.  A check 

mark will appear in front of this menu item after it has been selected, indicating 

that this list is activated and may be edited.  The selection list for Multiple 

Overlay Charts will appear in its own window described next under Multiple 

Overlay Charts Signals Selection List Window. 

 

MULTIPLE OVERLAY CHARTS SIGNAL SELECTION LIST 

WINDOW 

Display     

The Multiple Overlay Charts Signal Selection List window appears (with no 

window title) only after clicking the Analog Signals, Selection List For Multiple 

Overlay Charts menu item on the Analog Signals window.  When this window 

appears, the signal selection list for Overlay Chart, Multiple Charts and XY 

Charts residing on the Analog Signals window will be hidden.   

 

A chart list shows numbers 1 to 12 with one number highlighted.  The 

highlighted number indicates which of the twelve Multiple Overlay Charts 

signal lists is presently in view.  Click on any number in the column to view and 

edit a different Multiple Overlay Chart signal selection list. 

 

A textbox beside the number column contains the description for the chart 

presently being edited.  A description may be entered from the keyboard or 

generated automatically using the Description menu item. 

 

A signal selection list shows the present main case and comparison case signals 

selected for viewing on a Multiple Overlay Chart.   

 

Edit, Cut     

 Selecting this menu item will clear any highlighted charting selections either the 

main case or comparison case list boxes, and retain those signals for the paste 

function.  Use this command as the first step in rearranging the order of signals 

in the list.  The Multiple Charts window will display signals in the same order as 

they appear on the selection list boxes. 

Edit, Copy      

 Selecting this menu item will copy any highlighted charting selections in either 

the main case or comparison case list boxes 
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Edit, Paste     

 Selecting this menu item will insert previously cut or copied signal names just 

above the present or most recent charting selection in either the main case or 

comparison case list box.  Use this command as the second step in rearranging 

the order of signals in the list box. 

 

Main case analog signals can only be pasted to the main case list box.  

Comparison case analog signals can only be pasted to the comparison case list 

box.  

 

Edit, Information     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up an information message describing the 

trace colors of the various signals appearing on Multiple Overlay Charts.  Due to 

space limitations on the charts themselves, it is not possible to include a trace 

legend on each chart.  The chart description provides the only place colors can 

be correlated to signal names, so Edit, Information provides the following list.  

If there are more than ten signals on a chart, the color pattern is repeated. 

 

Signal #1:  Black 

Signal #2:  Red 

Signal #3:  Green 

Signal #4:  Blue 

Signal #5:  Brown 

Signal #6:  Dashed Black 

Signal #7:  Dashed Red 

Signal #8:  Dashed Green 

Signal #9:  Dashed Blue 

Signal #10:  Dashed Brown 

 

Clear     

 Selecting this menu item will clear the presently visible signal selection list for a 

Multiple Overlay Chart as well as the description text for that chart.  If the 

presently visible signal selection list is empty of signals, then Clear will clear 

the signals on all twelve signal selection lists for the twelve Multiple Overlay 

Charts. 

 

Description, Manual     

 Selecting this menu item will allow manual entry of chart titles.  A check mark 

will appear in front of this menu item after it has been selected. 
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Description, Automatic     

 Selecting this menu item will automatically create a description the Multiple 

Overlay Chart associated with the presently visible signal selection list as each 

signal is selected or edited.  The length of the description will be controlled by 

the present setting of the Description, Length menu item.  Color descriptions of 

each trace are included within the description since the Multiple Overlay Charts 

do not have a visual legend.   

 

Any change made in the selection of user defined signal trace colors will cause 

new chart descriptions to be generated using the new color descriptors.  Use 

Description, Manual if the chart description must remain unchanged during 

adjustments of trace color. 

 

Description, Length     

 Selecting this menu item will allow the user to set the maximum character count 

of the title of each signal as contributing to the complete description of the 

Multiple Overlay chart.  The minimum value is 1 character.  The initial default 

is 100 characters, but the user’s setting becomes the new default.  Use a high 

value such as 100 or greater to prevent any truncation of signal names when 

desired.  Observe the effects of Description, Length on the Multiple Overlay 

Charts window itself. 

 

 

Hide     

 Selecting this menu item will hide the window. 
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DIGITAL CHANNELS WINDOW 

Display     

The Digital Channels window initially appears just below the Main Window and 

beside the Analog Signals window in main cases imported from Comtrade files 

having digital data, or other cases to which digital channels have been added 

within ATP Analyzer.  A spreadsheet type grid shows information about the 

digital signals in the data file.  When a data file is imported for comparison 

against the main case, a second spreadsheet and list of signals entitled 

“Comparison Case” will appear below the “Main Case” spreadsheet. 

 

The First column on the spreadsheet is a unique name for the channel as 

assigned by the original Comtrade configuration file and ATP Analyzer.  The 

names may be short and cryptic, and cannot be changed.  The names in the first 

column are used to identify channels on the charts only when the user fails to 

enter a channel name in the second column.  Click on this column to select one 

or more channels for charting at the top of the Multiple Charts and Multiple 

Overlay Charts windows.  Move the mouse cursor to a channel name in the first 

column, press down and hold the left mouse button, move the mouse cursor up 

or down to another channel in the list, and release the mouse button.  The list of 

selected channels will appear on the list box at the left of the spreadsheet.  The 

list of channels on the list box may be cut and pasted to rearrange order, or 

deleted as desired. 

 

Groups of channels may also be selected by moving the mouse cursor to a 

channel name in the first column and pressing the left mouse button.  Release 

the mouse button, then move the mouse cursor to another channel name in the 

first column.  Press the shift key, then press the left mouse button.  The two 

channels and every channel between those two will be placed on the list box of 

selected channels. 

 

The second column entitled Channel Name On Charts is initially blank unless 

the data file provides a complete channel name.  The user may add a name that 

will identify the channel on charts.  If the second column is blank, then the 

channel will be identified on charts by the default name appearing in the first 

column. 

 

The third column entitled Channel Discussion is a location for notes relating to 

each channel.  This information is stored with the project but does not appear on 

the charts.  Enter information as a reminder of significant facts relating to each 

channel. 
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Edit Selections, Cut     

 Selecting this menu item will clear any highlighted charting selections in the 

main case list box, and retain those channels for the paste function.  Use this 

command as the first step in rearranging the order of channels in the list.  The 

Multiple Charts window will display channels in the same order as they appear 

on the selection list box. 

Edit Selections, Copy      

 Selecting this menu item will copy any highlighted charting selections in either 

the main case list box. 

 

Edit Selections, Paste     

 Selecting this menu item will insert previously cut or copied channel names just 

above the present or most recent charting selections in the Digital Channels 

Selections list box.  Use this command as the second step in rearranging the 

order of channels in the list box. 

 

Main case digital channels can only be pasted to the main case digital channels 

list box.  Comparison case digital channels can only be pasted to the comparison 

case digital channels list box.   

 

Clear Selections     

 Selecting this menu item will clear all the present charting selections in the main 

case and comparison case digital channels list boxes.   

 

Identify, Main Case, Identify Inactive Channels     

 Selecting this menu item will place the prefix “[INACTIVE] followed by six 

spaces at the beginning of the “Channel Name On Charts” name of main case 

channels that do not change state at all.  Use the [INACTIVE] prefix to avoid 

wasting time displaying digital channels that may not have any bearing on the 

recorded incident.  However, the [INACTIVE] prefix may also assist in locating 

digital channels that did not respond as intended to an event recorded on the file. 

 

Identify, Main Case, Delete Inactive Channels 

 Selecting this menu item will delete the main case digital channels that are 

inactive during the entire duration of the main case.  To see which digital 

channels would be deleted by this action, select the Identify, Main Case, Identify 

Inactive Channels menu item then observe the names on in the Channel Names 

On Chart column of the list.  If any digital channels are inactive, [INACTIVE] 

will appear beside the channel name. 
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Identify, Main Case, Identify Channels Always On    

 Selecting this menu item will place the prefix “[ALWAYS ON] followed by six 

spaces at the beginning of the “Channel Name On Charts” name of main case 

channels that remain in the “on” or true state for the entire duration of the main 

case.  Use the [ALWAYS ON] prefix to avoid wasting time displaying digital 

channels that may not have any bearing on the recorded incident.  However, the 

[ALWAYS ON] prefix may also assist in locating digital channels that did not 

respond as intended to an event recorded on the file. 

 

Identify, Main Case, Identify Channels Always Off    

 Selecting this menu item will place the prefix “[ALWAYS OFF] followed by 

six spaces at the beginning of the “Channel Name On Charts” name of main 

case channels that remain in the “off” or false state for the entire duration of the 

main case.  Use the [ALWAYS OFF] prefix to avoid wasting time displaying 

digital channels that may not have any bearing on the recorded incident.  

However, the [ALWAYS OFF] prefix may also assist in locating digital 

channels that did not respond as intended to an event recorded on the file. 

 

Identify, Main Case, Remove [INACTIVE], [ALWAYS ON], [ALWAYS OFF]  
Flags     

Selecting this menu item will remove the prefix “[INACTIVE], [ALWAYS ON] 

and [ALWAYS OFF] and the following six spaces from the beginning of digital 

channel names.  If the first 16 characters of a digital channel title contains 

anything other than “[INACTIVE] or [ALWAYS ON] or [ALWAYS OFF] 

followed by 6 spaces, then the name will be left unchanged. 

 

Create New     

Selecting this menu item will allow the creation of one or more new empty 

digital channel locations in the main case.  The maximum number of digital 

channel locations in main case is 2032. 

 

Edit Signal State     

Selecting this menu item will permit the editing of the changes of state of one 

digital channel.  Select a digital channel by clicking one of the main case 

channels shown on the spreadsheet.  See Edit Digital Channel window for 

further information. 
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Hide   

 Selecting this menu item will hide the digital signal channel window.  Restore 

this window to view by clicking the Digital Channels menu item on the Analog 

Signals window. 

 

EDIT DIGITAL CHANNEL WINDOW 

Display     

The Edit Digital Channel window appears in response to the selection of a 

digital channel after clicking on the Edit Digital Channel menu item on the 

Digital Channels window, the Multiple Charts window, or the Multiple 

Overlay Charts window.  

 

The Edit Digital Channel window shows a list of the logic transitions of the 

selected digital channel and the time at which they occur.   

 

Add Pulse   button     

A logic state pulse is an ON state or and OFF state with a beginning time 

and an ending time.  The state of the digital channel is forced to the state of 

the pulse during the period of the pulse, but the remainder of the channel 

before and after remains unchanged.  Adding a pulse provides a way to add 

logic transitions to an existing channel with the least disturbance to existing 

transitions outside of the period of interest. 

 

If editing was started from the Digital Channels list, then key enter the start 

and end times of the pulse.  If editing from Multiple Charts or Multiple 

Overlay Charts, either key enter time values or click on the trace at the 

desired start and end points of the pulse.  The beginning and end times of the 

pulse may be entered in either box.  Click the ON or OFF option box to 

establish whether the pulse will be ON or OFF during its period.  Click the 

Add Pulse button and the pulse will immediately become visible if the 

proper portion of the digital channel is in view above the charts. 

 

The pulse will begin at the first main case sample equal to or later than the 

time entered at the editor for the desired beginning of the pulse.  The pulse 

will end at the main case sample equal to or just earlier than the time entered 

at the editor for the desired end of the pulse.  After the pulse has been added 

to the digital channel, the time values in the editor will show the start and 

end of the pulse in terms of actual main case sample times. 
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Add New   button     

To add a logic state transition, click the desired “On at” or “Off at” option 

box, then enter the time of the transition in the textbox.  Click the Add New 

button.  The list of logic transitions of the channel will then refresh to show 

the new situation.  Any existing transitions that becomes hidden by the 

addition of a new transition will disappear from the list because its presence 

has become unnecessary. 

 

Modify Selection   button     

 

To modify a logic state transition, click on the desired item in the transitions 

list.  The “On at” or “Off at” option will be automatically switched to 

indicate the type of transition of the item selected on the list, and the time 

textbox will show the transition’s time.  Next key the desired time into the 

textbox and make any desired changes to the option boxes.  Click the 

Modify Selection button.  The time of the first transition at the top of the list 

cannot be changed. 

 

Remove Selection   button     

To remove a logic state transition, click on a transition in the list to select it.  

Click on the Remove Selection button.  The first transition at the top of the 

list cannot be removed. 

 

Information     

Selecting this menu item will bring up an information message that 

describes how to edit the selected digital channel. 

 

Edit, Undo     

Selecting this menu item will undo the previous edit action, restoring the 

digital channel to its previous condition. 

Clear Channel, All Samples On     

Selecting this menu item will set the digital channel to the ON state for the 

entire duration of the main case. 

 

Clear  Channel, All Samples Off     

Selecting this menu item will set the digital channel to the OFF state for the 

entire duration of the main case. 
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Done     

Selecting this menu item will end the editing session.  
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PRINT PREVIEW OVERLAY CHART WINDOW, 

PRINT PREVIEW MULTIPLE CHART WINDOW, 

PRINT PREVIEW XY CHART WINDOW 

PRINT PREVIEW MULTIPLE OVERLAY CHART WINDOW 

Display     

The Print Preview window shows the chart as it will appear on the printable 

area of the paper and permits the selection of margin widths and printer 

setup.   

 

Documentation in the form of comments, markers and lines may be added to 

the print preview window for printing if desired.  Menu items Print Setup, 

Page Setup and Refresh all cause a refresh and any refresh of the display will 

clear all added documentation.  It is important to make any necessary 

changes to Print Setup and Page Setup before beginning to add 

documentation comments, lines and markers.  A message with this 

information will come up the first time the Print Preview window appears. 

 

Print  

Selecting this menu item will send the Print Preview display to the printer. 

 

If Save As, Metafile was selected earlier, then the *.wmf metafile graphic 

file will become available after clicking Print 

 

Print Setup     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a print dialog window that will 

permit selection of a printer and its configuration.   

 

Print Setup causes a refresh of the Print Preview display that will erase all 

comment, line and marker documentation added beforehand.  Make any 

changes to Print Setup before beginning to add documentation to the Print 

Preview display. 

  

Page Setup     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up the Page Setup Window that can be 

used to select margin widths. 
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Page Setup causes a refresh of the Print Preview display that will erase all 

comment, line and marker documentation added beforehand.  Make any 

changes to Page Setup before beginning to add documentation to the Print 

Preview display. 

 

Options, Add Documentation     

Selecting this menu item brings up the Add Documentation Print Preview 

window that permits the addition of comments, markers, and lines to the 

Print Preview display.  Documentation added from the Add Documentation 

Print Preview window will appear on the printed output and on graphic 

output saved as a Windows metafile (*.wmf) and Windows bitmap (*.bmp). 

 

Refer to the Add Documentation Print Preview window for more 

information. 

 

Options, Printer Line Width     

Selecting this menu item permits the adjustment of one line width affecting 

the printed appearance of digital channel timeline traces.   

 

In cases derived from COMTRADE data containing digital channel 

information, the digital channels can be displayed as timelines above analog 

signal charts on the Multiple Charts window.  The digital channel timelines 

show the 0 (off) state as a narrow line, and the 1 (on) state as a wide line. 

 

Various printers respond differently to the same line width settings.  If the 

printer presently in use does not produce on paper the wide portion of a 

digital channel timeline with the same appearance as the Print Preview, then 

the width of the wide portion of the timeline may be adjusted here.  This 

setting affects only the printer output to paper, and does not have any effect 

on the screen displays.  The initial default value is 3, but any user-entered 

value will become the new default.  Enter values between 2 and 100, starting 

with low values.  Test the result by printing a Multiple Charts display that 

includes digital channels that display both the 0 (off) state and 1 (on) state.  

 

Save As, Metafile (wmf)   

 Selecting this menu item will permit the saving of a copy of the page image 

as a placeable Windows metafile.  The metafile provides a high quality 

image that can be inserted into many other application programs and can be 

edited by application programs such as Microsoft Word.  Enter a file name 

and location to save the metafile. 
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Save As Metafile does not cause the *.wmf graphic file to become 

accessible immediately.  The file becomes available after clicking either the 

Print, Refresh or Close menu items.  All documentation (comments, lines, 

markers) that are present when Save As Metafile is clicked, and 

documentation added before the next Print, Refresh or Close will appear on 

the metafile.  Refer to the Add Documentation Print Preview window for 

more information.   

 

The length of documentation comment text in the metafile may differ from 

the length of the same text on the Print Preview display.  As a result, the 

location of the right end of a text string may be at differing locations on 

these two graphic presentations.  When drawing an indicating line from 

comment to chart feature, it is best to start the line near the left end of the 

comment text since the left end on the Print Preview display should coincide 

well with the left end on the metafile graphic image. 

 

Save As, Bitmap (bmp)     

 Selecting this menu item will permit the saving of a copy of the page image 

to a bitmap file.  The image is a snapshot of the present Print Preview 

display and the file becomes available immediately.  Any documentation 

(comments, lines, markers) added after Save As Bitmap will not appear on 

the *.bmp graphic file.   

 

The resolution of the bitmap is limited, so a print of the bitmap image may 

result in a significantly poorer image than that produced by the Print menu 

item or the Windows metafile produced by Save As, Metafile. 

 

Every feature of the Print Preview display is reproduced identically without 

dimensional differences on the bitmap graphic file. 

 

Zoom     

Selecting this menu item will enlarge the print preview screen to 

approximately full size.  Use the scroll bars at the edges of the window to 

move around the enlarged view.  Pressing the Zoom menu item again will 

return the view to the previous smaller version.  Zoom can also be 

accomplished by moving the mouse cursor onto the print preview picture 

and pressing the left button on the mouse. 

 

Zoom is disabled and only a full size view is allowed when adding 

documentation using the Print Preview Add Documentation window. 
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Refresh     

Selecting this menu item will update Print Preview window to reflect the 

present view of the chart.  Refresh is necessary when the chart window is in 

view at the same time the print preview is in view, and a change is made in 

the chart window display.  Refresh will then cause the print preview window 

to match the chart window display. 

 

Use refresh to clear any documentation (comments, markers, lines) that 

appear on the Print Preview. 

 

If Save As, Metafile was selected earlier, then the *.wmf metafile graphic 

file will become available after clicking Refresh 

 

 

Close     

Selecting this menu item will close the Print Preview window without 

printing the chart. 

 

If Save As, Metafile was selected earlier, then the *.wmf metafile graphic 

file will become available after clicking Close 

 

ADD DOCUMENTATION PRINT PREVIEW WINDOW 

Input     

Comments, indicating lines and a variety of markers can be added to the 

Print Preview display from the Add Documentation Print Preview window.  

Documentation added here will appear on the printed output and on graphic 

output saved as Windows metafile and Windows bitmap images. 

 

Menu items Print Setup, Page Setup and Refresh all cause a refresh and any 

refresh of the display will clear all added documentation.  It is important to 

make any necessary changes to Print Setup and Page Setup before beginning 

to add documentation comments, lines and markers.  A message with this 

information will come up the first time the Print Preview window appears. 

 

Additional marker styles may be created by placing two or more markers on 

the same point in a single operation.  For example, to place a combined 

cross, x and open square as a single symbol, first click on the Cross button.  

The Add Documentation window disappears from view to allow placement 

of the cross marker on the Print Preview display, but instead bring the Add 

Documentation window back to view by clicking its icon in the task bar at 

the bottom of the screen.  Click on the X button.  Again click the Add 

Documentation icon in the task bar.  Click on the Open Square button, then 
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click a location on the Print Preview display.  The resultant marker will be 

the combination of all three marker styles. 

 

Cross (Marker) button     

Clicking this button will bring the full size Print Preview display into view 

and the cursor symbol will be a cross.  Move the cursor to the desired spot 

on the Print Preview display, then click the left mouse button.  The marker 

will appear at the location of the cursor. 

 

X (Marker) button     

Clicking this button will bring the full size Print Preview display into view 

and the cursor symbol will be a cross.  Move the cursor to the desired spot 

on the Print Preview display, then click the left mouse button.  The marker 

will appear at the location of the cursor. 

 

Open Square (Marker) button     

Clicking this button will bring the full size Print Preview display into view 

and the cursor symbol will be a cross.  Move the cursor to the desired spot 

on the Print Preview display, then click the left mouse button.  The marker 

will appear at the location of the cursor. 

 

Closed Square (Marker) button    

Clicking this button will bring the full size Print Preview display into view 

and the cursor symbol will be a cross.  Move the cursor to the desired spot 

on the Print Preview display, then click the left mouse button.  The marker 

will appear at the location of the cursor. 

 

Open Circle (Marker) button     

Clicking this button will bring the full size Print Preview display into view 

and the cursor symbol will be a cross.  Move the cursor to the desired spot 

on the Print Preview display, then click the left mouse button.  The marker 

will appear at the location of the cursor. 

 

Closed Circle (Marker) button    

Clicking this button will bring the full size Print Preview display into view 

and the cursor symbol will be a cross.  Move the cursor to the desired spot 

on the Print Preview display, then click the left mouse button.  The marker 

will appear at the location of the cursor. 
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Line button    

Clicking this button will bring the full size Print Preview display into view 

and the cursor symbol will be a cross.  Move the cursor to the desired spot 

on the Print Preview display where one end of the line will be located, then 

click the left mouse button.  There will be no change to the display.  Move 

the cursor to the desired spot where the other end of the line will be located, 

then click the left mouse button.  A line will appear on the display. 

 

All other buttons except Clear Line are disabled after the Line button is 

clicked.  Before the second endpoint of the line has been selected on the 

Print Preview display, the Cancel Line button may be clicked to cancel 

creation of the line. 

 

The pending line addition will clear itself if the end locations of the line are 

not selected in approximately one minute. 

 

Cancel Line button    

Clicking this button will cancel the pending addition of a line to the Print 

Preview display.  This button is enabled only after the Line button has been 

clicked and until the line has been drawn on the display. 

 

Comment button    

Clicking this button will bring a comment textbox into view just below the 

button.   

 

Comment text may be created in several ways.   

1. Text may be simply keyed in from the keyboard. 

2. Signal and time values may be picked graphically from active charts 

and transferred automatically into the comment text box.  Move the 

cursor to an active chart (Overlay Chart window, Multiple Charts 

window, XY Chart window, Multiple Overlay Charts window, or 

Frequency Domain Chart window) and place the cursor on a signal 

trace.  Click the left mouse button.  The Add Documentation Print 

Preview window will return to view with the signal value and time 

shown in the comment text box.  At that point, the comment may be 

further edited, if desired.  Each click of the mouse while the cursor is 

on an active chart will overwrite the comment text with a new signal 

value and time.  It is possible to copy data point values from any 

chart, so care should be taken to ensure that values are obtained only 

from the chart that is an accurate representation of the display in the 

Print Preview. 
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Click the Place Comment button to bring the full size Print Preview display 

into view and the cursor symbol will be a cross.  Move the cursor to the 

desired spot on the Print Preview display, then click the left mouse button.  

The top left end of the comment will appear at the location of the cursor.  

Data point values captured from active charts are not placed in the correct 

Print Preview location automatically. 

 

Place Comment button 

The Place Comment button is enabled only after clicking the Comment 

button.  After text has been placed in the comment text box (refer to 

Comment button description above), click the Place Comment button to 

bring the full size Print Preview display into view and the cursor symbol will 

be a cross.  Move the cursor to the desired spot on the Print Preview display, 

then click the left mouse button.  The top left end of the comment will 

appear at the location of the cursor.   

 

Data point values captured from active charts are not placed in the correct 

Print Preview location automatically so use care to place the comment at an 

appropriate location. 

 

The pending comment addition will clear itself if the location of the 

comment is not selected within approximately one minute after clicking 

Place Comment. 

 

Cancel Comment button    

The Cancel Comment button is enabled only after clicking the Comment 

button.  Click the Cancel Comment button to cancel a pending comment 

before it has been placed on the Print Preview display. 

 

Done button    

Click the Done button when documentation of the Print Preview has been 

completed.  Use of this button does not prevent more documentation from 

being added to the Print Preview at a later time. 

 

PAGE SETUP WINDOW 

Display and Input     

The Page Setup window shows the present settings of margins within the 

printable area of the paper sheet at the top and bottom, and left and right 

sides of the chart page.  Margin entries may be changed.   The margin 
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dimensions are in inches, but do not include any unprintable margin caused 

by the printer itself.  

 

A redraw will occur when the OK button is pressed, and all documentation 

(comments, lines, markers) will be removed from the Print Preview display.  

However, it is possible to prevent documentation erasure by clicking the 

termination button in the upper right-hand corner of the Page Setup window.  

 

OVERLAY CHART WINDOW 

Display and Input     

 The Overlay Chart window simultaneously plots all time-domain signals 

selected on the Main window.  Scaling of the Y-axis may be either 

automatic or manual.  Colors and line patterns vary among the signals so 

they can be matched to the signal legend at the right side of the chart.  

Project title and description, shown above the chart, can be edited.  The 

project description can be an entire document, although only the first five 

lines will normally be visible.  

 

The mouse cursor will automatically show the value of any signal and the 

corresponding time as the cursor passes over a signal trace on the chart.  

Whenever the cursor is on a trace, the nearest actual data-point value and 

accompanying time value will be shown.  The data-point value and time 

value shown in the display actual sample values and are not interpolations.  

Use this traveling data value indicator feature to explore the data values 

along a trace even when a trace is too small to measure visually. 

 

While the mouse cursor is over a signal trace, click the left mouse button to 

select the current data-point.  A box will appear in the project description 

area to show the time as T2 and signal value VALUE2 together with the 

time T1 and signal value VALUE1 of the previously selected data-point, the 

DT or delta time difference between the two points, and the signal value 

difference between the two points.  The display box will disappear after 30 

seconds. Click on the display box any time to hide it before its automatic 

disappearance in 30 seconds. Use the display to measure time between 

signal events or to create time zoom boundaries. 

 

A vertical cursor line is available that will follow the mouse cursor anytime 

the cursor is on the chart.  Use the cursor line to assist in making 

comparisons between signal traces at the same point in time.  The vertical 

cursor line may be hidden if desired using the menu item Options, Cursor 

Bar On/Off. 
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QUICK ZOOM INTO MAIN CASE SIGNALS:  Move the cursor onto 

the Overlay Chart, press the left mouse button and hold it down, slide the 

mouse to the right or left, then release the button.  The display will zoom 

into the time range defined by the time on the chart through which the cursor 

moved while the mouse button was pressed. 

 

When displaying time ranges within which there are far more time-step 

samples than necessary to create an accurate signal trace, the chart may 

appear to skip over values.  To avoid being unworkably slow with very large 

sample counts, the chart utilizes only enough data-points to accurately 

display the signal over the time range of interest, skipping over excessive 

data in a semi-random pattern to avoid visual aliasing.  The program, 

however, preserves all of the original data and will show it completely on 

the chart when the user zooms into a shorter time range.  

 

A “Magnify Mode” display provides a more flexible way of zooming and 

panning through the signals on an Overlay Chart, but may be significantly 

slower that other displays under some circumstances.  In the “Magnify 

Mode”, a collection of up to 32000 main case samples, or main and 

comparison case samples, is loaded into the Overlay Chart.  Use the mouse 

to zoom and pan in both the X and Y-axes. 

 

Although signal data generally provides time as the independent variable, 

the Overlay Chart can also plot the values of any independent variable.  The 

name of the independent variable can be entered under the Time, Scale, 

Custom menu item.  When Time, Scale, Custom is selected, the values of 

the independent variable are plotted without any modification or scaling.   

 

Time, Zoom, Into Selected Datapoint Boundaries     

 Selecting this menu item will zoom the chart into a segment of main case 

signals within the time range presently charted.  The zoom boundaries are 

set by the time values of the two previous data-points selected on the chart 

and are displayed over the project description as T1 and T2 for a period of 

30 seconds after the last point selection.   

 

Time zoom is permitted only on main case signals and is disabled whenever 

any comparison case signals are selected for charting.  When displaying 

comparison case signals, the full time range of main case and comparison 

case data is always shown. 

 

To Time Zoom into main case signals, select data-points by clicking a point 

on a signal trace using the left mouse button.  The selected point will show a 

square mark and a tool tip will show the data value and the time.   Two such 

selections are needed to serve as the desired new start and end time of the 
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chart before Time Zoom is selected.  An instructional message may appear 

when Time Zoom is first used, but does not appear again.  

 

Time Zoom on the Overlay Chart causes the Multiple Charts display to also 

zoom in a similar manner. 

 

Double-click the left mouse button while selecting a data point on a signal to 

zoom into a selected boundary.  Start by single-clicking the left mouse 

button when the cursor is located on the signal that is one end of the desired 

zoom segment.  Next, double-click the left mouse button with the cursor on 

the other end of the desired zoom segment.  Zooming will begin 

immediately.  

  

Menu item Time, Zoom can be used on comparison signals if they have been 

resampled and combined into the main case.  For more information see 

Comparison Case, Resample and Combine Into Main Case, Linear 

Interpolation or Cubic Spline Interpolation. 

 

QUICK ZOOM INTO MAIN CASE SIGNALS:  Move the cursor onto 

the Overlay Chart, press the left mouse button and hold it down, slide the 

mouse to the right or left, then release the button.  The display will zoom 

into the time range defined by the time on the chart through which the cursor 

moved while the mouse button was pressed. 

 

Time, Zoom, In     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom into half of the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged.  

 

Time, Zoom, In on the Overlay Chart causes the Multiple Charts display to 

also zoom in a similar manner. 

 

Time, Zoom, Out     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom out to twice the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged unless one 

end of the new time span would otherwise exceed the beginning or ending 

time of the signal data.  

 

Time, Zoom, Out on the Overlay Chart causes the Multiple Charts display to 

also zoom in a similar manner. 

 

Also activate Time, Zoom, Out by right clicking the mouse when the cursor 

is within the plot region of the chart. 
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Time, Zoom, All     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to show the entire range of 

time available in the main case data originally imported from a PL4, 

COMTRADE, or table ASCII data file.  

 

Time Zoom All on the Overlay Chart causes the Multiple Charts display to 

also zoom in a similar manner. 

 

Time, Move, Right  

 Selecting this menu item will cursor to the right along the signals, shifting 

half the time duration displayed on the chart.  Use this feature to move along 

a signal while at any level of time zoom.  

 

Also activate Time, Move, Right by right clicking the mouse when the 

cursor is right of the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Move, Left  

 Selecting this menu item will cursor left along the signals, shifting half the 

time duration displayed on the chart.  Use this feature to move along a signal 

while at any level of time zoom.   

 

Also activate Time, Move, Left by right clicking the mouse when the cursor 

is left of the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Scale, Seconds     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to seconds.  (Time data 

values in the main case and comparison case must be in seconds.) 

 

Time, Scale, Milliseconds     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to milliseconds.  (Time data 

values in the main case and comparison case must be in seconds.) 

 

Time, Scale, Cycles     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to cycles at the power system 

frequency.  Power system frequency defaults to 60 Hertz, but can be 

changed using the Main window menu item Option, System Frequency.  

(Time data values in the main case and comparison case must be in 

seconds.) 
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Time, Scale, Custom     

Selecting this menu item will permit the entry of a custom description of the 

independent variable.  When this menu item is selected, the independent 

variable provided with the signal data is plotted without any modification or 

scaling.  Enter a description or the units of the independent variable that will 

appear on the former Time axis. 

 

For example, import a PL4 file output from an ATP linear frequency scan.  

The independent variable will be frequency in Hertz.  Select the Time, 

Scale, Custom menu item and enter “Hertz” without the quotation marks.  

The independent variable on the chart will become “Hertz”, as will the menu 

item that formerly was “Time.”   

 

If the independent variable in the data is not time in seconds then avoid 

using Analyze menu functions that require time, since their output will be 

meaningless.  Functions not involving time that may be used with data 

having any type of independent variable include: Add, Subtract, Multiply, 

Divide, Complex Polar to Rectangular, Complex Rectangular to Polar, Clip 

Signal, Multiply Factor, Negate, db Power, db Voltage, Offset Add, Offset 

Remove. 

 

Options, Copy Chart To Clipboard     

Selecting this menu item will send the Overlay Chart picture to the 

Windows clipboard.  Other Windows applications may then paste, or "paste 

special," the chart picture in Windows metafile or other standard picture 

format. The metafile format allows editing when pasted as a picture into 

word processors and spreadsheets, and maintains high resolution for 

printing.  Word processing and spreadsheet programs also generally offer 

drawing features that permit the addition of text, comment boxes, and 

arrows to document the charted signal features for presentation.  The 

numerical data contained in the chart will also be placed on the clipboard. 

 

The size of the chart on the screen will influence the amount of chart detail 

that is sent to the clipboard.  The largest possible chart picture on the screen 

will produce the best possible chart picture on the clipboard. 

 

Options, Copy Chart To File     

Selecting this menu item will save the Overlay Chart picture as a Windows 

metafile.  A metafile allows editing when inserted as a picture into word 

processors and spreadsheets, and maintains high resolution for printing.  

Word processing and spreadsheet programs also generally offer drawing 

features that permit the addition of text, comment boxes, and arrows to 

document the charted signal features for presentation.  
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The size of the chart on the screen will influence the amount of chart detail 

that is sent to the file.  The largest possible chart picture on the screen will 

produce the best possible chart picture when saved. 

 

To save the entire printer output page as a metafile, click Print to bring up 

the Print Preview window, then select Save As, Metafile. 

 

Options, Background Color     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a color dialog window from which 

any standard or custom color can be selected for the chart background.  

Color will cover the entire chart picture, extending beyond the plot area grid. 

 

Options, Signal Trace Color, Standard     

 Selecting this menu item will switch the trace colors on the Overlay Chart 

and Multiple Overlay Charts to the standard automatically set colors and line 

types. 

 

Options, Signal Trace Color, User     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up the Signal Trace Color Selector 

window and then switch the trace colors on the Overlay Chart and Multiple 

Overlay Charts to the user defined colors and line types. 

 

Options, Signal Trace Wide/Narrow     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal traces on all charts to change 

from narrow to wide, or from wide to narrow.  The trace width that is 

selected when printing occurs will appear on the printed charts. 

 

Options, Cursor Display Location, Top Right     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal value and time to appear at 

the top right corner as the cursor passes over a signal trace.  The data-point 

value and time value shown in the display actual sample values and are not 

interpolations.   

 

Options, Cursor Display Location, Follows Cursor     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal value and time to appear near 

the cursor as the cursor passes over a signal trace.  The data-point value and 

time value shown in the display actual sample values and are not 

interpolations.   
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Options, Cursor On/Off     

 Selecting this menu item will hide or show the cursor line.  The cursor line 

is vertical and follows the mouse cursor to permit easy comparison and 

measurement of signals at the same point in time. 

 

Options, Legend, At Right Of Chart     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal legend to appear on the right 

side of the chart.  Placing the legend on the right side of the chart provides a 

large space for the plot if the signal titles are short. 

 

Options, Legend, Above Chart     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal legend to appear above the 

chart.  Placing the legend above the chart provides a large space for the plot 

if one or more of the signal titles are long. 

 

Options, Y Axis Scale     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window that permits the selection 

of automatic or manual Y-axis scaling.  When manual scaling is selected, 

enter the scale maximum, scale minimum, and the number of divisions on 

the chart grid.  The chart responds to the new values as they are entered. 

 

The main menu, visible by clicking Done on this chart, also has an option 

that relates to Y axis scale settings.  The main menu item Options, Y Axis 

Scales, Reset causes Y axis scales to return to automatic scaling whenever 

the signal list is cleared for selection of a new display list, and when a new 

main case is imported.  The main menu item Options, Y Axis Scales, 

Maintained causes Y axis scales to remain as manually set regardless of the 

selection of new display signals or the import of a new main case. 

 

Refresh      

Selecting this menu item will refresh the chart picture and may be necessary 

if the display is degraded by the traveling data value indicator or the vertical 

cursor line.  The chart may also occasionally undergo a slight size change as 

the mouse cursor passes over it, causing discontinuities to appear and failing 

to respond to point selections.  Press the Refresh menu item, then resume 

work.  
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Magnify Mode 

Selecting this menu item will change the Overlay Chart to the Magnify 

Mode, displaying the same signal as in the normal display mode except that 

more versatile panning and zooming is possible, sometimes at the expense 

of response speed.  The magnify mode on the Overlay Chart is the only 

method of zooming into a display of comparison case signals. 

 

Magnify Mode may cause a large amount of signal data to be loaded into the 

Overlay Chart.  A message visible on the chart for up to 30 seconds after 

clicking Magnify will show the quantity of samples loaded for each signal.  

Selecting fewer signals (and a shorter time span when viewing only main 

case signals) prior to selecting Magnify will reduce the amount of data 

loaded into the chart and improve chart response.   

 

Use the mouse to zoom the chart to any signal detail.  Move the cursor to 

one corner of an imaginary box that will surround the zoom region.  Press 

and hold the left mouse button, then slide the mouse.  A rectangle will 

appear on the screen as the cursor moves.  Release the button when the 

rectangle encloses the desired zoom region, and the new view will show the 

zoom region at the full size of the Overlay Chart window.   

 

For panning, see Overlay Chart, Mouse Pan. 

Leaving the Overlay Chart by clicking the Done menu item or the 

termination button at the upper right-hand corner of the window will cancel 

the Magnify Mode.  Zooming to a new view on the Multiple Charts window 

will cancel the Magnify Mode and return the Overlay Chart to a normal 

display of the same time range visible on the Multiple Charts window. 

 

Unmagnify  

Unmagnify is visible only in the Magnify Mode.  Selecting this menu item 

will return the Overlay Chart to the normal display mode and out of the 

Magnify Mode. 

 

Charts, Multiple Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Multiple Chart window.  To view 

chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the windows.  Changes to 

time zoom on one time domain chart will automatically update on any other 

visible charts except the Frequency Domain Chart. 

 

Charts, XY Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the XY Chart window.  To view chart 

windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the windows.  Changes to time 
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zoom on one time domain chart will automatically update on any other 

visible charts except the Frequency Domain Chart. 

 

Charts, Frequency Domain Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Frequency Domain Chart 

window.  To view chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the 

windows.  The Frequency Domain Chart includes its own signal selection 

page, permitting selection of different signals than appear on the Overlay 

Chart, Multiple Charts, and XY Chart windows. 

   

Print     

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Print Preview window showing a 

preview of the Overlay Chart.  The Print Preview window and the Overlay 

Chart can be viewed simultaneously.  If adjustments are made to the Overlay 

Chart display, click the Refresh menu item on the Print Preview window to 

send the new chart to the print preview screen. 

 

Clicking this menu item when the Print Preview window is already in view 

will refresh the Print Preview display, causing the loss of any documentation 

(comments, lines, markers) that may have been previously added to the Print 

Preview display.  Refer to Print Preview window for more information. 

 

Done     

Selecting this menu item will return the user to the Main window and hide 

all charts. 

 

Zoom All     

Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to show the entire range of 

time available in the main case data originally imported from a PL4, 

COMTRADE, or table ASCII data file.  

 

The same time segment is used to display all time domain charts, so Zoom 

All on the Overlay Chart causes the Multiple Charts display to also zoom in 

a similar manner. 

 

Zoom Out     

Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom out to twice the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged unless one 

end of the new time span would otherwise exceed the beginning or ending 

time of the signal data.  
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When the Overlay Chart is in the normal display mode (not in the Magnify 

Mode), the same time segment is used to display all time domain charts, so 

Zoom Out on the Overlay Chart causes the Multiple Charts display to also 

zoom in a similar manner. 

 

When the Overlay Chart is in the Magnify Mode, other charts will not 

change as the zoom view of the Overlay Chart changes. 

 

Also activate Zoom Out by right clicking the mouse when the cursor is 

within the plot region of the chart. 

 

Zoom In     

Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom into half of the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged. 

 

When the Overlay Chart is in the normal display mode (not in the Magnify 

Mode), the same time segment is used to display all time domain charts, so 

Time, Zoom, In on the Overlay Chart causes the Multiple Charts display to 

also zoom in a similar manner. 

 

When the Overlay Chart is in the Magnify Mode, other charts will not 

change as the zoom view of the Overlay Chart changes. 

 

Also zoom in by moving the cursor onto the chart, pressing and holding the 

left mouse button, then sliding the mouse.  A rectangle will enclose the 

zoom region.  Release the cursor when the rectangle encloses the desire 

zoom region, and the chart will view will show the zoom region at full size. 

 

Mouse Pan  

Mouse Pan is visible only in the Magnify Mode.  Selecting this menu item 

will change the mouse and cursor to pan control with which the magnified 

chart can be dragged past the viewing window in any direction.  The cursor 

symbol will change to a four-way arrow and the chart division lines will 

disappear.  If the chart has not yet been zoomed since using Magnify Mode, 

click the Zoom In menu item twice.  Place the cursor anywhere on the 

Overlay Chart, press and hold the left mouse button, then slide the mouse so 

the cursor moves to another location on the chart.  A small white square 

marker will remain at the cursor location on the chart where the mouse 

button was first pressed to provide a visual reference point for panning 

movement.  Release the button, then the chart picture will move to the new 

location as though dragged by the cursor. 
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Panning stops at any edge of the chart.  Panning is blocked altogether when 

the chart when fully zoomed out, or after using Zoom All.  

 

The chart scales do not seek round values and no division lines are shown 

when the mouse is capable of panning. 

 

Mouse Zoom  

Mouse Zoom is visible only in the Magnify display mode after having 

clicked the Mouse Pan menu item.  Selecting this menu item will change the 

mouse and cursor to zoom control.  The cursor symbol will change to the 

standard arrow and the chart division lines will appear.  Zoom by moving 

the cursor to the chart window, pressing and holding the left mouse button, 

then sliding the mouse.  A rectangle enclosing the zoom region will appear 

on the screen.  Release the mouse button when the rectangle encloses the 

desired zoom region.  Use this action to affect a zoom even if the appearance 

of the rectangle is delayed. 

 

Zoom outward by clicking the right mouse button while the cursor is over 

the chart. 
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MULTIPLE CHARTS WINDOW 

Display and Input     

 The Multiple Charts window simultaneously plots up to the first twelve 

time-domain analog signals selected on the Analog Signals window list 

identified “For Overlay Chart, Multiple Charts, XY Chart.”  If the main case 

and comparison case have digital channels, then they may be displayed 

above the analog signal charts.  Each signal establishes the Y-axis scale on 

its own chart, so signals of large and small magnitude can be observed in 

equal detail.  Project title and description, shown above the charts, can be 

edited.  The project description can be an entire document, although only the 

first five lines will normally be visible.  

 

If less than twelve signals are selected for time domain plotting, then the 

charts shown in the Multiple Charts window equally divide up the available 

screen height.  Greater detail is visible and signal evaluation may be 

improved when fewer signals are shown on the Multiple Charts window 

simultaneously.  (To create a similar display that allows chart heights to be 

sized individually, see the Multiple Overlay Charts window). 

 

Increasing the Windows Desktop size may also improve the visibility of 

charts, especially if when displaying 12 charts.  A desktop size of 1024 by 

768 pixels or greater is recommended if the computer display adapter is 

capable of it.  To make changes to the desktop size, right click on a blank 

area of the Windows desktop, then click the Properties menu item on the 

drop-down menu.  Click the Settings tab, and then adjust the slider.  

Windows will assist in determining whether the display adapter can 

accommodate larger display sizes. 

 

The printed results of 12 charts may be significantly better than the 

appearance of 12 charts on the screen.  Resolution for printing is determined 

by the size of the paper rather than by the display on the computer screen.  

Check the print preview using the Print menu item on the Multiple Charts 

window. 

 

Signals are displayed in the order shown on the Analog Signals window list 

boxes and the Digital Channels list box.  However, digital channels are 

always shown above analog signals.  Main case analog signals always 

appear above comparison case analog signals.  Main case digital channels 

always appear above comparison case digital channels.   

 

If twelve or more main case signals are selected for charting, and then one or 

more comparison case signals are also selected, the comparison case signals 

will not be shown on the Multiple Charts screen.  All main and comparison 
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case signals will be visible on the Overlay Chart screen regardless of how 

many signals are selected.  Even though the comparison case signals cannot 

be seen on the Multiple Charts screen, their selection still disables the Time 

Zoom menu item and forces the time span to show the entire time range 

required by the main case and comparison case signals together. 

 

To view comparison case signals on the Multiple Charts screen, select Clear 

Selections on the Main window, then select eleven or fewer main case 

signals and one or more comparison case signals. 

 

If too many digital channels are selected, then it may not be possible to see 

any analog signals due to a shortage of space on the screen. 

 

The mouse cursor will automatically show the value of any signal and the 

corresponding time as the cursor passes over an analog chart.  Whenever the 

cursor is on a chart, the nearest data-point to the time location of the cursor 

will be shown either near the cursor or at the top right corner of the chart.  

The data-point value and time value shown in the display actual sample 

values and are not interpolations.  Use this traveling data value indicator 

feature to explore the data values along a trace even when a trace is too 

small to measure visually. 

 

While the mouse cursor is over an analog chart, click the left mouse button.  

A box will appear in the project description area to show the time as T2 and 

signal value VALUE2 together with the time T1 and signal value VALUE1 

of the previously selected data-point, the DT or delta time difference 

between the two points, and the signal value difference between the two 

points.  The display box will disappear after 30 seconds. Click on the display 

box any time to hide it before its automatic disappearance in 30 seconds. 

Use the display to measure time between signal events. 

 

An optional vertical cursor line crossing every chart follows the mouse 

cursor.  Use the cursor line to assist in making comparisons between signal 

traces at the same point in time.  The vertical cursor line may be exposed or 

hidden using menu item Option, Cursor On/Off. 

 

Signal time can be measured on digital traces.   

 

QUICK ZOOM INTO MAIN CASE SIGNALS:  Move the cursor onto 

one of the Multiple Charts, press the left mouse button and hold it down, 

slide the mouse to the right or left, then release the button.  The display will 

zoom into the time range defined by the time on the chart through which the 

cursor moved while the mouse button was pressed. 
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When displaying time ranges within which there are far more time-step 

samples than necessary to create an accurate signal trace, the charts may 

appear to skip over values or occasionally appear to distort a signal due 

because of aliasing.  To avoid being unworkably slow with very large 

sample counts, the charts utilize only enough data-points to accurately 

display the signal over the time range of interest, skipping over excessive 

data in a semi-random pattern to avoid visual aliasing.  The program, 

however, preserves all of the original data and will show it without 

distortion on the charts when the user zooms into a shorter time range on 

main case signals.  

 

Although signal data generally provides time as the independent variable, 

the Multiple Charts can also plot the values of any independent variable.  

The name of the independent variable can be entered under the Time, Scale, 

Custom menu item.  When Time, Scale, Custom is selected, the values of 

the independent variable are plotted without any modification or scaling.   

 

Time, Zoom, Into Selected Datapoint Boundaries         

 Selecting this menu item will zoom the charts into a segment of main case 

signals within the time range presently charted. The zoom boundaries are set 

by the time values of the two previous data-points selected on the chart and 

are displayed over the project description as T1 and T2 for a period of 30 

seconds after the last point selection.   

 

Time zoom is permitted only on main case signals and is disabled whenever 

any comparison case signals are selected for charting.  When displaying 

comparison case signals, the full time range of main case and comparison 

case data is always shown. 

 

To Time Zoom into main case signals, select data-points by picking a point 

on a signal trace using the left mouse button.  The selected point will show a 

square mark and a tool tip will show the data value and the time.   Two such 

selections are needed to serve as the new start and end time of the chart 

before Time Zoom is selected.  The selected points do not need to be made 

on the same signal.  An instructional message may appear when Time Zoom 

is first used, but does not appear again.  

 

Time Zoom on the Multiple Charts causes the Overlay Chart display to also 

zoom in a similar manner. 

 

Also double-click the left mouse button while selecting a datapoint on a 

signal to zoom into a selected boundary.  Start by single-clicking the left 

mouse button when the cursor is located on the signal that is one end of the 

desired zoom boundary.  Next, double-click the left mouse button with the 
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cursor on the other end of the zoom boundary.  Zooming will begin 

immediately.  

  

Zoom applies only to the time axis.  Scaling on the Y-axis may be either 

automatic or manual and can be changed using Options, Y Axis Scale. 

 

This menu item can also be activated by double clicking on the second 

boundary datapoint selection of a new zoom boundary.  Single click the left 

mouse button on a datapoint to pick the first zoom boundary.  Doubleclick 

the left mouse button on another datapoint to pick the second zoom 

boundary and cause zooming to occur.   

 

QUICK ZOOM INTO MAIN CASE SIGNALS:  Move the cursor onto 

one of the Multiple Charts, press the left mouse button and hold it down, 

slide the mouse to the right or left, then release the button.  The display will 

zoom into the time range defined by the time on the chart through which the 

cursor moved while the mouse button was pressed. 

 

Time, Zoom, In     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the charts to zoom into half of the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged.  

 

Time, Zoom, In on the Multiple Charts causes the Overlay Chart display to 

also zoom in a similar manner. 

 

Time, Zoom, Out     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom out to twice the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged unless one 

end of the new time span would otherwise exceed the beginning or ending 

time of the signal data.  

 

Time, Zoom, Out on the Multiple Charts causes the Overlay Chart display to 

also zoom in a similar manner. 

 

Also activate Time, Zoom, Out by right clicking the mouse when the cursor 

is within the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Zoom, All     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the charts to show the entire range of 

time available in the main case data originally imported from a PL4, 

COMTRADE, or table ASCII data file. 
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Time Zoom All on the Multiple Charts causes the Overlay Chart display to 

also zoom in a similar manner. 

 

Time, Move, Right  

 Selecting this menu item will cursor to the right along the signals, shifting 

half the time duration displayed on the chart.  Use this feature to move along 

a signal while at any level of time zoom.   

 

Also activate Time, Move, Right by right clicking the mouse when the 

cursor is right of the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Move, Left  

 Selecting this menu item will cursor left along the signals, shifting half the 

time duration displayed on the chart.  Use this feature to move along a signal 

while at any level of time zoom.   

 

Also activate Time, Move, Left by right clicking the mouse when the cursor 

is left of the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Scale, Seconds     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to seconds.  (Time data 

values in the main case and comparison case must be in seconds.) 

  

Time, Scale, Milliseconds     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to milliseconds.  (Time data 

values in the main case and comparison case must be in seconds.) 

 

Time, Scale, Cycles     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to cycles at the power system 

frequency.  Power system frequency defaults to 60 Hertz, but can be 

changed using the Main window menu item Option, System Frequency.  

(Time data values in the main case and comparison case must be in 

seconds.) 

 

Time, Scale, Custom     

Selecting this menu item will allow the entry of a custom description of the 

independent variable.  When this menu item is selected, the independent 

variable provided with the signal data is plotted without any modification or 
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scaling.  Enter a description or the units of the independent variable that will 

appear on the former Time axis. 

 

For example, import a PL4 file output from an ATP linear frequency scan.  

The independent variable will be frequency in Hertz.  Select the Time, 

Scale, Custom menu item and enter “Hertz” without the quotation marks.  

The independent variable on the chart will become “Hertz”, as will the menu 

item that former was “Time.”   

 

If the independent variable in the data is not time in seconds then avoid 

using Analyze menu functions that require time, since their output will be 

meaningless.  Functions not involving time that may be used with data 

having any type of independent variable include: Add, Subtract, Multiply, 

Divide, Complex Polar to Rectangular, Complex Rectangular to Polar, Clip 

Signal, Multiply Factor, Negate, db Power, db Voltage, Offset Add, Offset 

Remove. 

 

Options, Copy Chart, [chart name], To Clipboard     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a list of the signals that are charted on 

the Multiple Charts window.  Click one of the signal names, then click To 

Clipboard to send that chart picture to the Windows clipboard.  Other 

Windows applications may then paste, or "paste special," the chart picture in 

Windows metafile or other standard picture format. The metafile format 

allows editing when pasted as a picture into word processors and 

spreadsheets, and maintains high resolution for printing.  Word processing 

and spreadsheet programs also generally offer drawing features that permit 

the addition of text, comment boxes, and arrows to document the charted 

signal features for presentation.  The numerical data contained in the chart 

will also be placed on the clipboard. 

 

The display of charts on the Multiple Charts window is somewhat 

customized to maximize the available plot area for each signal.  Notice that 

the time display is shown only at the bottom of the screen.  As a result, the 

style of the charts must be modified so that the clipboard copy will include 

the time scale.   The space required by the time scale may cause the chart to 

change in appearance as it is passed to the clipboard.  Reducing the number 

of charts displayed simultaneously and maximizing the size of the screen 

may improve detail on the clipboard copy.  

 

Options, Copy Chart, [chart name], To File     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a list of the signals that are charted on 

the Multiple Charts window.  Click one of the signal names, then click To 

File to save that chart picture as a Windows metafile. A metafile allows 
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editing when inserted as a picture into word processors and spreadsheets, 

and maintains high resolution for printing.  Word processing and 

spreadsheet programs also generally offer drawing features that permit the 

addition of text, comment boxes, and arrows to document the charted signal 

features for presentation.  

 

The size of the chart on the screen will influence the amount of chart detail 

that is sent to the file.  The largest possible chart picture on the screen will 

produce the best possible chart picture when saved. 

 

To save the entire printer output page as a metafile, click Print to bring up 

the Print Preview window, then select Save As, Metafile. 

 

Options, Background Color     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a color dialog window from which 

any standard or custom color can be selected for the chart backgrounds. 

   

Options, Signal Trace Wide/Narrow     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal traces on all charts to change 

from narrow to wide, or from wide to narrow.  The trace width that is 

selected when printing occurs will appear on the printed charts. 

 

Options, Cursor Display Location, Top Right     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal value and time to appear at 

the top right corner as the cursor passes over a signal trace.  The data-point 

value and time value shown in the display actual sample values and are not 

interpolations.   

 

Options, Cursor Display Location, Follows Cursor     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal value and time to appear near 

the cursor as the cursor passes over a signal trace.  The data-point value and 

time value shown in the display actual sample values and are not 

interpolations.   

 

Options, Cursor On/Off     

 Selecting this menu item will hide or show the cursor line.  The cursor line 

is vertical and follows the mouse cursor to permit easy comparison and 

measurement of signals at the same point in time. 
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Options, Maximum Chart Display     

 Selecting this menu item will hide or show the project description so that it 

is possible to use the entire screen area for chart displays if desired. 

 

Options, Y Axis Scale     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window that permits the selection 

of automatic or manual Y axis scaling of each chart individually.  When 

manual scaling is selected, the user may enter the scale maximum, scale 

minimum and the number of divisions on the chart grid.  Except for the Y-

axis scale values appearing at the left edge, the chart responds to the new 

values as they are entered.  However, a preview of the Y-axis scale as it will 

appear on the chart is shown in a box on the Y Axis Scale window.  Use the 

scale preview to select an appropriate number of chart divisions to produce 

desirable Y-axis division values.  After changing the scale setting on one or 

more charts, press the Done button on the Y Axis Scaling window or 

Refresh on the Multiple Charts window menu to update the Y axis scale 

values on all the charts. 

 

Although up to 12 charts can be viewed, only the currently visible charts can 

be rescaled.  Chart Y-axis scale is reset to automatic when the charts are 

cleared using Clear Selections on the Main window menu and new signals 

are selected for charting.  

 

The main menu, visible by clicking Done on this chart, also has an option 

that relates to Y axis scale settings.  The main menu item Options, Y Axis 

Scales, Reset causes Y axis scales to return to automatic scaling whenever 

the signal list is cleared for selection of a new display list, and when a new 

main case is imported.  The main menu item Options, Y Axis Scales, 

Maintained causes Y axis scales to remain as manually set regardless of the 

selection of new display signals or the import of a new main case. 

 

Options, Signal Statistics Table     

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Multiple Charts Signal Statistics 

Table window, showing information for each signal displayed on Multiple 

Charts.  The following information is shown for each signal: 

 

Signal name. 

Signal maximum during the time period displayed on the chart. 

Time of the signal maximum. 

Signal minimum during the time period displayed on the chart. 

Time of the signal minimum. 

Signal average during the time period displayed on the chart. 
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See Multiple Charts Signal Statistics Table window for additional 

information. 

 

Options, Digital Channel Names, Center On Trace 

Selecting this menu item will cause the name of each digital channel 

displayed on Multiple Charts and Multiple Overlay Charts to be centered on 

the channel trace.  This position ensures that the name clearly identifies the 

proper trace, but also allows the trace to partially obscure the name. 

 

Options, Digital Channel Names, Above Trace 

Selecting this menu item will cause the name of each digital channel 

displayed on Multiple Charts and Multiple Overlay Charts to be above the 

channel trace.  This position ensures that the name will not be obscured by 

the trace. 

 

Options, Information  

Selecting this menu item will bring up information describing certain 

aspects of the window. 

 

Refresh     

 Selecting this menu item will refresh the chart pictures, and may be 

necessary if the display is degraded by the traveling data value indicator or 

vertical cursor line.  The chart may also occasionally undergo a slight size 

change as the mouse cursor passes over it, causing discontinuities to appear 

and failing to respond to point selections.  Press the Refresh menu item, then 

resume work. 

 

Edit Digital Channel     

Selecting this menu item will permit the editing of the changes of state of 

one digital channel.  Select a digital channel by clicking one of the main case 

channels shown on the spreadsheet.  See Edit Digital Channel window for 

further information. 

 

Editing a displayed digital channel on the Multiple Charts allows graphic 

interaction during editing.  Clicking on the digital channel trace will enter 

the time at the cursor into the editor.  Any portion of the digital channel is 

accessible for editing, but the displayed portion of the channel will 

immediately show the new state as editing occurs. 
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Charts, Overlay Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Overlay Chart window.  To view 

chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the window.  Changes to 

time zoom on one time domain chart will automatically update on any other 

visible charts except the Frequency Domain Chart. 

 

Charts, XY Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the XY Chart window.  To view chart 

windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the window.  Changes to time 

zoom on one time domain chart will automatically update any other visible 

charts. 

 

Charts, Frequency Domain Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Frequency Domain Chart 

window.  To view chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the 

windows.  The Frequency Domain Chart includes its own signal selection 

page, permitting selection of different signals than appear on the Overlay 

Chart, Multiple Charts, and XY Chart windows. 

   

Print     

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Print Preview window showing a 

preview of the Multiple Charts.  The Print Preview window and the Multiple 

Charts can be viewed simultaneously.  After making adjustments in the 

Multiple Charts display, click the Refresh menu item on the Print Preview 

window to send the new chart view to the print preview screen. 

 

Clicking this menu item when the Print Preview window is already in view 

will refresh the Print Preview display, causing the loss of any documentation 

(comments, lines, markers) that may have been previously added to the Print 

Preview display.  Refer to Print Preview window for more information. 

 

Done     

Selecting this menu item will return the user to the Main window. 

 

Zoom All     

Selecting this menu item will cause the charts to show the entire range of 

time available in the main case data originally imported from a PL4, 

COMTRADE, or table ASCII data file. 
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The same time segment is used to display all time domain charts, so Zoom 

All on the Multiple Charts causes the Overlay Chart display to also zoom in 

a similar manner. 

 

Zoom Out     

Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom out to twice the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged unless one 

end of the new time span would otherwise exceed the beginning or ending 

time of the signal data.  

 

The same time segment is used to display all time domain charts, so Zoom 

Out on the Multiple Charts causes the Overlay Chart display to also zoom in 

a similar manner. 

 

Also activate Zoom Out by right clicking the mouse when the cursor is 

within the plot region of the chart. 

 

Zoom In     

Selecting this menu item will cause the charts to zoom into half of the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged.  

 

The same time segment is used to display all time domain charts, so Zoom 

In on the Multiple Charts causes the Overlay Chart display to also zoom in a 

similar manner. 

 

MULTIPLE CHARTS SIGNAL STATISTICS TABLE WINDOW 

Display  

The Multiple Charts Signal Statistics Table window is a spreadsheet 

showing the following information about each signal displayed on the 

Multiple Charts.   

 

Signal name. 

Signal maximum during the time period displayed on the chart. 

Time of the signal maximum. 

Signal minimum during the time period displayed on the chart. 

Time of the signal minimum. 

Signal average during the time period displayed on the chart. 
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Edit, Copy     

Selecting this menu item will copy the selected portions of the spreadsheet 

to the Windows clipboard. 

 

Edit, Select All     

Selecting this menu item will cause the entire spreadsheet to become 

selected.  

 

Options, Set Y axis scales to signal extents     

Selecting this menu item will set the scales of the Y axes of all the Multiple 

Charts to the maximum and minimum value of the signal during the time 

period of the display, and sets the chart display modes to manual.    

 

Options, Restore Y axis scales to automatic     

Selecting this menu item will set the scale modes of the Y axes of all the 

Multiple Charts to automatic. 

 

Hide     

Selecting this menu item will hide the Multiple Charts Signal Statistics 

Table. 
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XY CHART WINDOW 

Display and Input     

 The XY Chart window plots one or more pairs of main case signals against 

each other.  The first signal of each pair selected for plotting is assigned to 

the X-axis.  The second signal selected for plotting is assigned to the Y-axis.  

Signals are paired up by their order from the top down in the list box on the 

Analog Signals window Main Case Signal Selection list box.  The scale of 

each axis may be either automatic or manual.  Project title and description 

shown above the chart can be edited.  

 

An XY plot is meaningful only when both signal values are known at the 

same points in time.  Comparison case signal data may or may not be 

sampled at the same times as the main case so XY charting is not permitted 

when comparison case signals are selected for display on time domain 

charts. 

 

Relay characteristics may be displayed with signals on the XY Chart.  Up to 

ten circle characteristics, ten convex polygons with up to 99 segments each, 

and ten threshold lines may be displayed at once along with signals.  The 

relay characteristics have no effect on the signals of the XY Chart.  The 

same complex polygons and complex thresholds used in the analysis 

functions Analysis, Digital, Detect Analog, Complex Polygon Range and 

Complex Threshold may also be displayed on the XY Chart together with 

signals. 

 

Four styles of display are possible on the XY Chart.   

1. Each pair of signals may be displayed as a “time duration plot” 

over the same duration of time as would appear on the Overlay 

Chart and Multiple Charts windows.  Optional time markers can 

also be shown on the XY plot to indicate the beginning time of 

the trace and regular intervals of time along the trace.  The time 

values of the markers are listed below the plot.  The markers 

coincide with the major time divisions on the time domain charts 

for easy correlation when a time domain chart and the XY chart 

are viewed simultaneously. 

2. Each pair of signals may be displayed as a “controlled time 

duration plot.”  The display is much like the “time duration plot” 

above, except that a time scrollbar can be used to display the 

locus of points from start time up to the time setting of the 

scrollbar.  The result simplifies the correlation with time while 

showing the historical path of the signals behind.  The state of 

one digital channel may be indicated by the point symbol at the 

ends of the time duration traces. 
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3. Each pair of signals may be displayed as instantaneous vectors 

that radiate from the origin of the chart.  A scrollbar will permit 

the movement of time of the instantaneous vector display through 

the same time range that would be plotted on style 1 above.  The 

resultant vector display can be viewed at any moment in time, or 

as an animation as the scrollbar advances through time.  The state 

of one digital channel may be indicated on the tips of vectors. 

4. Each pair of signals may be displayed as an instantaneous point 

value.  A scrollbar will permit the movement of time of the 

instantaneous point display through the time range that would be 

plotted on style 1 above.  The resultant point display can be 

viewed at any moment in time, or as an animation as the scrollbar 

advances through time.  The state of one digital channel may be 

indicated by the appearance of the instantaneous point. 

 

 

The mouse cursor will automatically show the value of both signals as the 

cursor passes over a signal trace on the chart.  Whenever the cursor is on the 

trace, the nearest X and Y data-point values will be shown either near the 

cursor or at the top right corner of the chart.  The data-point values shown in 

the display actual sample values and are not interpolations.  Use this 

traveling data value indicator feature to observe data values along the trace. 

 

On a vector display, the mouse cursor will also show the magnitude and 

angle of the nearest vector. 

 

Time, Time Duration Plot    

 Selecting this menu item will cause the XY Chart to display pairs of signals 

as traces over the duration of time presently shown on the Overlay Chart and 

the Multiple Charts windows.  This display is useful for evaluating the range 

and path over which the signals travel during a period of interest.   When a 

check mark indicates that this mode is selected, the Time, Division Markers 

menu item can be selected if desired. 

 

Time, Controlled Time Duration Plot    

 Selecting this menu item will cause the XY Chart to display pairs of signals 

as traces over the duration of time presently shown on the Overlay Chart and 

the Multiple Charts windows.  This mode is similar to Time Duration Plot 

described above, but allows a time scrollbar to control the length of the time 

duration plot.  This display is useful for evaluating the range and path over 

which the signals travel during a period of interest and correlating it to time 

of occurrence.   When a check mark indicates that this mode is selected, the 

Time, Division Markers menu item can be selected if desired. 
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The state of one digital channel in the main case may be displayed at the 

ends of the traces displayed on the XY Chart.  Select a digital channel by 

clicking Options, Indicate Digital Channel On Vector and then using the 

drop-down box at the top of the XY Chart window.  If the state of the digital 

channel is True, the circles at the ends of the traces will be solid and the 

background of the digital channel name will be black.  If the state of the 

digital channel is False, the circles at the ends of the traces will be empty 

and the background of the digital channel name will be white.  Move the 

path of the trace through time using the time scrollbar to observe changes 

that may occur in the state of the digital channel. 

 

Time, Vector Plot at One Point In Time    

 Selecting this menu item will cause the XY Chart to display pairs of signals 

as vectors, each radiating from the origin of the chart.  A scrollbar will 

appear above the chart that enables the movement of the vector plot to other 

points in time.  The instantaneous time value is shown below the scrollbar 

and in the footnote of the chart.  Click on the button at either end of the 

Time scrollbar to view an animation of the vector display as the time point 

of the display is progressively changed.  This display is useful to view signal 

vectors at any point in time, or to analyze the dynamic vector movement as 

time passes using the scrollbar.   

 

This display is particularly useful for displaying voltage, current, impedance 

and power phasor diagrams.  For example, use the Main window menu 

function Analyze, Evaluate, Voltage, Measure Phasors to create 

measurements of AC voltage signals of phase A, B, and C of a data case.  

The output signals from this function will be three phasors in the form of 

phase A magnitude, phase A angle, phase B magnitude, phase B angle, 

phase C magnitude, and phase C angle.  Then use the menu function 

Analyzer, Mathematical, Complex, Polar to Rectangular to convert each 

phasor to rectangular coordinates, one phasor at a time.   

 

The output from Polar to Rectangular would be phase A voltage x 

component, phase A voltage y component, phase B voltage x component, 

phase B voltage y component, phase C voltage x component, and phase C 

voltage y component.  Select these six signals for charting in order on the 

Analog Signals window.  Then select menu item Quantity Plots on the XY 

Chart to choose 3 traces.  Select menu item Time, Vector Plot at One Point 

In Time, and a vector display will appear.  Slide the time scrollbar to see the 

vector display animate over the passage of time.  When plotting voltage, 

current, impedance, and power vectors, it is generally desirable to switch the 

chart to uniform X and Y scales by selecting menu item Options, Uniform X 

and Y Scales. 
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The state of one digital channel in the main case may be displayed at the tips 

of the vectors displayed on the XY Chart.  Select a digital channel by 

clicking Options, Indicate Digital Channel On Vector and then using the 

drop-down box at the top of the XY Chart window.  If the state of the digital 

channel is True, the circle at the tips of the vectors will be solid and the 

background of the digital channel name will be black.  If the state of the 

digital channel is False, the circle at the tips of the vectors will be empty and 

the background of the digital channel name will be white.  Move the vector 

through time using the time scrollbar to observe changes that may occur in 

the state of the digital channel. 

 

Time, Point Plot at One Point In Time    

 Selecting this menu item will cause the XY Chart to display pairs of signals 

as points.  In almost all respects this display mode is identical to the Time, 

Vector Plot at One Point In Time described above except that here only the 

points of the vectors are plotted.     

 

Time, Division Markers    

Selecting this menu item will either suppress or show time markers and 

marker values on the XY Chart.  This menu item is enabled only when in the 

Time Duration Plot mode.  Time markers appear on the chart when a check 

appears in front of the Time, Division Markers menu item.  Time marker 

values shown below the chart may have units in seconds, milliseconds or 

cycles.  Select the time units on a time domain chart under menu item Time, 

Scale.  Time units are correct only if the time values in the main case data 

are in seconds. 

 

If a Custom scale on the Overlay and Multiple Charts is selected, then the 

markers represent the values of the independent variable and are identified 

below the XY Chart simply as “units” when markers are displayed on the 

chart. 

 

Time, Information    

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a message describing how time 

relates to data plotted on the XY Chart.  The XY chart plots signal X versus 

signal Y using the same main case data that is shown on the time domain 

charts.  Use that feature to select the range of main case signal data that will 

be shown on the XY Chart.   

 

For example, it may be desirable to show the relationship of two main case 

signals during a transient condition that is only a small portion of the time 
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range of the entire data collection.   Move to a time domain chart and plot 

the main case signals only during the time of the transient condition.  Bring 

up the XY Chart window to view the relationship of pairs of signals only 

during the period of interest.  As the Time Zoom is adjusted on the time 

domain chart, the corresponding display on the XY Chart will automatically 

update. 

 

Time markers are shown on the XY Chart to assist in correlating the actions 

of the two signals to time.  A solid circle identifies the beginning of the 

trace, and the time at that point is shown below the chart.  Open circles 

identify time along the trace and those time values are also shown below the 

chart.  The open circle time markers correspond to the major division lines 

currently appearing along the time axis of the time domain charts.   

 

The times associated with the time markers is shown below the chart. The 

time units will be either seconds, milliseconds, or cycles at the power system 

frequency.  Selection of units must be made on a time domain chart under 

menu item Time, Scale. 

 

Vector and Point displays plot the signals at only one point in time, 

however, it is possible to move the display through time using a scrollbar.  

The time range through which the vector or point display can move using 

the scrollbar is the same time range shown on the Overlay Chart and 

Multiple Charts. 

 

If a Custom scale has been chosen on the Overlay and Multiple Charts, then 

all of the relationships described above for Time will instead apply to the 

actual independent variable provided with the data that is being viewed. 

 

Quantity Plots     

Selecting this menu item will allow the selection of the maximum quantity 

of traces that can appear on the XY Chart.  Enter a value of 3 in order to plot 

three traces.  The three traces will appear on the chart only if six or more 

signals in the Main Case are already selected for charting, since each trace is 

produced by a pair of signals.  It is not possible to select more than 127 

traces, since the program cannot handle more than 254 signals, or 127 signal 

pairs.   

 

Options, Copy Chart Picture To Clipboard     

Selecting this menu item will send the XY Chart picture to the Windows 

clipboard.  Other Windows applications may then paste, or "paste special," 

the chart picture in Windows metafile or other standard picture format. The 

metafile format allows editing when pasted as a picture into word processors 
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and spreadsheets, and maintains high resolution for printing.  Word 

processing and spreadsheet programs also generally offer drawing features 

that permit the addition of text, comment boxes, and arrows to document the 

charted signal features for presentation.  The numerical data contained in the 

chart will also be placed on the clipboard. 

 

The size of the chart on the screen will influence the amount of chart detail 

that is sent to the clipboard.  The largest possible chart picture on the screen 

will produce the best possible chart picture on the clipboard. 

 

Options, Copy Chart To File     

Selecting this menu item will save the XY Chart picture as a Windows 

metafile.  A metafile allows editing when inserted as a picture into word 

processors and spreadsheets, and maintains high resolution for printing.  

Word processing and spreadsheet programs also generally offer drawing 

features that permit the addition of text, comment boxes, and arrows to 

document signal features for presentation.  

 

The size of the chart on the screen will influence the amount of chart detail 

that is sent to the file.  The largest possible chart picture on the screen will 

produce the best possible chart picture when saved. 

 

To save the entire printer output page as a metafile, click Print to bring up 

the Print Preview window, then select Save As, Metafile. 

 

Options, Background Color     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a color dialog window from which 

any standard or custom color can be selected for the chart background.  

Color will cover the entire chart picture area, extending beyond the plot area 

grid. 

 

Options, Cursor Display Location, Top Right     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal value and time to appear at 

the top right corner as the cursor passes over a signal trace.  The data-point 

values shown in the display actual sample values and are not interpolations.   

 

Options, Cursor Display Location, Follows Cursor     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal value and time to appear near 

the cursor as the cursor passes over a signal trace.  The data-point values 

shown in the display actual sample values and are not interpolations.   
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Options, Signal Trace Wide/Narrow     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal traces on all charts to change 

from narrow to wide, or from wide to narrow.  The trace width that is 

selected when printing occurs will appear on the printed charts. 

 

Options, Uniform X and Y Scales     

Selecting this menu item will switch on or off the uniform X and Y scales 

feature.  The default setting when the program starts is to not have uniform 

X and Y scales.  The XY Chart is automatically scaled using the range of X 

and Y values of the data to maximize the visibility of the data.   

 

When a check appears in front of the Options Uniform X and Y Scales menu 

item, the X and Y scales are forced to the same value.  This setting is most 

appropriate for plots of resistance versus reactance or watts versus vars and 

where the X and Y-axis data have similar ranges of values and the same 

units.  The Uniform X and Y Scales option is not appropriate for the display 

of X and Y data having widely different ranges, such as X axis data 

extending from 0 to 1,000,000 and Y axis data extending from 0 to 0.001.   

 

Options, Axis Scale     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window that permits the selection 

of automatic or manual X and Y axis scaling, and linear or logarithmic X 

and Y axis scaling.   

 

When manual scaling is selected, enter the scale maximum, scale minimum, 

and the number of divisions on the chart grid.  The chart responds to the new 

values as they are entered. 

 

When a scale is switched from linear to logarithmic, the minimum and 

maximum values of the scale are automatically reset to appropriate values to 

make the signal visible.  If the scale is in the manual mode, the values can be 

changed afterward and will remain as set. 

 

Although it is possible to change XY Chart axis scales to manual or 

automatic at any time, the axis scale settings will be reset when changing 

between Time Duration Plot, Vector Plot, and Point Plot modes.  When the 

Time Duration Plot mode is selected, the axis scaling will be switched to 

automatic.  When selecting the Vector Plot or Point Plot modes, the axis 

scaling will be switch to manual.  Each of the initial setting provides a scale 

that allows the entire locus of points to be viewed.    

 

The main menu, visible by clicking Done on this chart, also has an option 

that relates to axis scale settings.  The main menu item Options, Y Axis 
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Scales, Reset causes both axis scales on this chart to return to automatic 

scaling whenever the signal list is cleared for selection of a new display list, 

and when a new main case is imported.  The main menu item Options, Y 

Axis Scales, Maintained causes both axis scales on this chart to remain as 

manually set regardless of the selection of new display signals or the import 

of a new main case. 

 

Options, Show Relay Tripping Characteristics     

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Relay Characteristics Display 

window.  Relay characteristics may be displayed along with signals on the 

XY Chart.  Relay characteristics may be circular, polygon shaped, or 

threshold lines.     

 

A check mark on this menu item indicates that relay characteristics will be 

displayed.  Turn off the relay characteristic display by selecting this menu 

item again. 

 

Options, Hide Legend/Show Legend     

Selecting this menu item will alternately hide or show the legend.  Under 

some conditions the legend may occupy a large part of the chart region and 

cause the chart itself to be small.  By hiding the legend, the area available for 

the chart will be enlarged. 

 

Options, Indicate Digital Channel On Vector 

This menu item is available only when the menu mode is Vector Plot At 

One Point In Time.  Selecting this menu item will allow the selection of a 

digital channel whose state will be indicated on the tip of the vectors being 

displayed. 

 

The selection of digital channel is made at a drop-down selector that will 

become visible when this menu item is selected.  The digital channel 

selection may be changed if main case digital channels are deleted.  This 

menu item will be unchecked if all main case digital channels are deleted. 

 

Options, Information 

Selecting this menu item will bring up information about the XY Chart. 

 

Refresh     

 Selecting this menu item will refresh the chart picture, and may be necessary 

if the display is degraded by the traveling data value indicator. 
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Charts, Overlay Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Overlay Chart window.  To view 

chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the window.  Changes to 

time zoom on one time domain chart will automatically update on any other 

visible charts except the Frequency Domain Chart. 

 

Charts, Multiple Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Multiple Chart window.  To view 

chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the window.  Changes to 

time zoom on one time domain chart will automatically update on any other 

visible charts except the Frequency Domain Chart. 

 

Charts, Frequency Domain Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Frequency Domain Chart 

window.  To view chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the 

windows.  The Frequency Domain Chart includes its own signal selection 

page, permitting selection of different signals than appear on the Overlay 

Chart, Multiple Charts, and XY Chart windows. 

   

Print     

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Print Preview window showing a 

preview of the XY Chart.  The Print Preview window and the XY Chart can 

be viewed simultaneously.  If adjustments are made to the XY Chart display, 

click the Refresh menu item on the Print Preview window to send the new 

chart to the print preview screen. 

 

Clicking this menu item when the Print Preview window is already in view 

will refresh the Print Preview display, causing the loss of any documentation 

(comments, lines, markers) that may have been previously added to the Print 

Preview display.  Refer to Print Preview window for more information. 

 

Done     

Selecting this menu item will return the user to the Main window. 

 

Digital Channel drop-down box 

When the menu item Options, Indicate Digital Channel On Vector is 

selected, a drop-down box will appear containing all the main case digital 

channels.  Select one of the digital channels from the list.  The selected 
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digital channel will appear in the box and the state of the channel will be 

indicated at the tip of the vectors at the time coinciding with the signals 

displayed in the vectors.   

 

After selection of a digital channel, move the time slider.  When the digital 

channel state is true, the tip of vectors will be solid and the background of 

the Digital Channel drop-down box will be black.  When the digital channel 

state is false, the tip of vectors will be an empty circle and the background of 

the Digital Channel drop-down box will be white. 
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RELAY CHARACTERISTICS DISPLAY WINDOW 

Display and Input     

 The Relay Characteristics Display window allows the selection of up to ten 

circular relay characteristics, ten polygon characteristics, and ten threshold 

characteristics to be plotted on the XY Chart along with signals.  

 

Circle characteristics may be entered and edited on this window.  Polygon 

characteristics are edited on the Polygon Editor Window, which will be 

brought up from this window when necessary.  Threshold characteristics are 

edited on the Threshold Editor Window, which will be brought up from this 

window when necessary. 

 

Relay Characteristics are displayed on the XY Chart, but do not have any 

effect on the XY Chart signals.   

 

Clear  

Selecting this menu item will clear all entries from the lists of Complex 

Circle, Complex Polygon, and Complex Threshold. 

  

Options, Circle Coordinates Rect/Polar  

Selecting this menu item will switch the mode of entry on Complex Circle 

characteristics from polar to rectangular coordinates, or back to polar.   

 

Options, Information  

Selecting this menu item will bring up information regarding this window.  

 

Done  

Selecting this menu item will remove this window from the screen.   

 

Complex Circle, Dia  text box 

Enter the diameter of a new or replacement circle characteristic as it will 

display on the XY Chart.   

 

Complex Circle, Center R (or Center X) text box  

Enter the polar radius value of the center of the complex circle as it will 

display on the XY Chart.  If Center X appears above the text box, enter the 

X coordinate of the center of the complex circle. 
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Complex Circle, Center Φ (or Center Y) text box  

Enter the polar angle value in degrees of the center of the complex circle as 

it will display on the XY Chart.  If Center Y appears above the text box, 

enter the Y coordinate of the center of the complex circle. 

 

Complex Circle, Add New button  

Clicking this button will add the circle values in the text boxes as a new row 

at the end of the complex circle list.  This button will be disabled if ten rows 

already exist in the list.   

 

Complex Circle, Replace button  

Clicking this button will replace the circle values in the text boxes in the 

selected row of the complex circle list.  This button will be disabled if an 

empty row in the list has been selected.   

 

Complex Circle, Delete button  

Clicking this button will delete the selected row of the complex circle list.  

This button will be disabled if an empty row in the list has been selected.   

 

Complex Polygon, Add New button  

Clicking this button will bring up the Polygon Editor window.  Any existing 

polygon may be selected or a new polygon may be entered.  Clicking Done 

on the Polygon Editor window places the polygon number and its 

description into the complex polygon list on the Relay Characteristics 

Display window.  

 

Complex Polygon, Replace button  

Clicking this button will bring up the Polygon Editor window.  Any existing 

polygon may be selected or a new polygon may be entered.  Clicking Done 

on the Polygon Editor window replaces the selected polygon number and its 

description on the complex polygon list on the Relay Characteristics Display 

window.  This button will be disabled if an empty row in the Relay 

Characteristics Display window complex polygon list has been selected. 

 

Complex Polygon, Delete button  

Clicking this button will delete the selected row of the complex polygon list.  

This button will be disabled if an empty row in the list has been selected.   
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Complex Threshold, Add New button  

Clicking this button will bring up the Threshold Editor window.  Any 

existing threshold may be selected or a new threshold may be entered.  

Clicking Done on the Threshold Editor window places the threshold number 

and its description into the complex threshold list on the Relay 

Characteristics Display window.  

 

Complex Threshold, Replace button  

Clicking this button will bring up the Threshold Editor window.  Any 

existing threshold may be selected or a new threshold may be entered.  

Clicking Done on the Threshold Editor window replaces the selected 

threshold number and its description on the complex threshold list on the 

Relay Characteristics Display window.  This button will be disabled if an 

empty row in the Relay Characteristics Display window complex threshold 

list has been selected. 

 

Complex Threshold, Delete button  

Clicking this button will delete the selected row of the complex threshold 

list.  This button will be disabled if an empty row in the list has been 

selected.   
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MULTIPLE OVERLAY CHARTS WINDOW 

Display and Input     

 The Multiple Overlay Charts window simultaneously plots as many analog 

signals as desired on each of one to twelve charts.  If the main case and 

comparison case have digital channels, then they may be displayed above the 

analog signal charts.  Project title and description, shown above the charts, 

can be edited.  The project description can be an entire document, although 

only the first five lines will normally be visible.  

 

Initially, the Multiple Overlay Charts window equally divides up the 

available screen height among the charts.  It is possible, however, to make 

some charts higher to show greater signal detail while other charts are made 

shorter.  It is also possible cover some charts entirely by enlarging the height 

of other charts.   

 

Increasing the Windows Desktop size may also improve the visibility of 

charts, especially if when displaying 12 charts.  A desktop size of 1024 by 

768 pixels or greater is recommended if the computer display adapter is 

capable of it.  To make changes to the desktop size, right click on a blank 

area of the Windows desktop and then click the Properties menu item on the 

drop-down menu.  Click the Settings tab and then adjust the slider.  

Windows will assist in determining whether the display adapter can 

accommodate larger display sizes. 

 

The printed results of 12 charts may be significantly better than the 

appearance of 12 charts on the screen.  Resolution for printing is determined 

by the size of the paper rather than by the display on the computer screen.  

Check the print preview using the Print menu item on the Multiple Overlay 

Charts window. 

 

Signals are displayed in the order shown on the Multiple Overlay Charts 

Selection List window list boxes and the Digital Channels list box.  Digital 

signals are always shown above analog signal charts.   

 

If too many digital channels are selected, then it may not be possible to see 

any analog signals due to a shortage of space on the screen. 

 

The mouse cursor will automatically show the value of any signal and the 

corresponding time as the cursor passes over an analog chart.  Whenever the 

cursor is on a chart trace, the nearest data-point to the time location of the 

cursor will be shown either near the cursor or at the top right corner of the 

chart.  The data-point value and time value shown in the display actual 

sample values and are not interpolations.  Use this traveling data value 
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indicator feature to explore the data values along a trace even when a trace is 

too small to measure visually. 

 

While the mouse cursor is over an analog chart trace, click the left mouse 

button.  A box will appear in the project description area to show the time as 

T2 and signal value VALUE2 together with the time T1 and signal value 

VALUE1 of the previously selected data-point, the DT or delta time 

difference between the two points, and the signal value difference between 

the two points.  The display box will disappear after 30 seconds. Click on 

the display box any time to hide it before its automatic disappearance in 30 

seconds. Use the display to measure time between signal events. 

 

An optional vertical cursor line crossing every chart follows the mouse 

cursor.  Use the cursor line to assist in making comparisons between signal 

traces at the same point in time.  The vertical cursor line may be exposed or 

hidden using menu item Option, Cursor On/Off. 

 

The signal time can be measured on digital traces.   

 

QUICK ZOOM INTO MAIN CASE SIGNALS:  Move the cursor onto 

one of the Multiple Overlay Charts, press the left mouse button and hold it 

down, slide the mouse to the right or left, then release the button.  The 

display will zoom into the time range defined by the time on the chart 

through which the cursor moved while the mouse button was pressed. 

 

When displaying time ranges within which there are far more time-step 

samples than necessary to create an accurate signal trace, the charts may 

appear to skip over values or occasionally appear to distort a signal due 

because of aliasing.  To avoid being unworkably slow with very large 

sample counts, the charts utilize only enough data-points to accurately 

display the signal over the time range of interest, skipping over excessive 

data in a semi-random pattern to avoid visual aliasing.  The program, 

however, preserves all of the original data and will show it without 

distortion on the charts when the user zooms into a shorter time range on 

main case signals.  

 

Although signal data generally provides time as the independent variable, 

the Multiple Overlay Charts can also plot the values of any independent 

variable.  The name of the independent variable can be entered under the 

Time, Scale, Custom menu item.  When Time, Scale, Custom is selected, 

the values of the independent variable are plotted without any modification 

or scaling.   
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Time, Zoom, Into Selected Datapoint Boundaries         

 Selecting this menu item will zoom the charts into a segment of main case 

signals within the time range presently charted. The zoom boundaries are set 

by the time values of the two previous data-points selected on the chart and 

are displayed over the project description as T1 and T2 for a period of 30 

seconds after the last point selection.   

 

Time zoom is permitted only on main case signals and is disabled whenever 

any comparison case signals are selected for charting.  When displaying 

comparison case signals, the full time range of main case and comparison 

case data is always shown. 

 

To Time Zoom into main case signals, select data-points by picking a point 

on a signal trace using the left mouse button.  The selected point will show a 

square mark and a tool tip will show the data value and the time.   Two such 

selections are needed to serve as the new start and end time of the chart 

before Time Zoom is selected.  The selected points do not need to be made 

on the same signal.  An instructional message may appear when Time Zoom 

is first used, but does not appear again.  

 

Also double-click the left mouse button while selecting a datapoint on a 

signal to zoom into a selected boundary.  Start by single-clicking the left 

mouse button when the cursor is located on the signal that is one end of the 

desired zoom boundary.  Next, double-click the left mouse button with the 

cursor on the other end of the zoom boundary.  Zooming will begin 

immediately.  

  

Zoom applies only to the time axis.  Scaling on the Y-axis may be either 

automatic or manual and can be changed using Options, Y Axis Scale. 

 

This menu item can also be activated by double clicking on the second 

boundary datapoint selection of a new zoom boundary.  Single click the left 

mouse button on a datapoint to pick the first zoom boundary.  Doubleclick 

the left mouse button on another datapoint to pick the second zoom 

boundary and cause zooming to occur.   

 

QUICK ZOOM INTO MAIN CASE SIGNALS:  Move the cursor onto 

one of the Multiple Overlay Charts, press the left mouse button and hold it 

down, slide the mouse to the right or left, then release the button.  The 

display will zoom into the time range defined by the time on the chart 

through which the cursor moved while the mouse button was pressed. 
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Time, Zoom, In     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the charts to zoom into half of the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged.  

 

Time, Zoom, Out     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom out to twice the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged unless one 

end of the new time span would otherwise exceed the beginning or ending 

time of the signal data.  

 

Also activate Time, Zoom, Out by right clicking the mouse when the cursor 

is within the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Zoom, All     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the charts to show the entire range of 

time available in the main case data originally imported from a PL4, 

COMTRADE, or table ASCII data file. 

 

Time, Move, Right  

 Selecting this menu item will cursor to the right along the signals, shifting 

half the time duration displayed on the chart.  Use this feature to move along 

a signal while at any level of time zoom.   

 

Also activate Time, Move, Right by right clicking the mouse when the 

cursor is right of the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Move, Left  

 Selecting this menu item will cursor left along the signals, shifting half the 

time duration displayed on the chart.  Use this feature to move along a signal 

while at any level of time zoom.   

 

Also activate Time, Move, Left by right clicking the mouse when the cursor 

is left of the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Scale, Seconds     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to seconds.  (Time data 

values in the main case and comparison case must be in seconds.) 
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Time, Scale, Milliseconds     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to milliseconds.  (Time data 

values in the main case and comparison case must be in seconds.) 

 

Time, Scale, Cycles     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to cycles at the power system 

frequency.  Power system frequency defaults to 60 Hertz, but can be 

changed using the Main window menu item Option, System Frequency.  

(Time data values in the main case and comparison case must be in 

seconds.) 

 

Time, Scale, Custom     

Selecting this menu item will allow the entry of a custom description of the 

independent variable.  When this menu item is selected, the independent 

variable provided with the signal data is plotted without any modification or 

scaling.  Enter a description or the units of the independent variable that will 

appear on the former Time axis. 

 

For example, import a PL4 file output from an ATP linear frequency scan.  

The independent variable will be frequency in Hertz.  Select the Time, 

Scale, Custom menu item and enter “Hertz” without the quotation marks.  

The independent variable on the chart will become “Hertz”, as will the menu 

item that former was “Time.”   

 

If the independent variable in the data is not time in seconds then avoid 

using Analyze menu functions that require time, since their output will be 

meaningless.  Functions not involving time that may be used with data 

having any type of independent variable include: Add, Subtract, Multiply, 

Divide, Complex Polar to Rectangular, Complex Rectangular to Polar, Clip 

Signal, Multiply Factor, Negate, db Power, db Voltage, Offset Add, Offset 

Remove. 

 

Options, Copy Chart [number], To Clipboard     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a list of the charts presently showing 

on the Multiple Overlay Charts window.  Click one of the chart names, then 

click To Clipboard to send that chart picture to the Windows clipboard.  

Other Windows applications may then paste, or "paste special," the chart 

picture in Windows metafile or other standard picture format. The metafile 

format allows editing when pasted as a picture into word processors and 

spreadsheets, and maintains high resolution for printing.  Word processing 

and spreadsheet programs also generally offer drawing features that permit 

the addition of text, comment boxes, and arrows to document the charted 
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signal features for presentation.  The numerical data contained in the chart 

will also be placed on the clipboard. 

 

The display of charts on the Multiple Overlay Charts window is somewhat 

customized to maximize the available plot area for each signal.  Notice that 

the time display is shown only at the bottom of the screen.  As a result, the 

style of the charts must be modified so that the clipboard copy will include 

the time scale.   The space required by the time scale may cause the chart to 

change in appearance as it is passed to the clipboard.  Reducing the number 

of charts displayed simultaneously and maximizing the size of the screen 

may improve detail on the clipboard copy.  

 

Options, Copy Chart [number], To File     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a list of the signals that are charted on 

the Multiple Overlay Charts window.  Click one of the signal names, then 

click To File to save that chart picture as a Windows metafile. A metafile 

allows editing when inserted as a picture into word processors and 

spreadsheets, and maintains high resolution for printing.  Word processing 

and spreadsheet programs also generally offer drawing features that permit 

the addition of text, comment boxes, and arrows to document the charted 

signal features for presentation.  

 

The size of the chart on the screen will influence the amount of chart detail 

that is sent to the file.  The largest possible chart picture on the screen will 

produce the best possible chart picture when saved. 

 

To save the entire printer output page as a metafile, click Print to bring up 

the Print Preview window, then select Save As, Metafile. 

 

Options, Background Color     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a color dialog window from which 

any standard or custom color can be selected for the chart backgrounds. 

   

Options, Signal Trace Color, Standard     

 Selecting this menu item will switch the trace colors on the Overlay Chart 

and Multiple Overlay Charts to the standard automatically set colors and line 

types. 
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Options, Signal Trace Color, User     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up the Signal Trace Color Selector 

window and then switch the trace colors on the Overlay Chart and Multiple 

Overlay Charts to the user defined colors and line types. 

 

Options, Signal Trace Wide/Narrow     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal traces on all charts to change 

from narrow to wide, or from wide to narrow.  The trace width that is 

selected when printing occurs will appear on the printed charts. 

 

Options, Cursor Display Location, Top Right     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal value and time to appear at 

the top right corner as the cursor passes over a signal trace.  The data-point 

value and time value shown in the display actual sample values and are not 

interpolations.   

 

Options, Cursor Display Location, Follows Cursor     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal value and time to appear near 

the cursor as the cursor passes over a signal trace.  The data-point value and 

time value shown in the display actual sample values and are not 

interpolations.   

 

Options, Cursor On/Off     

 Selecting this menu item will hide or show the cursor line.  The cursor line 

is vertical and follows the mouse cursor to permit easy comparison and 

measurement of signals at the same point in time. 

 

Options, Maximum Chart Display     

 Selecting this menu item will hide or show the project description so that it 

is possible to use the entire screen area for chart displays if desired. 

 

Options, Y Axis Scale     

Selecting this menu item will bring up a window that permits the selection 

of automatic or manual Y axis scaling of each chart individually.  When 

manual scaling is selected, the user may enter the scale maximum, scale 

minimum and the number of divisions on the chart grid.  Except for the Y-

axis scale values appearing at the left edge, the chart responds to the new 

values as they are entered.  However, a preview of the Y-axis scale as it will 

appear on the chart is shown in a box on the Y Axis Scale window.  Use the 
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scale preview to select an appropriate number of chart divisions to produce 

desirable Y-axis division values.  After changing the scale setting on one or 

more charts, press the Done button on the Y Axis Scaling window or 

Refresh on the Multiple Overlay Charts window menu to update the Y axis 

scale values on all the charts. 

 

Although up to 12 charts can be viewed, only the currently visible charts can 

be rescaled.  Chart Y-axis scale is reset to automatic when the charts are 

cleared using Clear on the Multiple Overlay Chart Selection List window 

menu and new signals are selected for charting.  

 

The main menu, visible by clicking Done on this chart, also has an option 

that relates to Y axis scale settings.  The main menu item Options, Y Axis 

Scales, Reset causes Y axis scales to return to automatic scaling whenever 

the signal list is cleared for selection of a new display list, and when a new 

main case is imported.  The main menu item Options, Y Axis Scales, 

Maintained causes Y axis scales to remain as manually set regardless of the 

selection of new display signals or the import of a new main case. 

 

Options, Signal Statistics Table     

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Multiple Overlay Charts Signal 

Statistics Table window, showing information for each signal displayed on 

Multiple Overlay Charts.  The following information is shown for each 

signal: 

 

Chart number on which signal appears. 

Signal name. 

Signal maximum during the time period displayed on the chart. 

Time of the signal maximum. 

Signal minimum during the time period displayed on the chart. 

Time of the signal minimum. 

Signal average during the time period displayed on the chart. 

 

See Multiple Overlay Charts Signal Statistics Table window for additional 

information. 

 

Options, Digital Channel Names, Center On Trace 

Selecting this menu item will cause the name of each digital channel 

displayed on Multiple Charts and Multiple Overlay Charts to be centered on 

the channel trace.  This position ensures that the name clearly identifies the 

proper trace, but also allows the trace to partially obscure the name. 
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Options, Digital Channel Names, Above Trace 

Selecting this menu item will cause the name of each digital channel 

displayed on Multiple Charts and Multiple Overlay Charts to be above the 

channel trace.  This position ensures that the name will not be obscured by 

the trace. 

 

Refresh     

 Selecting this menu item will refresh the chart pictures, and may be 

necessary if the display is degraded by the traveling data value indicator or 

vertical cursor line.  The chart may also occasionally undergo a slight size 

change as the mouse cursor passes over it, causing discontinuities to appear 

and failing to respond to point selections.  Press the Refresh menu item, then 

resume work. 

 

Edit Digital Channel  

Selecting this menu item will permit the editing of the changes of state of 

one digital channel.  Select a digital channel by clicking one of the main case 

channels shown on the spreadsheet.  See Edit Digital Channel window for 

further information. 

 

Editing a displayed digital channel on the Multiple Overlay Charts allows 

graphic interaction during editing.  Clicking on the digital channel trace will 

enter the time at the cursor into the editor.  Any portion of the digital 

channel is accessible for editing, but the displayed portion of the channel 

will immediately show the new state as editing occurs. 

 

Charts, Overlay Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Overlay Chart window.  To view 

chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the window.   

 

Charts, Multiple Charts  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Multiple Charts window.  To 

view chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the window.   

 

Charts, XY Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the XY Chart window.  To view chart 

windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the window.   
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Charts, Frequency Domain Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Frequency Domain Chart 

window.  To view chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the 

windows.  The Frequency Domain Chart includes its own signal selection 

page, permitting selection of different signals than appear on the time 

domain chart windows. 

   

Print     

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Print Preview window showing a 

preview of the Multiple Overlay Charts.  The Print Preview window and the 

Multiple Overlay Charts can be viewed simultaneously.  After making 

adjustments in the Multiple Overlay Charts display, click the Refresh menu 

item on the Print Preview window to send the new chart view to the print 

preview screen. 

 

Clicking this menu item when the Print Preview window is already in view 

will refresh the Print Preview display, causing the loss of any documentation 

(comments, lines, markers) that may have been previously added to the Print 

Preview display.  Refer to Print Preview window for more information. 

 

Done     

Selecting this menu item will return the user to the Main window. 

 

Zoom All     

Selecting this menu item will cause the charts to show the entire range of 

time available in the main case data originally imported from a PL4, 

COMTRADE, or table ASCII data file. 

 

Zoom Out     

Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom out to twice the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged unless one 

end of the new time span would otherwise exceed the beginning or ending 

time of the signal data.  

 

Also activate Zoom Out by right clicking the mouse when the cursor is 

within the plot region of the chart. 

 

Zoom In     

Selecting this menu item will cause the charts to zoom into half of the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged.  
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MULTIPLE OVERLAY CHARTS SIGNAL STATISTICS TABLE 

WINDOW 

Display  

The Multiple Overlay Charts Signal Statistics Table window is a spreadsheet 

showing the following information about each signal displayed on the 

Multiple Overlay Charts.   

 

Chart on which signal is located. 

Signal name. 

Signal maximum during the time period displayed on the chart. 

Time of the signal maximum. 

Signal minimum during the time period displayed on the chart. 

Time of the signal minimum. 

Signal average during the time period displayed on the chart. 

 

Edit, Copy     

Selecting this menu item will copy the selected portions of the spreadsheet 

to the Windows clipboard. 

 

Edit, Select All     

Selecting this menu item will cause the entire spreadsheet to become 

selected.  

 

Options, Set Y axis scales to signal extents     

Selecting this menu item will set the scales of the Y axes of all the Multiple 

Overlay Charts to the most maximum and most minimum value of the 

signals during the time period of the display, and sets the chart display 

modes to manual.    

 

Options, Restore Y axis scales to automatic     

Selecting this menu item will set the scale modes of the Y axes of all the 

Multiple Overlay Charts to automatic. 

 

Hide     

Selecting this menu item will hide the Multiple Overlay Charts Signal 

Statistics Table. 
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SIGNAL TRACE COLOR SELECTOR WINDOW 

Display  

The Signal Trace Color Selector window shows and allows selection of 

color, line type and color description of the first 12 traces on the Overlay 

Chart and on each Multiple Overlay Chart.  An example of each trace is also 

shown. 

 

“First Trace” color and line type are applied to the first signal selected for 

display on the Overlay Chart and each Multiple Overlay Chart.  “Twelfth 

Trace” color and line type are applied to the twelfth signal selected for 

display.  

 

If there are more than 12 traces on an Overlay Chart or Multiple Overlay 

Chart, the colors will be repeated in the same order. 

 

Information     

Selecting this menu item will bring up an information window explaining 

the features of the window that are covered in this section. 

 

User Default     

Selecting this menu item will return the trace colors, line types and trace 

color descriptions to a default group of user preferences.  

 

Done     

Selecting this menu item will apply the selected colors and line types to the 

signal traces on the Overlay Chart and Multiple Overlay Charts. 

 

Color boxes (12)  

Clicking on any one of the 12 Color boxes will bring up a color selector 

common dialog window to allow a change to the color of the signal trace.  

Select a color and then click the Ok button.  The new color will be 

demonstrated in the Trace Appearance column.  

 

Line Type buttons (12)  

Clicking on any one of the 12 Line Type buttons will drop down a list of the 

available line types.  Click on the desired line type.  The new line type will 

be demonstrated in the Trace Appearance column.  
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Trace Color Description boxes (12)  

Enter short appropriate description of trace color and line type into each of 

the 12 Trace Color Description boxes.  This description will be used to 

automatically define trace color on the description above each Multiple 

Overlay Chart.   
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN CHART WINDOW 

Display and Input     

The Frequency Domain Chart window allows the selection of up to three 

main case signals.  The signals are selected independently from the 

selections made on the Analog Signals window for the Overlay Chart, 

Multiple Charts, and XY Chart.  After selecting signals on the Frequency 

Domain Chart and clicking the Show Frequency Chart button, two charts 

appear.  The lower chart shows the selected signals in time domain, and the 

upper chart shows the frequency content.  The main case data, when 

imported, must have an independent variable of time in seconds for the 

Frequency Domain Chart to be valid.   

 

Two styles of display are possible on the Frequency Domain Chart.   

1. Harmonic Display Mode:  The power system frequency 

harmonic content of a one-cycle segment of the selected 

signals may be viewed.  The one-cycle segment is shown on 

the time domain display as a wider line over the narrow line 

of the remainder of the signal.  The segment occurs at the 

same time for all the selected signals and may be placed at 

any location along the time domain signal.  The time domain 

signal may be zoomed to view any portion of the signal, and 

the one-cycle segment is not required to remain in view.  The 

user selects the time at which the one-cycle segment begins.  

The time duration of the time domain data transformed for 

the frequency display is interpolated to precisely one cycle, 

but the segment on the time domain display visually 

approximates one cycle. 

2. Spectrum Display Mode:  The frequency spectrum of an 

arbitrary segment of time domain signal can be viewed.  The 

segment length may be as long as the entire signal, or as short 

as desired.  The signal shown on the time domain display is 

transformed in its entirety into the frequency domain.  The 

density of frequency domain indices at what is termed 

Standard Resolution depends largely on the quantity of 

samples in the chosen time domain segment.  It is possible to 

increase the density of the frequency domain indices up to 16 

times the density shown at Standard Resolution, resulting in a 

more continuous frequency domain display. 
 

Zoom features on the time and frequency displays permit viewing of any 

portion of the displays.  Y-axis scaling is automatic in the time and 

frequency displays.  The time display scale may be selected as seconds, 

milliseconds, or cycles at the power system frequency.  The frequency 
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domain X-axis scale is Hertz, and the Y-axis scale may be linear RMS 

magnitude or logarithmic.  Additionally, when in the harmonic display 

mode, the frequency display Y-axis scale may be linear percent of the 

magnitude of the power system frequency component.  

 

The Frequency Domain Chart displays the frequency content of main case 

time domain signals by transforming the signals with a discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT).  To display main case data that is imported with an 

independent variable of frequency in Hertz, such as an ATP frequency scan 

PL4 file, use the Overlay Chart and Multiple Charts and set the scale to 

Custom at menu item Time, Scale, Custom, and enter “Hertz”. 

 

Data with high sample frequencies produce correspondingly large numbers 

of harmonic frequency indices that can slow the response of the Frequency 

Domain Chart.  For example, data with a 1 MHz sample frequency would 

produce 8333 harmonic indices at 60Hz or 10000 indices at 50Hz.  A 

warning message alerts the user before the chart starts to display more than 

1000 harmonic indices. 

 

QUICK ZOOM:  Move the cursor onto the Frequency Domain Chart or 

Time Domain Chart, press the left mouse button and hold it down, slide the 

mouse to the right or left, then release the button.  The display will zoom 

into the range defined by the range on the chart through which the cursor 

moved while the mouse button was pressed. 

 

Show Frequency Chart button   

When the Frequency Domain Chart is first brought up from menu item 

Chart, Frequency Domain Chart in the Main Window, the frequency chart 

signal selection list box appears showing all the signals in the main case.  

Select one to three signals for display on the frequency domain display.  The 

signal selections are independent of the Main Window signal selections 

made for the Overlay Chart, Multiple Charts, and XY Chart. 

 

Click the Show Frequency Chart button after selecting the desired main case 

signals.  The selected signals will then be shown in time domain and 

frequency domain displays. 

 

Select Signal   

Selecting this menu item will bring up the frequency chart signal selection 

list box, permitting selection of different signals to display on the frequency 

chart. 
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Time, Zoom, In Between Selected Data Points   

Selecting this menu item will zoom the time chart into a segment of main 

case signals within the time range presently charted.  The zoom boundaries 

are set by the time values of the two previous data-points selected on the 

chart.   

 

To Time Zoom into signals, select data-points by clicking a point on a signal 

trace using the left mouse button.  The selected point will show a square 

mark.   Two such selections are needed to serve as the desired new start and 

end time of the chart before Time Zoom is selected.   

 

Double-click the left mouse button while selecting a data point on a signal to 

zoom into a selected boundary.  Start by single-clicking the left mouse 

button when the cursor is located on the signal that is one end of the desired 

zoom segment.  Next, double-click the left mouse button with the cursor on 

the other end of the desired zoom segment.  Zooming will begin 

immediately.  

  

QUICK ZOOM:  Move the cursor onto the Time Domain Chart, press the 

left mouse button and hold it down, slide the mouse to the right or left, then 

release the button.  The display will zoom into the time range defined by the 

time on the chart through which the cursor moved while the mouse button 

was pressed. 

 

Time, Zoom, In     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom into half of the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged.  

 

Time, Zoom, Out     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom out to twice the time 

span presently displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged unless one 

end of the new time span would otherwise exceed the beginning or ending 

time of the signal data.  

 

Also activate Time, Zoom, Out by right clicking the mouse when the cursor 

is within the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Zoom, Range Values     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up the Time Display Range Window that 

permits the entry of the beginning and ending times of the desired section of 

signal.  When in the Harmonic Display Mode, the Time Display Range 
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Window also permits entry of the time of the beginning of the one-cycle 

segment that will be the subject of harmonic analysis.  

 

Time, Zoom, All     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to show the entire range of 

time available in the main case data originally imported from a PL4, 

COMTRADE, or table ASCII data file.   

 

Time, Move, Right  

 Selecting this menu item will cursor to the right along the signals, shifting 

half the time duration displayed on the chart.  Use this feature to move along 

a signal while at any level of time zoom.  

 

Also activate Time, Move, Right by right clicking the mouse when the 

cursor is right of the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Move, Left  

 Selecting this menu item will cursor left along the signals, shifting half the 

time duration displayed on the chart.  Use this feature to move along a signal 

while at any level of time zoom.   

 

Also activate Time, Move, Left by right clicking the mouse when the cursor 

is left of the plot region of the chart. 

 

Time, Scale, Seconds     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to seconds.  (Time data 

values in the main case must be in seconds.) 

 

Time, Scale, Milliseconds     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to milliseconds.  (Time data 

values in the main case must be in seconds.) 

 

Time, Scale, Cycles     

 Selecting this menu item will set the time scale to cycles at the power system 

frequency.  Power system frequency defaults to 60 Hertz, but can be 

changed using the Main window menu item Option, System Frequency.  

(Time data values in the main case must be in seconds.) 
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Time, Information  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a short explanation of time display 

features. 

   

 

Frequency, Zoom, In Between Selected Data Points   

Selecting this menu item will zoom the frequency chart into a segment of 

main case signals within the frequency range presently charted.  The zoom 

boundaries are set by the frequency values of the two previous data-points 

selected on the chart.   

 

To Frequency Zoom into signals, select data-points by clicking a point on a 

signal trace using the left mouse button.  The selected point will show a 

square mark.   Two such selections are needed to serve as the desired new 

start and end frequency of the chart before Frequency Zoom is selected.   

 

Double-click the left mouse button while selecting a data point on a signal to 

zoom into a selected boundary.  Start by single-clicking the left mouse 

button when the cursor is located on the signal that is one end of the desired 

zoom segment.  Next, double-click the left mouse button with the cursor on 

the other end of the desired zoom segment.  Zooming will begin 

immediately.  

  

QUICK ZOOM:  Move the cursor onto the Frequency Domain Chart, press 

the left mouse button and hold it down, slide the mouse to the right or left, 

then release the button.  The display will zoom into the frequency range 

defined by the frequencies on the chart through which the cursor moved 

while the mouse button was pressed. 

 

Frequency, Zoom, In     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom into half of the 

frequency span presently displayed.  The center frequency will remain 

unchanged.  

 

Frequency, Zoom, Out     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom out to twice the 

frequency span presently displayed.  The center frequency will remain 

unchanged unless one end of the new frequency span would otherwise 

exceed the beginning or ending frequency of the signal data.  

 

Also activate Frequency, Zoom, Out by right clicking the mouse when the 

cursor is within the plot region of the chart. 
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Frequency, Zoom, Range Values     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up the Frequency Display Range 

Window that permits the entry of the beginning and ending frequencies of 

the desired section of signal.   

 

Frequency, Zoom, All     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to show the entire range of 

frequency available from zero Hertz to the Nyquist limit at half the sample 

frequency.  A warning message alerts the user before the chart starts to 

display more than 1000 harmonic indices, making it possible to avoid slow 

response in the Frequency Domain Chart. 

 

Frequency, Move, Right  

 Selecting this menu item will cursor to the right along the signals, shifting 

half the frequency span displayed on the chart.  Use this feature to move 

along a signal while at any level of frequency zoom.  

 

Also activate Frequency, Move, Right by right clicking the mouse when the 

cursor is right of the plot region of the chart. 

 

Frequency, Move, Left  

 Selecting this menu item will cursor left along the signals, shifting half the 

frequency span displayed on the chart.  Use this feature to move along a 

signal while at any level of frequency zoom.   

 

Also activate Frequency, Move, Left by right clicking the mouse when the 

cursor is left of the plot region of the chart. 

 

Frequency, Display Mode, Harmonics of 60Hz  

 Selecting this menu item will set the frequency display in the Harmonics 

Display Mode, and a check mark will appear in front of the menu item.  The 

frequency display will show the magnitude of harmonics of the power 

system frequency presently selected under the Main Window menu item 

Option,System Frequency. 

 

In the Harmonic Display Mode the power system frequency harmonic 

content of a one-cycle segment of the selected signals may be viewed from 

zero Hertz to the Nyquist limit at half the sample frequency.  The one-cycle 

segment is shown on the time domain display as a wider line over the 
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narrow line of the remainder of the signal.  The segment occurs at the same 

time for all the selected signals and may be placed at any location along the 

time domain signal.  The time domain signal may be zoomed to view any 

portion of the signal, and the one-cycle segment is not required to remain in 

view.  

 

Select the time at which the one-cycle segment begins by pressing the shift 

key, placing the cursor over the time domain signal trace, and then pressing 

the left mouse button.  The wider trace identifying the one-cycle segment 

will then extend approximately one cycle to the right of the assigned data 

point.  The time duration of the time domain data transformed for the 

frequency display is interpolated to precisely one cycle, but the segment on 

the time domain display visually approximates one cycle. 

 

Or select the time at which the one-cycle segment begins by clicking the 

menu item Time,Zoom,Range Values, then entering the time of the 

beginning of the one-cycle segment and clicking the Ok button on the Time 

Display Range Window. 

 

Frequency, Display Mode, Spectrum Standard Resolution  

 Selecting this menu item will set the frequency display in the Spectrum 

Display Mode, and a check mark will appear in front of the menu item.  The 

frequency display will show the magnitude of frequency indices across the 

spectrum from zero Hertz to the Nyquist limit at half the sample frequency.   

The quantity of frequency indices depends largely on the quantity of time 

domain samples visible in the time domain display below the frequency 

display. 

 

Standard frequency resolution produces the at least as many frequency 

indices as there are signal samples.  The FFT used here processes 2^n 

samples most efficiently, so unless the data case has exactly 2^n samples, 

extra zero value data will be appended to the actual main case data, 

increasing the frequency resolution somewhat.   

 

For example, say that the time domain display has 8192 samples, an even 

2^n value.  The signal data can be processed by the FFT without padding it 

with extra zeroes, so there will be 8192 frequency indices.   

 

Now consider a time domain display having 8193 samples.  The next higher 

2^n value is16384, so 8191 zeroes must be appended to the signal data.  The 

result will be 16384 frequency indices.   
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Standard frequency resolution is the default frequency resolution selection 

and represents the minimum quantity of frequency indices (thus the fastest 

processing) that is possible for the main case signal data.   

 

Frequency, Display Mode, Spectrum 2x Resolution  

 Selecting this menu item will set the frequency display in the Spectrum 

Display Mode, and a check mark will appear in front of the menu item.  The 

frequency display will show the magnitude of frequency indices across the 

spectrum from zero Hertz to the Nyquist limit at half the sample frequency.   

The quantity of frequency indices will be twice as large as the quantity 

shown in menu item Frequency,Display Mode,Spectrum Standard 

Resolution.  The higher density of frequency indices offers a more 

continuous spectrum display. 

 

The increased resolution is obtained by appending zeroes onto the time 

domain signal data during the discrete Fourier transform, slowing the 

transform.   

 

Frequency, Display Mode, Spectrum 4x Resolution  

 Selecting this menu item will set the frequency display in the Spectrum 

Display Mode, and a check mark will appear in front of the menu item.  The 

frequency display will show the magnitude of frequency indices across the 

spectrum from zero Hertz to the Nyquist limit at half the sample frequency.   

The quantity of frequency indices will be four times as large as the quantity 

shown in menu item Frequency,Display Mode,Spectrum Standard 

Resolution.  The higher density of frequency indices offers a more 

continuous spectrum display. 

 

The increased resolution is obtained by appending zeroes onto the time 

domain signal data during the discrete Fourier transform, slowing the 

transform.   

 

Frequency, Display Mode, Spectrum 8x Resolution  

 Selecting this menu item will set the frequency display in the Spectrum 

Display Mode, and a check mark will appear in front of the menu item.  The 

frequency display will show the magnitude of frequency indices across the 

spectrum from zero Hertz to the Nyquist limit at half the sample frequency.   

The quantity of frequency indices will be eight times as large as the quantity 

shown in menu item Frequency,Display Mode,Spectrum Standard 

Resolution.  The higher density of frequency indices offers a more 

continuous spectrum display. 
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The increased resolution is obtained by appending zeroes onto the time 

domain signal data during the discrete Fourier transform, slowing the 

transform.   

 

Frequency, Display Mode, Spectrum 16x Resolution  

 Selecting this menu item will set the frequency display in the Spectrum 

Display Mode, and a check mark will appear in front of the menu item.  The 

frequency display will show the magnitude of frequency indices across the 

spectrum from zero Hertz to the Nyquist limit at half the sample frequency.   

The quantity of frequency indices will be sixteen times as large as the 

quantity shown in menu item Frequency,Display Mode,Spectrum Standard 

Resolution.  The higher density of frequency indices offers a more 

continuous spectrum display. 

 

The increased resolution is obtained by appending zeroes onto the time 

domain signal data during the discrete Fourier transform, slowing the 

transform.   

 

Frequency, Y Axis Scale, Log  

Selecting this menu item will set the frequency display Y-axis to display 

frequency index magnitude as the logarithmic scale 10*log(RMS).  A check 

mark will be placed in front of the menu item to indicate it is the selected 

scale mode. 

Frequency, Y Axis Scale, Linear RMS  

Selecting this menu item will set the frequency display Y-axis to display 

frequency index magnitude as RMS on a linear scale. A check mark will be 

placed in front of the menu item to indicate it is the selected scale mode. 

 

Frequency, Y Axis Scale, Linear Percent  

The Linear Percent menu item appears only during the Harmonic Display 

Mode.  Selecting this menu item will set the frequency display Y-axis to 

display frequency index magnitude as percentage of the magnitude of the 

power system frequency index on a linear scale. A check mark will be 

placed in front of the menu item to indicate it is the selected scale mode. 

   

Frequency, Information  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a short explanation of frequency 

display features. 
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Options, To Clipboard, Frequency Domain  

Selecting this menu item will place a copy of the frequency domain display 

on the clipboard in Windows metafile format.  The numerical data contained 

in the chart will also be placed on the clipboard. 

   

 Options, To Clipboard, Time Domain  

Selecting this menu item will place a copy of the time domain display on the 

clipboard in Windows metafile format.  The numerical data contained in the 

chart will also be placed on the clipboard. 

   

Options, To File, Frequency Domain  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a save-file dialog window to save a 

file copy of the frequency domain display in Windows metafile format. 

   

To save the entire printer output page as a metafile, click Print to bring up 

the Print Preview window, then select Save As, Metafile. 

 

Options, To File, Time Domain  

Selecting this menu item will bring up a save-file dialog window to save a 

file copy of the time domain display in Windows metafile format. 

  

To save the entire printer output page as a metafile, click Print to bring up 

the Print Preview window, then select Save As, Metafile. 

 

Options, Cursor Display Location, Top Right     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal value and time or frequency to 

appear at the top right corner of the time or frequency display as the cursor 

passes over a signal trace.  The data-point value and frequency or time value 

shown in the display actual sample values and are not interpolations.   

 

Options, Cursor Display Location, Follows Cursor     

 Selecting this menu item will cause the signal value and time or frequency to 

appear near the cursor as the cursor passes over a signal trace on the time or 

frequency display.  The data-point value and frequency or time value shown 

in the display actual sample values and are not interpolations.   

 

Options, Total Harmonic Distortion     

 Selecting this menu item will place the percentage total harmonic distortion 

on a title line above the frequency domain display.  An input box appears 
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first to allow entry of the upper end of the range of harmonics that will be 

totalized.  Total Harmonic Distortion is the square root of the sum of 

squared magnitudes of harmonics from index #2 (120 Hz on a 60 Hz power 

system) to and including the upper limit harmonic divided by the square of 

the fundamental frequency magnitude (refer to IEEE standard 519).  The 

permissible range of upper limit harmonic is shown on the input box.  The 

maximum upper limit harmonic that can be entered is the Nyquist frequency 

limit, essentially half of the sample frequency for the signal.  

 

A check mark appears in front of the menu item when the option is selected.  

To change the upper limit harmonic when the Total Harmonic Distortion 

option is checked, click the menu item once to unselect it, and then click it 

again.  The input box allowing entry of the upper limit harmonic will appear. 

 

Total harmonic distortion is appropriate only in the harmonic display mode, 

so the option is disabled in the frequency spectrum display mode.  In cases 

where no measurable component exists at the power system frequency, the 

total harmonic distortion will indicate, “undefined.”  

 

Options, Harmonic List  

 Selecting this menu item will display a window showing the magnitude and 

reference angle in degrees of each harmonic index shown on the frequency 

domain chart.  The Harmonic List is available only in the Harmonics 

Display Mode.   

 

Options, Information     

 Selecting this menu item will bring up a message showing the mouse 

shortcuts available for the time and frequency displays. 

 

Refresh      

Selecting this menu item will refresh the chart pictures and may be 

necessary if the display is degraded by the traveling data value indicator or 

the vertical cursor line.  The chart may also occasionally undergo a slight 

size change as the mouse cursor passes over it, causing discontinuities to 

appear and failing to respond to point selections.  Press the Refresh menu 

item, then resume work.  

 

Charts, Overlay Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Overlay Chart window.  To view 

chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the windows.  The signals 
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appearing on this chart are those previously selected on the Main Window 

and the accompanying Analog Signals Window. 

 

 Charts, Multiple Charts  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Multiple Chart window.  To view 

chart windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the windows.  The signals 

appearing on this chart are those previously selected on the Main Window 

and the accompanying Analog Signals and Digital Channels Windows. 

 

Charts, XY Chart  

Selecting this menu item will bring up the XY Chart window.  To view chart 

windows simultaneously, adjust the size of the windows.  The signals 

appearing on this chart are those previously selected on the Main Window 

and the accompanying Analog Signals Window. 

 

Print     

Selecting this menu item will bring up the Print Preview window showing a 

preview of the Frequency Domain Chart.  The Print Preview window and 

the Frequency Domain Chart can be viewed simultaneously.  If adjustments 

are made to the Frequency Domain Chart display, click the Refresh menu 

item on the Print Preview window to send the new chart to the print preview 

screen. 

 

Clicking this menu item when the Print Preview window is already in view 

will refresh the Print Preview display, causing the loss of any documentation 

(comments, lines, markers) that may have been previously added to the Print 

Preview display.  Refer to Print Preview window for more information. 

 

Done     

Selecting this menu item will return the user to the Main window and hide 

all charts. 

 

Cancel button     

Press the Cancel button to return to the Main window if it appears that 

preparations for the Frequency Domain Chart window are taking an 

excessive amount of time.  The Cancel button actually appears on a separate 

dialog box while the frequency domain display is being prepared.  Pressing 

the button not only cancels the Frequency Domain Chart window but also 

resets the Frequency, Display Mode to Harmonics Of 60Hz in order to 
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minimize the amount of time needed to prepare the Frequency Domain 

Chart window the next time it is requested. 

 

When a main case signal has a large sample count or a high sample 

frequency, there may be a delay between clicking the Cancel button and the 

actual interruption of chart preparation.  The delay may be extended if the 

RAM requirements of the signal exceed that present in the computer.  The 

use of Spectrum 2x Resolution to Spectrum 16x Resolution in the Frequency 

Display Mode significantly increases the demand for RAM, and may not be 

advisable for cases having large sample count or high sample frequency. 

 

 

 

TIME DISPLAY RANGE WINDOW 

Purpose   

The Time Display Range window allows the user to enter the beginning and 

ending time of the signals shown in the time display on the Frequency 

Domain Chart window, and is an alternative to the various zoom commands.  

When the Frequency Domain Chart is in the Harmonics Display Mode, the 

user is additionally allowed to enter into the Time Display Range Window 

the starting time of the one-cycle segment that will undergo transformation 

into the frequency domain for harmonic display. 

 

Hide     

Selecting this menu item will hide the Time Display Range Window.  It can 

be restored to view at the Frequency Domain Chart menu item Time, Zoom, 

Range Values. 

 

Refresh     

Selecting this menu item will update the Time Display Range Window time 

value entries to indicate the present starting and ending times of the time 

display on the Frequency Domain Chart window.  When the Frequency 

Domain Chart is in the Harmonics Display Mode, the starting time value 

entry of the one-cycle segment identified for harmonic analysis will also be 

changed to the presently displayed value.  

 

Zoom All     

Selecting this menu item will zoom the time domain display on the 

Frequency Domain Chart to the show full time duration of the presently 

displayed signals. 
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Zoom Out     

Selecting this menu item will cause the time domain display on the 

Frequency Domain Chart to zoom out to twice the time span presently 

displayed.  The center time will remain unchanged unless one end of the 

new time span would otherwise exceed the beginning or ending time of the 

signal data.  

 

Also activate Zoom Out by right clicking the mouse when the cursor is 

within the plot region of the chart. 

 

Zoom In     

Selecting this menu item will cause the chart to zoom into half of the time 

span presently shown on the time domain display of the Frequency Domain 

Chart.  The center time will remain unchanged. 

 

Ok button     

Pressing the Ok button will zoom the time display to the present time 

entries. 

 

 

FREQUENCY DISPLAY RANGE WINDOW 

Purpose   

The Frequency Display Range Window allows the user to enter the 

beginning and ending frequencies of the signals shown in the frequency 

display on the Frequency Domain Chart, and is an alternative to the various 

zoom commands.  

 

Hide     

Selecting this menu item will hide the Frequency Display Range Window.  It 

can be restored to view at the Frequency Domain Chart menu item 

Frequency, Zoom, Range Values. 

 

Refresh     

Selecting this menu item will update the Frequency Display Range Window 

frequency value entries to indicate the present starting and ending 

frequencies of the frequency display on the Frequency Domain Chart 

window.   
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Zoom All     

Selecting this menu item will cause the frequency display in the Frequency 

Domain Chart window to show the entire range of frequency available from 

zero Hertz to the Nyquist limit at half the sample frequency.   

 

Zoom Out     

Selecting this menu item will cause the frequency display on the Frequency 

Domain Chart window to zoom out to twice the frequency span presently 

displayed.  The center frequency will remain unchanged unless one end of 

the new frequency span would otherwise exceed the beginning or ending 

frequency of the signal data.  

 

Also activate Zoom Out by right clicking the mouse when the cursor is 

within the plot region of the chart. 

 

Zoom In     

Selecting this menu item will cause the frequency display on the Frequency 

Domain Chart window to zoom into half of the frequency span presently 

displayed.  The center frequency will remain unchanged. 

 

Ok button     

Pressing the Ok button will zoom the frequency display to the present 

frequency entries. 

 

HARMONICS LIST WINDOW 

Purpose   

The Harmonics list window shows a grid containing the indices, 

frequencies, magnitude and angle of each harmonic presently shown on the 

Frequency Domain window.  This window is brought up by the Frequency 

Domain window menu item Options, Harmonics List. 

 

Edit, Copy   

Selecting this menu item will copy the present harmonics list selections to 

the Windows clipboard, allowing the list to be passed to other Windows 

applications. 
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Edit, Select All   

Selecting this menu item will select the entire harmonics list. 

 

 

FILTER SETTINGS WINDOW 

Display   

The Filter Settings window offers four types of filters that can be selected 

singly or in any combination.  If multiple filters are selected, then they will 

act on the signals as though connected in series.  Click on a checkbox to 

bring up the filter characteristic.  A diagram showing filter characteristic 

versus frequency will come into view.  Before entering the pass-band 

frequency and cutoff frequency, look at the list to the right containing the list 

of frequency indices available for the main case signals. 

 

The filter will act by transforming the full duration of a signal into frequency 

domain using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT), more commonly referred 

to as an FFT.  One property of the discrete Fourier transform is that the 

quantity of frequency indices produced is equal to the number of time 

domain data points transformed.  The frequency of the highest frequency 

index is half of the time domain sample frequency.  

 

The filter characteristics that are selected act on the magnitude of the 

frequency indices, so the list at the right will show indicate how precisely 

the signal may be filtered.  Say, for example, the main case has a sample 

frequency of 20000 Hertz and has a duration of 0.5 seconds, or 10000 

samples.  The highest frequency index will be 10000 Hertz.  If the FFT were 

to transform only the 10000 samples, then the frequency indices would be 1 

Hertz apart.  The transform used here processes most efficiently when there 

are 2^n samples, so even in the Standard Frequency Resolution case, zero 

values may be appended to the signal data to bring the total samples to 2^n, 

or 16384 samples for a case having 10000 actual signal sample points.  The 

result would produce frequency indices 0.82 Hertz apart.  This provides 

good resolution and the default option Standard Frequency Resolution is the 

recommended selection. 

 

When entering the filter pass-band and cutoff frequencies, bear in mind that 

the filter can act only on the discrete frequencies shown in the list.  It is not 

possible to expect a band-pass filter with cutoff frequencies of 50.1 and 50.9 

to allow through any signal in the example case above because there simply 

are no frequency indices in that narrow band. 
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Consider a signal with a small number of samples.  Say, for example, the 

main case has a sample frequency of 5000 Hertz and is only 50 samples 

long.  The highest frequency index (bottom of list) will be 2500 Hertz, and 

frequency indices will each be separated by 50 Hz.   The resolution of 

filtering this signal appears limited.  A band-pass filter with cutoff 

frequencies of 51 and 99 Hertz would pass no signal at all.  

 

However, it is possible to increase the resolution by selecting an option 

above the list.  By clicking the 16x Frequency Resolution option, the list 

would change to show frequency indices separated by about 3 Hz.  

Resolution is increased during the discrete Fourier transform by padding the 

signal with zeros.  All zero padding is placed after the signal samples.   

 

Zero padding will lengthen the time necessary to complete the discrete 

Fourier transform, so increasing the frequency resolution of cases already 

having a large number of samples is not recommended. 

 

Standard Frequency Resolution option box   

Standard frequency resolution produces the at least as many frequency 

indices as there are signal samples.  The FFT used here processes 2^n 

samples most efficiently, so unless the data case has exactly 2^n samples, 

extra zero value data will be appended to the actual main case data, 

increasing the frequency resolution somewhat.   

 

For example, say that the main case has 8192 samples, an even 2^n value.  

The signal data can be processed by the FFT without padding it with extra 

zeroes, so there will be 8192 frequency indices.   

 

Now consider a main case having 8193 samples.  The next higher 2^n value 

is16384, so 8191 zeroes must be appended to the signal data.  The result will 

be 16384 frequency indices.   

 

Standard frequency resolution is the default frequency resolution selection 

and represents the minimum quantity of frequency indices (thus the fastest 

processing) that is possible for the main case signal data.   

 

2X Frequency Resolution option box   

The 2X Frequency Resolution appends the main case signal data with more 

zeroes to provide two times the quantity of frequency indices as would be 

provided by the Standard Frequency Resolution option.  More frequency 

indices allow more precise filtering, but also slow the filtering process. 
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4X Frequency Resolution option box   

The 4X Frequency Resolution appends the main case signal data with more 

zeroes to provide four times the quantity of frequency indices as would be 

provided by the Standard Frequency Resolution option.  More frequency 

indices allow more precise filtering, but also slow the filtering process. 

 

 

8X Frequency Resolution option box   

The 8X Frequency Resolution appends the main case signal data with more 

zeroes to provide eight times the quantity of frequency indices as would be 

provided by the Standard Frequency Resolution option.  More frequency 

indices allow more precise filtering, but also slow the filtering process. 

 

 

16X Frequency Resolution option box   

The 16X Frequency Resolution appends the main case signal data with more 

zeroes to provide 16 times the quantity of frequency indices as would be 

provided by the Standard Frequency Resolution option.  More frequency 

indices allow more precise filtering, but also slow the filtering process. 

 

 

Cancel button   

Press the Cancel button to return to the Main window. 

 

Done button   

Press the Done button after selecting the desired filter characteristics and 

entering the desired filter values.  The Analysis Function window will then 

appear, allowing the selection of signals to filter. 
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ANALYSIS FUNCTION WINDOW 

Display   

The Analysis Function window allows the user to choose the signals to 

process, and choose the locations for the output of the function.  Add new 

empty signal positions in which to place the function output, or overwrite 

existing signals 

 

New Empty Signal   

The New Empty Signal menu item permits the addition of new empty signal 

positions in which to place the output of analysis functions or copies of other 

main case signals.  Enter a name as each new empty signal is created. 

 

There is no need to use this menu item if the user intends press the “Process 

Inputs; Results to New Empty Signals” button after selecting the input 

signals, since the program will automatically create the necessary new empty 

signals needed for the output  

 

Clear Selections   

The Clear Selections menu item permits the user to select a new group of 

input and output signals for the analysis function. 

 

Cancel   

The Cancel menu item cancels the Analyze Function window and to the 

Main window. 

 

Done   

The Done menu item starts the analysis function processing the signals.  

Input signals and output signal locations must have already been selected for 

processing of the analysis function to proceed.   

 

Process Inputs; Results To New Empty Signals button 

The Process Selected Signals button starts the function processing the 

signals that have been selected for function input, and automatically creates 

and names new empty signals into which the output is placed.  It is 

necessary to select signals for all the inputs before this button can be 

pressed. 
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It is not necessary to create New Empty Signals before selecting this menu 

item, since they will be created here automatically. 

 

Process Inputs; Results To Selected Outputs button 

The Process Selected Signals button starts the analysis function processing 

the signals that have been selected for input and output.  It is necessary to 

select signals for all the inputs and outputs required by the function before 

this button will proceed with signal processing.   

 

Process Entire Main Case button   

The Process Entire Main Case button is present only for low-pass, high-pass, 

band-pass, and band-stop filters using the Fourier Transform, and permits 

the filtering the entire main case without having to individually select the 

signals.   

 

Use this feature when it is necessary to low-pass filter the entire Main Case 

before resampling to some lower sampling frequency.  Refer to Main 

window menu item Main Case, Resampling for more explanation. 

 

TABLE ASCII FILE IMPORT - STEP 1 OF 3 WINDOW 

Display   

Table ASCII File Import Step 1 of 3 window allows the user to import signal 

data in a wide variety of ASCII table formats, showing a preview of the first 

50 rows of the file. 

 

Table Ascii File message box  

Before making any selections on the Table ASCII File Import Step 1 of 3 

window the user must determine whether or not the first row of the table 

ASCII file contains the project title and the second row contains a project 

description.  Table files previously saved by ATP Analyzer contain that 

information, while tables created by other programs probably do not. 

 

Delimited option box   

ATP Analyzer searches the first line containing numerical values in the table 

ASCII file for typical delimiting characters such as commas or tabs.  If 

delimiters are found, then the Delimited Option Box will be selected.  If the 

data is not separated by delimiters or the delimiters should be ignored,  then 

select the Fixed Width Option Box. 
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Fixed Width option box   

ATP Analyzer searches the first line containing numerical values in the table 

ASCII file for typical delimiting characters such as commas or tabs.  If 

delimiters are not found, then the Fixed Width Option Box will be selected.  

If the data is separated by delimiters, then select the Delimited Option Box. 

 

Start Import At Row text box   

Set the Start Import At Row text box at the row number containing signal 

names, or at the first row of numerical data if no signal names exist.  The 

file display will change to show rows beginning with the new Start Import at 

Row value after a short delay. 

  

Signal Names Contained In Start Row check box   

Check the Signal Names Contained In Start Row check box if the table 

ASCII does indeed contain signal names in the start row. 

 

Signal Data Only; No Time Data check box   

Check the Signal Data Only check box if the table ASCII file does not 

contain a time value column in the leftmost position.  The sample frequency 

in Hertz must be known so it can be entered in Table ASCII Import Step 2 of 

3. 

 

Cancel button   

Click the Cancel button to cancel import of a table ASCII data file. 

 

Back button   

Not enabled on Table ASCII File Import Step 1 of 3 window. 

 

Next button   

Click the Next button when satisfied with the selections and the view of the 

table ASCII file.  Table ASCII File Import Step 2 of 3 window will appear. 

 

Finish button   

Click the Finish button to fully import the table ASCII file without viewing 

Table ASCII File Import Step 2 of 3 window and Table ASCII File Import 

Step 3 of 3 window.   
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TABLE ASCII FILE IMPORT - STEP 2 OF 3 WINDOW 

Display   

Table ASCII File Import Step 2 of 3 window allows the user to proceed 

through the import of signal data ASCII table formats, showing a preview of 

the first 50 rows of the file after columnizing by the presently selected 

delimiter or fixed width rules. 

 

The display varies depending on whether Delimiters or Fixed Width was 

selected on Table ASCII File Import Step 1 of 3 window. 

 

Tab check box   

Visible only when Delimiter option selected on Table ASCII File Import 

Step 1 of 3 window.  Check the box if data in the table ASCII file are 

delimited by tabs. 

 

Semicolon check box   

Visible only when Delimiter option selected on Table ASCII File Import 

Step 1 of 3 window.  Check the box if data in the table ASCII file are 

delimited by semicolons. 

 

Comma check box   

Visible only when Delimiter option selected on Table ASCII File Import 

Step 1 of 3 window.  Check the box if data in the table ASCII file are 

delimited by commas. 

 

Space check box   

Visible only when Delimiter option selected on Table ASCII File Import 

Step 1 of 3 window.  Check the box if data in the table ASCII file are 

delimited by spaces. 

 

Other: check box   

Visible only when Delimiter option selected on Table ASCII File Import 

Step 1 of 3 window.  Check the box if data in the table ASCII file are 

delimited by any other character after having entered the character in the 

Other: text box. 
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Treat Consecutive Delimiters As One check box   

Visible only when Delimiter option selected on Table ASCII File Import 

Step 1 of 3 window.  Check the box if data values are separated by more 

than one consecutive delimiter. 

 

Text Qualifier selection box   

Visible only when Delimiter option selected on Table ASCII File Import 

Step 1 of 3 window.  Select quotation mark, apostrophe, or None to describe 

characters that identify the presence of signal names when signal names are 

present in the row above the numerical data. 

 

Lefthand Time Column Character Count text box   

Visible only when Fixed Width option selected on Table ASCII File Import 

Step 1 of 3 window.  Enter the character count for column width of the left-

most column containing time. 

 

Signal Column Character Count text box   

Visible only when Fixed Width option selected on Table ASCII File Import 

Step 1 of 3 window.  Enter the character count for width of each signal 

column. 

 

Time Multiplier  text box   

The Time Multiplier textbox is present for Table ASCII files having time 

information in the leftmost column. 

 

Enter a multiplier value that will convert the time units of the leftmost 

column to seconds.  Use the default value of 1 if time data units are already 

seconds.   

 

The independent variable in the leftmost column may be time in units other 

than seconds, or may be a measure other than time.  Such data may be 

viewed on any chart except the Frequency Domain Chart and may be 

analyzed using functions not involving time, such as Analyze Mathematical 

Add, Subtract, Multiply, Divide, and Analyze Modify Clip, Multiply Factor, 

Negate, Offset, and Rectify. 

 

When the independent variable in the leftmost column is time other than 

units of seconds or a measure other than time, select menu item Time, Scale, 

Custom on the Multiple Charts window after the data has been fully 

imported.  Enter the appropriate units to properly document the display.     
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Hertz  Sample Frequency text box   

The Hertz Sample Frequency textbox is present for Table ASCII files having 

no time information in the leftmost column and the Signal Data Only 

checkbox checked on Step 1 of 3. 

 

Enter the sample frequency in Hertz so that the relative time of the samples 

will be known as the case is imported.   

 

Cancel button   

Click the Cancel button to cancel import of a table ASCII data file. 

 

Back button   

Click the Back button to return to Table ASCII File Import Step 1 of 3 

window. 

 

TABLE ASCII FILE IMPORT - STEP 3 OF 3 WINDOW 

Display   

Table ASCII File Import Step 3 of 3 window allows the user to proceed 

through the import of signal data ASCII table formats, showing a preview of 

the first 50 rows of the file as the data will be interpreted and placed into the 

main case or comparison case of ATP Analyzer. 

 

Cancel button   

Click the Cancel button to cancel import of a table ASCII data file. 

 

Back button   

Click the Back button to return to Table ASCII File Import Step 2 of 3 

window. 

 

Next button   

Disabled on the Table ASCII File Import Step 3 of 3 window. 

 

Finish button   

Click the Finish button to fully import the table ASCII file as a Main Case or 

Comparison Case.   
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COMTRADE CONFIGURATION FILE WINDOW 

Display   

The Comtrade Configuration File window shows the configuration file fields 

associated with the analog signals in the main case.  Access is allowed in 

four fields, and the entries will be written to the Comtrade *.cfg 

configuration file when the main case is saved as a Comtrade file. 

 

Analog Channel Identification Number listbox   

The Analog Channel Identification Number listbox contains a list of all 

analog signals in the main case with one highlighted to indicate it is 

selected.  The data shown in the textboxes below are for the Analog Channel 

Identification Number that is highlighted. 

 

Channel Identifier textbox   

The Channel Identifier textbox contains the signal name that appears on 

main case charts.  If desired, enter a new name.  The field is limited to 64 

characters by ANSI standard C37.111. 

 

Channel Phase Identification textbox   

The Channel Phase Identification textbox contains an optional phase 

identification.  If desired, enter a new phase identification.  The field is 

limited to two characters by ANSI standard C37.111. 

 

Circuit Component Being Monitored textbox   

The Circuit Component Begin Monitored textbox contains an optional 

description.  If desired, enter a new description.  The field is limited to 64 

characters by ANSI standard C37.111. 

 

Channel Units textbox   

The Channel Units textbox contains an optional description of signal units.  

If desired, enter a new description.  The field is limited to 32 characters by 

ANSI standard C37.111. 

 

Channel Multiplier display   

The Channel Multiplier field of the configuration file is determined 

automatically when the main case is saved as a Comtrade file.  Refer to 

ANSI standard C37.111 for details about the field. 
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Channel Offset Adder display   

The Channel Offset Adder field of the configuration file is determined 

automatically when the main case is saved as a Comtrade file.  Refer to 

ANSI standard C37.111 for details about the field. 

 

Channel Time Skew display   

The Channel Time Skew field always shows a value of zero.  At this time 

the program does not accommodate samples that have a time skew other 

than zero.  Refer to ANSI standard C37.111 for details about the field. 

 

Range Minimum Data Value display   

The Range Minimum Data Value field will not be lower than negative 

32765.  The value is recalculated automatically each time the main case is 

saved as a Comtrade file.  Refer to ANSI standard C37.111 for details about 

the field. 

 

Range Maximum Data Value display   

The Range Maximum Data Value field will not be greater than 32765.  The 

value is recalculated automatically each time the main case is saved as a 

Comtrade file.  Refer to ANSI standard C37.111 for details about the field. 

 

Channel Voltage Or Current Transformer Primary Ratio display   

The field is not presently accessible for editing.  Refer to ANSI standard 

C37.111 for details about the field. 

 

Channel Voltage Or Current Transformer Secondary Ratio display   

The field is not presently accessible for editing.  Refer to ANSI standard 

C37.111 for details about the field. 

 

PS display   

The field is not presently accessible for editing.  Refer to ANSI standard 

C37.111 for details about the field. 

 

Done button   

Click the Done button to return to the main menu. 

 

 
 


